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Abstract
Feature structures are related to frames in articial intelligence and to record
structures in many programming languages. They are widely used as a data
structure for natural language processing and their formalizations often include multiple inheritance and subtyping, which allow for terser descriptions
and a logical control over non-determinism during search. While it is widely
known that problems in empirical linguistics often under-determine the formal devices that must be employed in their formal expression, it has never
been formally proven what, if anything, is gained by using subtypes, parametric types and/or features in a feature logic. This, in turn, has hampered
our understanding of how typed feature structures relate to other algebraic
structures used in natural language processing and logic programming, such
as systemic networks and lattices of Prolog or rst-order terms. Given a
xed signature, a declaration of types and features, what kinds of information can feature structures distinguish with types relative to what they can
distinguish with features? Are types, parametric or otherwise, just a convenient shorthand for bundles of features? If there is a formal trade-o, can
we use that to our advantage for better \compilation" of practical large-scale
grammars, when viewed as logic programs over typed feature structures?
This dissertation is a study of the algebraic structures that underlie attributed type signatures and the universes of typed feature structures that
they induce. Specically, it proposes denitions of signature subsumption
and equivalence to answer these questions with reference to the logic of typed
feature structures as formalized in Carpenter 1992]. In addition to the obvious advantages of understanding what the ramications of changing the
signature of a program/grammar are, the present study also demonstrates,
with the support of empirical results, that the view of signatures proposed
here can substantially improve the eciency of programs written over the
logic of typed feature structures by showing how to embed a signicant class
v
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of signatures into the lattice of Prolog terms. In so doing, it demonstrates
that ecient computation with typed feature structures reduces to the more
general problems of standard logic programming in Prolog, graph coloring
and matrix multiplication.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Feature Structures
Feature structures have enjoyed a very wide use in linguistics, psychology
and elsewhere for the past fty years and have been employed at every level
of linguistic theory. They are related to the record structures found in many
programming languages, and to the \frames" proposed in the context of
knowledge representation in articial intelligence.
While the formal denitions used in these applications, where they are formally dened at all, often vary in some important details, feature structures
are fundamentally characterized by a nite mapping from features, sometimes
called attributes, to values. Figure 1.1 shows one way of depicting a feature
structure that might be used to express the properties of a linguistic entity
in three aspects that are salient to subject-verb agreement in English. These
aspects, which are the features, are conventionally shown in small capitals
at the left-hand side of each pair shown, with their respective values given
on the right. Out of respect for this manner of depiction, feature structures
are sometimes called attribute-value matrices, or AVMs. They can also be
depicted as labelled directed graphs, as shown in Figure 1.2.
2
3
person third
4number singular5
gender masc
Figure 1.1: A feature structure for subject-verb agreement in English.
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2
person
number
gender

third
singular
masc

Figure 1.2: A directed-labelled-graph representation of Figure 1.1.
2
3
index
6
person third 7
6
4number singular7
5
gender masc
Figure 1.3: A typed feature structure for subject-verb agreement.
In this case, the values might come from some assumed collection of atoms
that are available as values for any feature. Often, it is assumed that values
can be feature structures themselves, in which case it makes sense to speak
of values that lie at the end of some path, or nite sequence, of features.
The principal benet of feature structures is that they provide named access
to properties or substructures in the formal representation of an entity by
means of these paths. This is in contrast to rst-order terms, for example,
whose subterms are referred to by means of ordinals: rst argument, second
argument of the rst argument, etc.

1.2 Types
Semantic typing of feature structures is as old as feature structures themselves, since features were originally used to relate concepts, not specic
instances of concepts. Types are typically arranged in a partial order interpreted by set inclusion, called type hierarchies. Typing and type hierarchies
serve as an additional dimension along which to classify or organize knowledge. In the present study, the type of a feature structure will be indicated
in the upper left-hand corner of its AVM representation, as in Figure 1.3,
which shows the same feature structure having been assigned the type index.
Instead of using features and values, we could use types alone to represent
subject-verb agreement properties in a large type hierarchy rooted at the
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3
index 1sgmasc

.
index 1sg ..

..
.

index 1plmasc

index sm index 1pl index pm index 1masc

index 1 index 2 index 3 index sg

index pl

..
.

..
.

index masc index fem index neut

index

?
Figure 1.4: A featureless type hierarchy for subject-verb agreement.
rst second third singular plural masc fem neut
index

person:person
number:number
gender:gender

person

number

gender

?
Figure 1.5: A type hierarchy for subject-verb agreement.

type, index, part of which is shown in Figure 1.4. Many times, these partial
orders are written with the opposite orientation but following Carpenter
1992], they will be depicted here with ? (pronounced \bottom") as the
most general type, with more specic subtypes written above their more
general supertypes, with joins corresponding to least upper bounds, and with
meets corresponding to greatest lower bounds. A central concern to computer
scientists who work with typed feature structures is the ecient computation
of joins, called unication, which corresponds to the consistent combination
of information about concept membership.
We could also use feature-value pairs along with types, but in a more
restricted way, by imposing a set of appropriateness conditions to specify
which types of feature structures can bear a certain feature, which types of
feature structures must bear a certain feature, what the type of a feature's
value must be (also called value restrictions ), or any combination of these.
A specication of a type hierarchy, a set of features, and appropriateness
conditions is known as a type signature or attributed type signature, with the
specic interpretation of the appropriateness conditions remaining implicit.
Figure 1.4 is a type signature with no features. Figure 1.5 is a type signature
with types, features and appropriateness suitable for supporting the expres-
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sion of subject-verb agreement properties tacitly assumed in Figure 1.3. The
appropriateness conditions are depicted as subscripts on types, with value
restrictions occurring after the feature names.
Figure 1.3 and Figure 1.4 have something in common: they are both
signatures over which feature structures for describing a view of subjectverb agreement can be articulated. On the other hand, they are not the
same signatures | they have dierent types, features and appropriateness
conditions | and they may have certain practical qualities that would cause
us to prefer one over the other. Other possibilities also exist. For example,
one could view index as a parametric type that maps a triple of person,
number and gender subtypes to a featureless type such as one of those in
Figure 1.4.

1.3 Statement of Thesis and Objectives
The purpose of this thesis, broadly speaking, is to formalize what it means
for two signatures to bear this kind of similarity, with an eye towards understanding the structure that exists among the feature structures they induce,
particularly with respect to least upper bounds or unication. It will be
shown that this minimalist view of signatures and the algebraic structures
they induce can be used to improve our understanding of several practical
problems in computer science as they pertain to logics of computation with
typed feature structures.
In a sense, this dissertation does not argue for any new solutions to logic
programming with typed feature structures. Instead, the claim is that efcient computation with typed feature structures, normally logic programming or some fragment of it such as natural language parsing or generation,
is merely a collection of already well-studied problems in computer science
| logic programming in Prolog, matrix multiplication and graph coloring, to
name a few salient examples | disguised as new problems by more supercial dierences that have occupied an all-too-central position within featurestructure-based research, particularly in computational linguistics. The disguise is removed by a proper understanding of the algebraic structure of
attributed type signatures, their feature structures and the potential equivalences among them.
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1.3.1 Thesis

The algebraic structures underlying attributed type signatures, their specications, and the sets of feature structures that they induce admit a precise
formalization of the equivalences that can intuitively appear to exist among
the information states distinguished by dierent signatures. This formal
equivalence can be used to substantially increase the eciency of the practical task of programming with typed feature structures, and lends a better
understanding to several more theoretical problems in mathematics and computer science.

1.3.2 Objectives

This dissertation provides a justication of this thesis by making the following
specic contributions:
1. Join-preserving Embeddings: it provides a better and more general
abstraction of what characterizes a join-preserving embedding, i.e., embeddings of one meet semi-lattice into another that preserve the results
of unication, than the conventional denition.
2. Signature Subsumption and Equivalence: using that generalized
denition, it presents a formal denition of these concepts that corresponds to the intuitive similarity mentioned in the last section.
3. Feature-Subtype Equivalence: it proves that every type signature
is equivalent to a feature-free type signature, i.e., a type hierarchy, but
that features do add more expressivity when one considers the case of
nite signatures because their equivalent feature-free signatures may
be innite. Conventional wisdom on this point, while acknowledging
that there is a dierence in expressive power, has incorrectly pointed
to another cause.
4. Parametric Typing: it presents the rst formalization of parametric
typing that is general enough to accord with its use in both the theory of
programming languages and feature-structure-based linguistic theories
such as Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and
Sag, 1994).
5. Parametric Typing Equivalence: it locates an equivalence between
an important class of parametric type signatures and non-parametric
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type signatures that can be used to extend the abilities of existing
programming languages based on attributed type signatures to handle
parametric types eciently and with minimal modication. Parametric types provide yet another dimension, together with subtypes and
features, along which signatures can vary while remaining equivalent.
In contrast to features, it is proven that parametric types add no extra
expressive power from a formal standpoint, but provide a far more elegant means of higher-order reasoning in a type system, while allowing
for signicantly more compact encodings of information.
6. Term Encoding: It uses the generalized notion of join-preserving
embeddings to provide an embedding of typed feature structures over
any statically-typable attributed type signature into Prolog terms, thus
reducing logic programming over typed feature structures to a Prolog preprocessing step, and admitting easy solutions to the problems
of coroutining and constraint logic programming with typed feature
structures.
7. Signature Speci cations: it corrects several previous misconceptions
about algebraic closure operations on partial orders, demonstrates that
the compilation of any attributed type signature reduces entirely to
matrix-theoretic operations on sparse matrices, and characterizes a new
class of sparse matrices useful for knowledge representation for which
specialized multiplication algorithms can be developed. Preliminary
results suggest that these methods can improve compilation times on
large signatures by a factor of 800 or more over naive transitive closure
algorithms and by up to a factor of 5000 over closure by optimized
matrix multiplication algorithms such as Strassen's algorithm.
8. Optimal Term Encoding: combining the matrix-theoretic view of
type signatures in the absence of features with the Prolog term encoding of typed feature structures, it solves the hitherto open problem of
nding the optimal join-preserving at rst-order-term encoding of an
arbitrary nite semi-lattice, along with a complexity analysis.

The combination of the practical insights derived from this work have led to
the development of an improved version of the Attribute Logic Engine (ALE,
Carpenter and Penn, 1996), a logic programming language based on the logic
of typed feature structures, and its reference English grammar that is faster
than the current version of ALE by a factor of slightly more than 113,000.
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1.4 Structure of the Dissertation
Because of the interdisciplinary nature of this work, it will be useful to consider the broad structure of this dissertation in outline from more than one
perspective, each based on a discipline that will perhaps be informed by it.

1.4.1 Mathematics and Theoretical Computer Science

First and foremost, this dissertation represents an attempt to arrive at a
proper understanding of the algebra of information states that is induced by
combining a partially ordered set of types with appropriateness conditions,
a certain kind of constraint on the presence and values of their features.
Feature structures can be thought of as representing local environments
or call-stack frames, in which case feature values represent logical variables
dened within the scope of those environments. The connection between
earlier versions of the logic of typed feature structures and the theory of
programming languages was rst made by A!t-Kaci 1984], and later developed by Moshier 1988]. The version of the logic used in the present
dissertation together with its connection to domain theory was presented
by Carpenter 1992]. Several connections to category theory have also been
drawn by Moshier 1997a,b]. Central to all of these contributions has been
the attempt to isolate and explore the signicance of combining internally
structured objects | records, essentially | with the external structure of
inclusional polymorphism and the subsumption that it induces.
From a mathematical and philosophical point of view, attributed type
signatures can be thought of as very elegant and compact representations of
(often innite) partial orders of elements that characterize the possible partial states of knowledge that one can entertain for some empirical domain.
While there is a substantial body of work on the theory of lattices and partial orders that has certainly informed the development of these signatures
| most signicantly, the importance of least upper bounds, i.e., unication
| the evolution of attributed type signatures has been driven mainly by
empirical demands, mostly from very early work in articial intelligence and
psychology on the representation of human memory and reasoning, and from
recent work in computational linguistics on the view of parsing a sentence
as the consistent combination of partial information about grammaticality
and meaning that the words of which it is comprised provide. As a result,
attributed type signatures exhibit some rather odd but still meaningful de-
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partures from more mainstream work in lattices, the theory of programming
languages and knowledge representation.
There has been some previous formal work on logics of feature terms or
typed feature structures. Nearly all of that work has elected to focus on
the formal problem of nding a model-theoretic denotational semantics that
appropriately relates feature structures to the collections of phenomena in
the world that their partial information describes, rather than to the partial information states themselves. Certainly, many of the earlier attempts
at knowledge representation from which feature structures grew are painful
reminders of how essential such an external criterion is for verifying correctness. While this endeavor is certainly faithful to those reminders and, indeed,
consistent with the introductory paragraphs of a very large body of generative linguistics literature, if that denotational semantics can only parrot the
syntax of feature structures or their signatures, as these models inevitably
have done, it is a sign either that we know far too little about the phenomena
we seek to describe or that the correct level of abstraction and the essential
properties of the correct objects in these models have still not been found.
In the present case, it is likely a combination of both.
The assumption that underlies the present study is that, introductory
paragraphs notwithstanding, the occupation in which generative linguists
are actively employed is one of providing a formal description not of language itself but of the means by which the grammaticality of an utterance is
elegantly ascertainable, i.e., a simple process that functionally and precisely
corresponds to formal competence while still making no epistemic commitment to the biological mechanisms of linguistic comprehension. Such an
assumption entails that the use of features or subtypes is one governed directly by practical considerations of the behavior of partial information states
relative to the algebra that captures the essential or dening characteristics
of that process, rather than by its consequences with respect to predicting
the existence or nature of its empirical subjects. If in providing some mathematical relief to the more immediate concerns of the former, it forsakes what
is arguably more germane to the study of language, this dissertation can
only oer an apology in chorus with the adherents of the current generative
enterprise.
This algebraic structure itself is thus the criterial semantics that we should
be seeking. Specically, it provides a criterion that can be used to evaluate the correctness of an attributed type signature as a specication of the
organization and interaction of dierent sources of knowledge (for exam-
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ple, knowledge of language) relative to the process of consistently combining
them. Individual feature structures themselves can then be taken to model
individual descriptions of information relative to that signature. This is a
tacit assumption underlying the work of Carpenter 1992] as well, although
the focus there favors a detailed treatment of the relationship between descriptions and feature structures, much in the style of the feature structure
modelers, rather than of that between signatures and algebras of feature
structures. The present study favors the latter primarily because of appropriateness and the non-modular inuence that it exerts on signatures as a
means of classifying partial knowledge.
The next chapter presents an introduction to the logic of typed feature
structures as presented in Carpenter, 1992, with the crucial dierence that all
assumptions of niteness are removed except the assumption that there are
nitely many features, on which appropriateness intuitively seems to depend.
Mathematically, the assumption that there are nitely many types, or that
feature structures have nitely many substructures is an arbitrary restriction
that obstructs a very elegant insight: that the induced algebras of information
states can be viewed as signatures themselves. This chapter also defends
Carpenter's 1992] view of signatures as bounded complete partial orders,
however, by noting that the appropriate abstraction of closure under bounded
completeness in this context is the same as what is known in mathematics
as the Dedekind-MacNeille completion and that, given the assumption that
most pairs of types in the original partial order are join-incompatible, this
completion can be performed eciently in practice. Finally, it attempts to
put typed feature structures into an historical context in order to explain
some of their anomalies relative to other description logics and knowledge
representation languages.
Because the algebraic structure of feature structures is one dened almost exclusively by the unication operator, a central concern in this study
is how to compare the behavior of two carriers with respect to this operator. Unication-preserving or join-preserving maps are a well-studied class
of functions in both lattice theory and knowledge representation theory as
providing the essential characterization of that comparison. They are not,
however. Chapter 3 presents the classical denition of a join-preserving embedding and then generalizes it to what is argued to be a better, more essential characterization. It also presents an abstraction of feature structures as
the formalization of our intuitive notion of \information states," and combines the two to dene the notions of signature subsumption and signature
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equivalence, which provide an initial formal response to the question posed
at the beginning of this introduction: when can two signatures be regarded
as equivalent? It is then shown that the symmetric closure of signature subsumption entails signature equivalence only in the nite case, and that the
collection of all signatures forms a proper pre-order.
Chapter 4 presents a dierent kind of abstraction of feature structures and
uses it to show how attributed type signatures can tractably encode some
related conceptual taxonomies in computational linguistics and computer science, such as systemic networks, an encoding problem that was previously
thought to be intractable. It then uses it to re-introduce Carpenter's assumptions of niteness, and presents a classication of types and signatures
that corresponds to the preservation of niteness in the induced algebra.
For practical purposes, the relevant interpretation of the above question, of
course, is what sort of equivalence can exist among nite signatures only.
This also establishes a result regarding the expressive power of features in an
attributed type signature: nite signatures with features can express algebras
of information states that only an innite signature could without them.
The remaining chapters present some noteworthy extensions and applications of attributed type signatures. Chapter 5 considers the addition of
parametric typing to attributed type signatures. Previous work on combining inclusional and parametric polymorphism has not been general enough
to account for their use in computational linguistics. This chapter provides
an elegant formalization of the intuition behind their use, again using the
algebraic structure of information states as an external criterion to ensure
the correctness of the formalization. It also considers the expressive power of
parametric types and shows that, in contrast to features, parametric types
do not add any additional expressive power under assumptions of niteness.
A construction is also presented for inducing nite subsignatures of innite
signatures, which provides a kind of modularity that opens up new potential
applications for parametric types relative to how they are currently used in
linguistics.
Chapter 6 considers the question of Prolog term encodings of typed feature structures, beginning with a review of some important lesser-known
work on rst-order term encodings of lattices. It has been an open question
for the last eight years as to how to extend this work to attributed signatures, i.e., to the existence of features and appropriateness conditions. This
chapter shows that, surprisingly, the collection of Prolog-term-encodable attributed signatures is exactly the same as the collection of statically typable
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attributed signatures, i.e., those signatures that require no run-time type
inference. In other words, the potential for non-static typability (due to
the value restrictions of appropriateness conditions) is the only factor that
distinguishes algebras of typed feature structures from the lattice of Prolog
terms. As a result, appropriateness can be viewed as a set of empirically
mandated constraints that steer what would otherwise be a record algebra
with innite-branching terms back to a very conservative extension of the
same terms used to generalize the partial information states of rst-order
terms, thus providing a very elegant, although unwitting, convergence of the
needs of empirical linguistics and computational logic.
Chapter 7 takes a slight departure and considers the relationship between
signatures and specications of signatures, which typically assume various
closure operations such as the transitive closure of subsumption. This chapter
reconsiders the algebra that underlies transitive closure, which, contrary to
some earlier misconceptions, is argued to be matrices over the closed boolean
semi-ring. It is shown that an extension of this algebra can be constructed
from any nite bounded complete partial order with features and appropriateness, i.e., any nite signature. It also identies a new class of sparse matrix
multiplication algorithms that will be particularly important to typed programming language and knowledge representation research as the number of
concepts or types in their inheritance or class hierarchies becomes suciently
large.
Chapter 8 reconsiders the problem of Prolog term encoding in the light
of the results of Chapter 7. The same matrix-theoretic reduction given there
can also be used to solve the open problem of nding the smallest-arity at
rst-order term encoding of a nite lattice. This can also be viewed as an
interesting extension of the classical keyword conicts or minimal intersection graph problems. An empirical evaluation of some potential encoding
algorithms for typed feature structures is also given at the end.

1.4.2 Linguistics

This dissertation concerns provable, logical equivalences of attributed type
signatures and their consequences for the representation of partial empirical knowledge with typed feature structures. The logic of typed feature
structures is also widely used as a means of stating principles in theoretical
linguistics, although the boundary between its usage as a formal theoretical device and its usage as a tool for grammar engineering has often been
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blurred. The present study focuses on partial information about empirical
objects, which is relevant not only to considerations of processing but also
to the representation of theoretically interesting sets of those objects, which
partial information states can be taken to denote. The rst-class representation of these sets, rather than just as a disjunction of elements, is a much
more elegant way to state generalizations over them in the principles of the
grammar.
The goal of the linguist in the theoretical pursuit is often to provide a
statement of those principles that is the simplest to conceive of, the easiest
to extend to other human languages, the most conservative in its perturbation of commonly accepted principles as it encompasses new data, and/or
the most natural in terms of capturing generalizations that are important to
a given research community. One of the consequences of the logical equivalences that exist between attributed type signatures is that empirical data,
from linguistics or any other domain, necessarily under-determine their own
expression in the logic of typed feature structures when considered from a
purely formal point of view. More aesthetic criteria such as those listed above
can be, and have been used to argue for the superiority of one or another of
various equivalent expressions as signatures.
This dissertation rejects the use of these criteria here on the grounds that:
1. they assume a prior set of formally equivalent alternatives, and thus
assume a common and correct knowledge of formal equivalence among
attributed type signatures that did not exist (until now)
2. they have not yet been formalized themselves to the extent that they
can be used to objectively judge otherwise equivalent signatures and
3. none of them enjoy a consensus of opinion on their importance or truth.
Some of the results of this dissertation can, in fact, be used to furnish the
alternatives to such debates. An understanding of the formal equivalences
presented here, however, is a necessarily independent and preliminary one to
their own appreciation.
On the other hand, a proper understanding of attributed type signatures
alone may be enough to resolve many representation issues. For example, a
wide range of agreement phenomena in language is represented by what is
often called structure-sharing, here called re-entrancies, among the personnumber-gender indices referred to above. A semantic state of aairs in which
someone likes himself may be represented as in Figure 1.6. The numerical tag
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66liker
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liked
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4number singular7
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gender masc
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Figure 1.6: A typed feature structure in which the liker and liked are
referred to by the same index -typed feature structure.
2liking
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7
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5
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Figure 1.7: A typed feature structure in which the liker and liked are
referred to by indices with the same substructures.
indicates that the value of liker is extensionally the same feature structure
as the value of liked. But the signature that induces this feature structure
also induces the feature structure in Figure 1.7. In this feature structure, only
the person, number and gender values are re-entrant. The potential reentrancy of the indices themselves is prohibited by an inequation, a kind of
negative re-entrancy. The same signature also induces the feature structure
in which both indices and all of their substructures are distinct (inequated),
which conventionally means that the indices refer to two dierent individuals.
The question for the theoretical linguist then arises as to how it might be
possible to construct an experiment that would determine when Figure 1.7 is
the correct representation. If it is to be interpreted as meaning that the individuals are the same, then the experiment should distinguish it from cases
in which Figure 1.6 is correct, because these are not mutually consistent,
i.e., they cannot refer to the same object in the world. If it is to be inter-
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preted as meaning that the individuals are dierent, then the experiment
should distinguish it from cases in which the third, fully-inequated alternative is correct, because these are not mutually consistent either. This is an
important question | if one principle of grammar prohibits agreement by inequating indices, and another principle requires identical person, number
and gender information, the feature structure in Figure 1.7 is still licensed
by the grammar.
This is a case in which a convention of representation, here the convention
of using features for person, number, and gender information in indices, has
persisted in the absence of a coherent picture of what information states
are actually posited by its signature (Figure 1.5). The alternative signature,
one in which only subtypes are used (Figure 1.4), does not suer from the
existence of a spurious extra possible feature structure, but was presumably
avoided because of the nuisance of working with so many explicit types.
This is a matter of convenience, however, not a matter of representation. As
Chapter 5 shows, there is another alternative, one in which a parametric type,
index(third,singular,masc), is used to represent indices. This simultaneously
is as compact as the feature-based representation, but avoids dealing with
an extra possibility like Figure 1.7 because parameters cannot be re-entrant.
Parametric types have not been used in theoretical linguistics apart from
lists and sets of other types, again because of a lack of formal understanding
of their consequences.
Theoretical linguists working in the realm of typed-feature-structurebased formalizations of grammar will hopefully be able to glean from this
dissertation a better understanding of the consequences that the design decisions and changes they make with their attributed type signatures will have.
Some of those will render their grammars more or less eciently parseable.
The more important consequences, however, pertain to precisely predicting
all and only the grammatical utterances of some (fragment of) natural language. The promissory note that every \constraint-based" theory of grammar, including HPSG, has issued is that there will be something fundamentally more modular, declarative, transparent, and, ultimately, empirically
revealing about grammars articulated as collections of constraints that delineate regions of ungrammaticality on an otherwise grammatical easel. That
this note can actually be paid is not at all a certainty: every large-scale attempt at a feature-structure-based grammar, again including those based on
HPSG, has inevitably been forced to retreat into a more deductive perspective, to a great extent because of the overwhelming number of common-sense
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constraints that must be explicated in order to exclude pathological absurdities from consideration in a truly constraint-based approach | an extra
principle, for example, could be added above to \unlicense" Figure 1.7. These
absurdities must be addressed because they exist on that easel and that easel
is created by the structure of the presumed attributed type signature. If there
is any chance of producing a large-scale constraint-based grammar using the
logic of typed feature structures, it surely demands a precise understanding
of the algebra of typed feature structures induced by its signature.
Chapter 2 presents an introduction to typed feature structures as formalized in Carpenter, 1992. This can be viewed as a formalization of the
approach to feature structures taken in early work on HPSG Pollard and
Sag, 1987], and, when augmented with constraints that force every feature
structure to have a maximally specic type and every pair of substructures to
be either inequated or re-entrant, as a formalization of the feature structures
used in later work, as epitomized in Pollard and Sag, 1994. An overview
of their development in psychology and articial intelligence research is also
provided. One important issue that arises in the course of this survey is
whether typed feature structures are the right representation language for
semantic information that typically involves the use of a wider range of functional abstractions than can elegantly be encoded using simple types and
features.
Chapter 3 presents the denitions of signature subsumption and signature equivalence. These establish two formal criteria for determining the
equivalence of signatures. Signature equivalence is of more direct concern to
theoretical linguists, as it provides a bijective (and thus one-to-one) mapping
between the feature structures that obey appropriateness in one signature
and those of another. Principles of grammar over one signature, translated
into the terminology of another signature, are guaranteed to have the same
eect in that other signature. Crucially, the grammaticality predictions of
a set of translated principles are also preserved. Signature equivalence thus
provides the formal criterion for determining whether a signature plus principles of grammar, recast into a more elegant or explanatory terminology, is
genuinely equivalent to an original grammar. It is also proven for the case
of nite signatures, i.e., signatures with a nite number of feature structures
licensed by appropriateness, that this equivalence can be inferred when two
signatures mutually subsume each other, in the sense dened by signature
subsumption.
Chapter 4 shows how attributed type signatures can be used to encode
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multi-dimensional inheritance and systemic networks without an explosion
in the number of types or features. A proper understanding of the expressive
power of features in an attributed signature reveals how this can be accomplished. That expressive power is then shown to be strictly greater than
the expressive power of signatures with no features, due to the existence of
recursive types, types, such as the type for non-empty lists, to which both
a feature structure and one of its substructures can simultaneously belong.
A great many types in HPSG are recursive, with some important linguistic consequences. Lists have routinely been used in HPSG to express the
generalization that a linguistic sign can stand in a particular relation with
an unbounded number of other linguistic objects. If, in principle, syntactic
heads can have any number of arguments, or any number of long-distance
dependencies can exist in a single sentence, or any number of quantiers
can exist, with readings corresponding to any permutation of their scopes,
or even if the principles of immediate dominance allow for recursive phrase
structures, such as an unbounded nesting of complement clauses or of noun
phrases within relative clauses, then features must be used in these encodings.
Another interesting example is the encoding of mutual subcategorization between an attributive adjective and its noun in Pollard and Sag, 1994. This
requires the use of not only recursive types but cyclic feature structures, i.e.,
feature structures that are re-entrant with one or more of their substructures. Cyclic feature structures can only exist in the presence of recursive
types. The number of features used can be reduced to a bare minimum,
of course, which is a trend that has emerged within very recent research in
HPSG. An understanding of recursive types and their relationship to the
niteness of the induced algebra of feature structures provides the formal
criterion for guiding that minimization.
Chapter 5 is probably the most important chapter relative to current
feature-structure-based linguistics. Parametric types are discussed here as an
example of how to use the algebraic structure of attributed type signatures
as a guide for extending the formal language of typed feature structures itself. Parametric types are very widely used in HPSG-based linguistics. They
are used exclusively with lists and sets and typically as a kind of macro in
which the parameter is a description of a feature structure. In this chapter,
it is shown that parametric types cannot sensibly be regarded as macros,
and that parameters cannot be sensibly regarded as descriptions if the description language contains variables. The good news is that signatures with
parametric types can, with some restrictions, be regarded as macros for nor-
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mal signatures, and that the restricted application of parametric types to lists
and sets is unnecessary. As mentioned above, parametric types can be used
much more prolically to provide elegant, compact, \type-based" encodings
of other linguistic objects.
Chapter 6 examines the relationship between Prolog term encodings and
typed-feature-structure encodings of partial empirical knowledge. The use of
typed feature structures in linguistics was originally justied on the basis of
its possession of named attributes and the fact that it provided strictly more
expressive power than rst-order-term encodings. In spite of that original
claim, the last twenty years of linguistic applications of feature structures
have seen a stronger type discipline and restrictions on the use of features
| culminating in appropriateness conditions | that have actually pushed
feature structures back towards rst-order terms in expressive power. It has
been known for several years that at least one formalization of HPSG is
rst-order equivalent, namely SRL King, 1989], in which feature structures
denote total information and therefore have only the discrete information
ordering among them. This formalization had a profound impact on the
view of feature structures taken in Pollard and Sag, 1994 and later work on
HPSG. The logic of Carpenter 1992] can be viewed as a generalization of SRL
that accommodates the representation of partial information. The present
chapter shows that a signicant fragment of the logic of Carpenter 1992] is
equivalent in its expressive power to Prolog terms, which in turn generalize
rst-order terms. The nal chapter pursues the practical application of this
equivalence.

1.4.3 Practical Grammar/Software Development

In addition to concerns of importance to the theoretical linguist, grammar
developers, as well as developers working with knowledge representation tools
in other domains, must pay particular attention to the eciency and scalability of their code, with respect to both parsing and generation in the case
of natural language processing, as well as to certain other development tasks
such as incremental compilation in general. Typed feature structures are
quite useful for this kind of development because the combination of semantic typing, subtyping, named attributes and appropriateness allows one to
use a very terse description language to refer to a sparse amount of information over what are typically very large structures or terms. The reduction of
a large amount of processing to the one fairly ecient operation of unica-
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tion is also quite appealing from the standpoint of constructing simple but
ecient implementations.
Modularity in this framework, however, is quite another matter. The
pre-eminence of unication, when combined with appropriateness and the
reliance on paths of features relative to a common superstructure to refer
to the sharing of information, confers upon feature structures a disturbing
degree of non-modularity, which can reect poorly on their grammars' scalability and robust modication. A recent trend within HPSG, which was
motivated to a great extent by this, has been to enumerate classes of linguistic information as explicit types whenever possible rather than as feature
values. This does make the representation more modular, in practice. Features cannot be made to disappear altogether, however, although not for the
reason that one might at rst suspect, and as a result, the signature remains
the basic modular unit of this logic.
This dissertation can be viewed as a study of that unit, along with some
practical consequences. In particular, the question of determining when two
signatures are equivalent invites some speculation as to when it might be
practically advantageous to convert from one signature to another equivalent
one, either internally within a development system or explicitly by a grammar
developer, since not all logically equivalent signatures will necessarily have
the same computational properties. Where a representation prefers subtypes,
as in Figure 1.4, those types have typically been represented as strings, which
are hashed by a programming language compiler. Where a representation
prefers feature values, as in Figure 1.5, the feature structures containing
those values have typically been represented as records, such that access
to the feature values involves some amount of pointer chasing at run-time.
Both of those are purely conventional. In Chapter 8, it will be shown that
in certain circumstances it is actually preferable to encode semi-lattices of
types in a record-like structure for transparency and eciency, whereas in
Chapter 4 it will be shown that, in other circumstances, feature-value-based
representations can be unfolded into subtype-based ones for an improvement
in eciency.
Chapter 2 presents an introduction to the logic of typed feature structures as formulated in Carpenter, 1992 along with an historical overview of
its development. This is a very widely used version of typed feature logic,
and is the logical basis of the ALE system and its successors. Chapter 3
then presents the formal denitions of signature subsumption and signature
equivalence that are required in order to certify the correctness of these trans-
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formations. For internal transformation by a grammar development system,
signature subsumption of the transformed signature by the original signature
is all that is required. Such a system can map principles, queries etc. into the
terminology of the transformed signature by the map that witnesses signature
subsumption, carry out the computations there, and map back so that the
answer is stated in terms of the original signature. For explicit transformation by the grammar developer, signature equivalence, a stronger condition,
is necessary in order to ensure that the explicitly transformed signature and
grammar can be modied or augmented with the same eect as would have
taken place with the original signature and grammar. It is also proven that
symmetric signature subsumption is equivalent to signature equivalence only
in the nite case.
It is commonly believed that there are certain feature values that cannot
be equivalently expressed as subtypes in a signature. That perception is
based on the unique ability of feature values to participate in re-entrancies.
Chapter 4 shows that re-entrancies are only contingently related to the extra
expressive power that features provide, and that the real source of extra
expressive power is the possible presence of recursive types, types, such as
the type for non-empty lists, to which both a feature structure and one of
its substructures can simultaneously belong. Recursive types can only exist
in the presence of features under certain appropriateness conditions, and
the same information that they are capable of conveying can be conveyed
only by potentially innitely many subtypes alone. Recursive types are the
unique aspect of signatures that can prevent a totally unconstrained mapping
among feature-based and subtype-based encodings of information through
transformations of nite signatures.
Chapter 5 extends the logic of typed feature structures by adding parametric types. While parametric types are already used in HPSG, they have
only been used for lists and sets, and even then somewhat informally. Properly understood, they can be used much more widely to provide more compact
encodings of information than subtypes alone can, while still retaining many
of the same benets. Parametric types eectively provide a third alternative
to using features or subtypes to encode information in attributed type signatures. While signatures often serve as a nite presentation of what would
otherwise be an innite number of types, it is also possible to induce a smaller
subsignature relative to a xed grammar that is sucient for processing with
that xed grammar. Even in the absence of parametric types, this is a very
useful idea for grammar development, as the number of types and features in
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a signature typically does correlate with how ecient the encoding of feature
structures relative to that signature can be.
The remaining chapters will probably be of the most relevance to grammar developers and other software developers working in knowledge representation who are interested in using the logic of typed feature structures given
their great, direct potential to improve upon the performance of featurestructure-based logic programming languages. Chapter 7 considers the algebraic structure underlying the specication of signatures given by users of
knowledge representation tools and object-oriented programming languages.
This structure can be used to improve the eciency of compiling the transitive closure of signature declarations and other closure operations that are
implicitly assumed to hold by grammar development systems and typed programming language compilers that use record-like data structures. The development of a large conceptual knowledge base, such as a signature, typically
involves making a very large number of small changes to the knowledge base,
possibly interleaved with tests that ensure the validity of intermediate stages
of development. Compilation of the declarations that dene the knowledge
base is essential for ensuring this validity, and yet incremental compilation
is extremely dicult due to the non-modularity of the signatures themselves
and the non-locality of least-upper-bound computations. As the number of
types and features becomes larger, the cost of complete, non-incremental
compilation can become very expensive unless close attention is paid to the
algorithms used. It is also conceivable that as object-oriented programming
languages become more modular, secure and portable, the number of declared classes in programs written in those languages could also become prohibitively large for their compilers. Chapter 7 shows that all of the tasks
that must be performed in compiling and verifying the well-formedness of an
attributed type signature can be reduced to operations on sparse matrices.
Preliminary results have been so promising that incremental compilation of
signatures may not be necessary at all | the closures might simply be recomputed in their entirety.
Chapters 6 and 8 consider the problem of encoding typed feature structures as Prolog terms in an implementation of a programming language or
grammar development system. Logic programming languages based on typed
feature structures such as ALE and its successors bear a great deal of similarity to Prolog, but it has been assumed since the rst release of ALE itself
that it was impossible to encode typed feature structures as Prolog terms in
such a way that feature structure unication could reduce simply to Prolog
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term unication. Such a reduction has obvious practical advantages both
for system developers and system users, since both the heavily optimized
compilation for the core logic programming language itself and many of the
enhanced pieces of functionality oered by commercial Prolog systems become available essentially for free. As it happens, a very large and signicant
class of signatures, namely those that are statically typable, do admit such a
reduction. This is proven in Chapter 6, and some optimizations of the reduction and an evaluation of its performance in a practical setting is provided
in Chapter 8. These results require a serious reappraisal of using commercial
Prolog technology to support feature-structure-based logic programming and
grammar development as an alternative to designing and building customized
abstract-machine-based compilers.
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Chapter 2
Attribute-Value Logic
The present study will use the logic of typed feature structures as formulated
in Carpenter, 1992 as its starting point. This formulation is a relatively
recent one, by comparison, and is general enough in its view of typing and
feature structures that it captures the essential characteristics of most other
formulations as specic instances. It is also one of the more widely used
in both linguistic and formal work based on attribute-value logic. Many of
the practical results of the present study, in addition, cannot accrue unless
appropriateness conditions with a fairly restrictive interpretation are assumed
to apply to type signatures, as they are through much of the development of
Carpenter, 1992.
The next section of this chapter provides an introduction to the typed
feature logic of Carpenter 1992] with some passing comparisons to several related logics. It also takes two digressions to consider the feasibility of assuming that all type systems are bounded complete partial orders, which, in the
nite case, is equivalent to assuming meet-semi-latticehood (Section 2.1.2),
and of assuming that the set of types to which any feature is appropriate has
a unique most general type | sometimes called unique feature \introduction" at that most general type (Section 2.1.8). Both of these assumptions
are fairly restrictive for a knowledge representation language and have been
widely criticized since the publication of Carpenter, 1992 as being inconvenient to adhere to and computationally intractable to restore when not
adhered to. As these two sections show, restoring meet-semi-latticehood in a
compilation stage can, in fact, be eciently performed in practice, although it
is intractable in theory, and restoring unique feature introduction can always
be achieved in time bounded by a low-degree polynomial.
23
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The third section provides an account of the early history of feature structures to place their design in its proper context.

2.1 The Logic of Typed Feature Structures
The key to understanding Carpenter, 1992 is that, in spite of its title, it
does not present a logic of typed feature structures, but a logic about typed
feature structures. In particular, the logic developed in the course of that
work is one of expressions from a description language with features and
types drawn from a xed signature. The rules of the various versions of the
logic presented there choose among several classes of axiom schemes that
enforce a wide range of dierent requirements on these descriptions, from
various hygienic properties such as the associativity and distributivity of
their connectives, to several degrees of discipline in typing relative to the
type system of the signature. Depending on the choice of rules, a respective
collection of typed feature structures relative to the same signature serves
as the semantic model for the closure of derivations over descriptions with
the chosen logic. In this respect, Carpenter, 1992 bears more similarity to
work in domain theory, in which feature structures can be taken as models of
recursive computations (following, for example, Pereira and Shieber 1984]),
than to the more classical model-theoretic treatment of descriptions King,
1989, Smolka, 1988] or of typed feature structures as syntactic terms in their
own right Johnson, 1988], which characterizes much of the other work on
attribute-value logics.
The actual logics themselves will not be introduced here | the interested reader is referred to Carpenter, 1992 for their denitions and proofs
of their soundness and completeness. The present study will consider only
the algebraic operations on feature structures that were proven in that book
to correspond exactly to the closure of descriptions under those logics, i.e.,
to the least xed points of the functions corresponding to inference steps in
these calculi.

2.1.1 Type Hierarchies
In Carpenter, 1992, feature structures are typed, and those types are related
to each other in a particular kind of partial order.
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Figure 2.1: An example of a non-bounded-complete partial order.

De nition 2.1. A partial order on a set, P , is a relation,   P  P , such
that, for all x y z 2 P :
 (reexivity) x  x,
 (anti-symmetry) if x  y and y  x, then x = y,
 (transitivity) if x  y and y  z, then x  z.
The partial order we consider is subsumption, written v. If types are

interpreted as sets, then subsumption is interpreted as the inverse inclusion
relation on those sets. Intuitively, a v b says that every feature structure
of type b is also of type a. Figure 2.1 shows an example of a partially
ordered set. We write them in a way that assumes reexivity, anti-symmetry,
and transitivity, so that only a base immediate subsumption relation, whose
reexive and transitive closure is the real subsumption relation, needs to be
given. a (immediately) subsumes b, because a is lower than b, and therefore
b does not subsume a. Similarly, b (immediately) subsumes c so a also
subsumes c by transitivity. a also implicitly subsumes itself.
Not every a and b may be comparable with v but we can identify subsets
of P that are totally ordered by v:
De nition 2.2. A chain is a subset, C , of a partially ordered set, hP i,
such that for every x y 2 C , either x  y or y  x.
The type system is presented as a partially ordered set, rather than just
as a set of incomparable types because the intention is to use types as labels
on feature structures to represent knowledge or information about objects,
rather than objects in the world themselves. This view of types is, in part, the
legacy of knowledge representation languages such as KL-ONE Brachman,
1977], which could perform certain automated classication tasks to assist
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the user in drawing conclusions from partial information about the world.
It has also been reinforced by research in computational linguistics, notably
by Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and Sag, 1987,
1994, which used feature structures to represent partial information about
linguistic entities to create a sophisticated formal language for specifying
constraints on the structure of language that could be used to parse sentences.
Carpenter 1992] is particularly interested in partial orders of types for
which unication makes sense, i.e., partial orders in which the combination of
consistent partial information about type membership results in the inference
of membership in some least specic type that can be used to label a feature
structure. Unication may still fail because not all of our type hierarchies will
have a greatest element. Alternatively, one could also require the existence of
a greatest element, >, and say that it is \implemented" as failure in practice
during unication. This is the approach taken in A!t-Kaci, 1984 and Fall,
1996, for example. We will also need to look at partial orders of types in this
way in Chapter 7 but it is trivial to add a topmost element to any BCPO.
De nition 2.3. Given a partially ordered set, hP i, the set of upper bounds
of a subset S  P is the set Su = fy 2 P j 8x 2 S:x  yg. The set of lower
bounds, Sl, is dened dually.
De nition 2.4. A partially ordered set, hP i, is bounded complete (BCPO)
i, for every S  P such that S u 6= W
, S u has a least element, called the least
upper bound, or join, of S , written S .
The greatestVlower bound, or meet, of S , when it exists, is dened dually
and is written S .
De nition 2.5. Given a BCPO, hP i, p 2 P is join Wreducible i there
exist distinct consistent q r 2 P not equal to p such that fq rg = p. Meet
reducibility is dened dually.
De nition 2.6. A type hierarchy is a non-empty, countable, bounded complete, partially ordered set.
In the case
W of type
F hierarchies, where the partial order is subsumption, we
then write S as S , and in the special case where S has only two elements
x and y, as x t y. Least upper bounds realize our intuitions about unication
on partially ordered sets of types. Figure 2.1 is not a BCPO. For example,
the set, S = fb eg has the set of upper bounds, S u = fc dg, which has no
least element. Figure 2.2, on the other hand, is a BCPO. h is a join-reducible
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Figure 2.2: An example of a bounded complete partial order.
element. These are represent the \interesting" cases of type unication.
The biggest departure here from Carpenter, 1992 is that the latter admits
only nite BCPOs as type hierarchies. Many of the remarks made in the
course of this dissertation will be specic to nite BCPOs, because of their
obvious computational importance and it will be indicated explicitly where
niteness is assumed.
There are actually three particular kinds of niteness that one can impose
on type hierarchies as dened here. Non-empty bounded complete partial orders always have a least type (and thus are always non-empty), because S =
has the non-empty set of upper bounds, S u = P , which must have a least
element. This element is written as ? (pronounced \bottom"). Denotationally, ? corresponds to the set of all objects in a model, or to put it another
way, the set of objects that satisfy an empty set of constraints or information
that we have about those objects. Viewed in this way ? is empty in the information that it provides about its objects | anything could be of type ?.
We will be looking at partially ordered types as successive renements of ?
that add information about their objects. Many times, it will be convenient
to assume that a type's denotation cannot be achieved by an innite number
of distinct such renements:

De nition 2.7. A partially ordered set, hP i, is well-founded i it has no
innite descending chains.

Well-foundedness will be critical at several points, because it will be convenient to dene characteristic functions that map types to cardinals by
exploiting the natural isomorphism that exists between a given type and the
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set of \paths" through the type hierarchy from ? to that type. With wellfoundedness, those paths are all nite, which will allow us to dispense with
transnite cardinals as potential values of the characteristic functions. The
most important of these functions is:
De nition 2.8. Given a well-founded type hierarchy, hT vi, and a type t 2
T , the path length of t is given by the function  : T ;! Nat, where:
(
0
if t = ?
(t) = 1 + max (t0) otherwise.
l
t 2ftg
0

The path length of t is the length of the longest path of immediate subsumption links, measured in types, from ? to t. In Figure 2.2, (a) = 1,
(b) = 2, but (h) = 4, because of the path ? ; g ; f ; e ; h.
A second kind of niteness also concerns how \deep" subtyping can extend.
De nition 2.9. A partially ordered set, hP i, is Noetherian i its dual,
hP i, is well-founded.
Noetherian sets have no innite ascending chains, and well-founded sets
have no innite descending chains. An innite ascending chain is a chain
with an innite number of elements and no greatest element. These chains
still allow us to talk about path length, for example, since the values on an
innite ascending chain will all be nite, although unbounded.
The third kind of niteness concerns how \broad" subtyping can fan out,
i.e., how many subtypes a given type can immediately subsume.
De nition 2.10. Given a type hierarchy, hT vi, and a type t 2 T , the
branching factor of t is given by the function b : T ;! Nat  f1g, where:

b(t) = jfx 2 ftgu j 8y 2 ftgu:(y v x ) y = x)gj :
b(t) is the number of minimal elements of the set of upper bounds of t.
De nition 2.11. A type hierarchy, hT vi, is nitely branching i there is
an n 2 Nat such that for all t 2 T , b(t)  n.
The n for Figure 2.2 is 2, which is attained at h and ?.
These three structural conditions are sucient to characterize niteness
in the usual sense of cardinality:
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De nition 2.12. A type hierarchy, hT vi, is nite i jT j is nite.
Theorem 2.1. A type hierarchy is nite i it is:
 well-founded,
 Noetherian, and
 nitely branching.
Proof. If hT vi is nite, then it is trivially well-founded, Noetherian and
nitely branching. Suppose hT vi is well-founded, Noetherian and nitely

branching. Since it is well-founded, we can use our path length function, .
Since it is nitely branching, there is an upper bound, n on b(T ), the image
of b on T . Since T has a least element, there are at most n types with a
-value of 1. Since every type, t, with (t) > 1, lies on a path that passes
through a type, t0 , with (t0) = (t) ; 1, there at most nk types with -values
of k. Thus for any path length, there are a nite number of types with that
path length.
Hence, if there is a bound, d, such that for all t 2 T , (t)  d, then jT j is
nite. Suppose there is no such bound. T has at least one maximal type or
else T contains an innite ascending chain, and is thus not Noetherian. T has
an innite number of maximal types, or else the path length of the maximal
type(s) with the largest path length provides the bound d. Similarly, for any
path length p, there are innitely many maximal types with path length p or
greater. Let t0 = ?, which has path length 0 and subsumes innitely many
of the maximal types (in fact, all of them). For every ti, since it has only
nitely many subtypes of path length i + 1, there is a subtype, ti+1 A ti such
that (ti+1 ) = i + 1 and ti+1 subsumes innitely many of the maximal types.
The sequence, t0 @ t1 @ : : : forms an innite ascending chain in T . So the
bound, d, exists, and jT j is nite.
The only fact required from bounded completeness is the existence of a
least element. There is also a useful dual notion of branching factor, to which
we did not need recourse for characterizing niteness:
De nition 2.13. Given a type hierarchy, hT vi, and a type t 2 T , the
supertype branching factor of t is given by the function  : T ;! Nat  f1g,
where:


(t) = fx 2 ftgl j 8y 2 ftgl:(x v y ) y = x)g :
(t) is the number of maximal elements of the set of lower bounds of t.
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2.1.2 Meet Semi-lattice Completions

Just because it would be convenient for unication to be well-dened does
not mean it would be convenient to think of any empirical domain's concepts
as a bounded complete partial order, or that it would be convenient to add
all of the types necessary to a would-be type hierarchy to ensure bounded
completeness. In the case of nite partial orders, bounded completeness is
equivalent to another more localized condition:

De nition 2.14. A partial order, hP vi, is a meet semi-lattice i for any
x y 2 P , x u y#.
Proposition 2.1. A nite partial order is bounded complete i it is a meet
semi-lattice.

u is the binary greatest lower bound, or meet operation, and is the dual
of the join operation. Figure 2.1 is not a meet semi-lattice because c and d
do not have a meet, nor do a and g, for example.
The question then naturally arises as to whether it would be possible,
given any nite partial order, to add some extra elements (types, in this
case) to make it a meet semi-lattice, and if so, how many extra elements it
would take, which also provides a lower bound on the time complexity of the
completion.
It is, in fact, possible to embed any nite partial order into a lattice that
preserves existing meets and joins by adding extra elements. The resulting
construction is the nite restriction of the Dedekind-MacNeille completion
Davey and Priestley, 1990, p. 41].
De nition 2.15. Given a partially ordered set, P , the Dedekind-MacNeille
completion of P , hDM (P ) i, is given by:
DM (P ) = fA  P jAul = Ag
This route has been considered before in the context of taxonomical
knowledge representation A!t-Kaci et al., 1989, Fall, 1996]. While meet
semi-lattice completions are a practical step towards providing a semantics
for arbitrary partial orders, they are generally viewed as an impractical preliminary step to performing computations over a partial order. Work on more
ecient encoding schemes began with A!t-Kaci et al., 1989, and this seminal
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123 124 134 234
1 2 3 4
Figure 2.3: A worst case for the Dedekind-MacNeille completion at n = 4.
paper has in turn given rise to several interesting studies of incremental computations of the Dedekind-MacNeille completion in which LUBs are added
as they are needed Bertet et al., 1997, Habib and Nourine, 1994].
There are partial orders P of unbounded size for which jDM (P )j =
#(2jP j). As one family of worst-case examples, parametrised by n, consider
a set S = f1 : : : ng, and a partial order P dened as all of the size n ; 1
subsets of S and all of the size 1 subsets of S , ordered by inclusion. Figure 2.3
shows the case where n = 4. Although the maximum subtype and supertype
branching factors in this family increase linearly with size, the partial orders
can grow in depth instead in order to contain this.
That yields something roughly of the form shown in Figure 2.1.2, which
is an example of a recent trend in using type-intensive encodings of linguistic
information into typed feature logic in HPSG, beginning with Sag 1997].
These explicitly isolate several dimensions1 of analysis as a means of classifying complex linguistic objects. In Figure 2.1.2, specic clausal types are
selected from among the possible combinations of clausality and headedness subtypes. In this setting, the parameter n corresponds roughly to the
number of dimensions used, although an exponential explosion is obviously
not dependent on reading the type hierarchy according to this convention.
There is a simple algorithm for performing this completion, which assumes the prior existence of a most general element (?), given in Figure 2.5.
Most instantiations of the heuristic, \where there is no meet, add one" Fall,
1996], do not yield the Dedekind-MacNeille completion Bertet et al., 1997],
and other authors have proposed incremental methods that trade greater efciency in computing the entire completion at once for their incrementality.
Proposition 2.2. The MSL completion algorithm is correct on nite partially ordered sets, P , i.e., upon termination, it has produced DM (P ).
It should be noted that while the common parlance for these sections of the type
hierarchy is dimension, borrowed from earlier work by Erbach 1994] on multi-dimensional
inheritance, these are not dimensions in the sense of Erbach 1994] because not every
n-tuple of subtypes from an n-dimensional classication is join-compatible.
1

n-hd-ll-ph
inf-hd-ll-ph n-hd-subj-ph
wh-rel-cl
non-wh-rel-cl hd-ll-ph hd-comp-ph hd-subj-ph hd-spr-ph
imp-cl
decl-cl
inter-cl
rel-cl
hd-adj-ph hd-nexus-ph
clause
non-clause
hd-ph
non-hd-ph
CLAUSALITY
HEADEDNESS
phrase
Figure 2.4: A fragment of an English grammar in which supertype branching distinguishes
\dimensions" of classication.

n-wh-ll-rel-cl inf-wh-ll-recl-cl red-rel-cl simp-inf-rel-cl wh-subj-rel-cl bare-rel-cl
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1. Find two elements, 1 2 with minimal upper bounds, 1
k , such that
their join 1 t 2 is undened, i.e.,
1. If no such pair exists, then stop.
2. Add an element, , such that:
t

t

t

u

t

:::u

k >

v

for all 1   ,
for all elements ,
i

k

v

t

t

v ui ,
vv

and
i for all 1 

i

 k , t v ui .

3. Go to (1).

Figure 2.5: The MSL completion algorithm.

Proof: Let V (P ) be the partially ordered set produced by the algorithm.
Clearly, P  V (P ). It suces to show that (1) V (P ) is a complete lattice
(with > added),
andV(2) for all v 2 V (P ), there exist subsets A B  P such
W

that v = V (P ) A = V (P ) B .2
Suppose there are v w 2 V (P ) such that v u w". There is a least element,
so v and w have more than one maximal lower bound, l1 l2 and others. But
then fl1 l2g is upper-bounded and l1 t l2 ", so the algorithm should not have
terminated. Suppose instead that v t w". Again, the algorithm should not
have terminated. So V (P ) with > added is a complete lattice.
Given v 2 V (P ), if v 2 P , then choose Av = Bv = fvg. Otherwise, the
algorithm added v because of a bounded set ft1 t2g, with minimal upper
bounds, u1 : : : uk , which did not have a least
S upper bound, i.e., k > 1. In
this W
case, chooseVAv = At1  At2 and Bv = 1ik Bui . In either case, clearly
v = V (P ) Av = V (P ) Bv for all v 2 V (P ). 
Termination is guaranteed by considering, after every iteration, the number of sets of meet-irreducible elements with no meet, since all completion
types added are meet-reducible by denition.
In LinGO LinGO, 1999], the largest publicly-available LTFS-based grammar, and one which uses such type-intensive encodings, there are 3414 types,
the largest supertype branching factor is 19, and although dimensionality is
not distinguished in the source code from other types, the largest subtype
branching factor is 103. Using supertype branching factor for the most conservative estimate, this still implies a theoretical maximum of approximately
500,000 completion types, whereas only 893 are necessary, 648 of which are
2

These are sometimes called the join density and meet density, respectively, of P in
Davey and Priestley, 1990, p. 42].

V (P )
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inferred without reference to previously added completion types.
Whereas incremental compilation methods rely on the assumption that
the joins of most pairs of types will never be computed in a corpus before the
signature changes, this method's eciency relies on the assumption that most
pairs of types are join-incompatible no matter how the signature changes. In
LinGO, this is indeed the case: of the 11,655,396 possible pairs, 11,624,866
are join-incompatible, and there are only 3,306 that are consistent (with
or without joins) and do not stand in a subtyping or identity relationship.
In fact, the cost of completion is often dominated by the cost of transitive
closure, which is discussed in Chapter 7 in more detail.
While the continued eciency of compile-time completion of signatures
as they further increase in size can only be veried empirically, what can be
said at this stage is that the only reason that signatures like LinGO can be
tractably compiled at all is sparseness of consistent types. In other geometric
respects, it bears a close enough resemblance to the theoretical worst case to
cause concern about scalability. Compilation, if ecient, is to be preferred
from the standpoint of static error detection, which incremental methods
may elect to skip. In addition, running a new signature plus grammar over
a test corpus is a frequent task in large-scale grammar development, and
incremental methods, even ones that memoise previous computations, may
pay back the savings in compile-time on a large test corpus. It should also be
noted that another plausible method is compilation into logical terms or bit
vectors, in which some amount of compilation (ranging from linear-time to
exponential) is performed with the remaining cost amortised evenly across
all run-time unications, which often results in a savings during grammar
development.

2.1.3 Feature Structures

A type hierarchy, hT vi, along with a nite set of features, Feat, and a set
of nodes, Q, induces a set of typed feature structures:
De nition 2.16. A typed feature structure is a tuple, F = hQ q   =i
where:
 Q is a countable set of nodes,
 q 2 Q is the root node,
  : Q ;! T is a total node typing function,
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Figure 2.6: An example typed feature structure.

  : Feat  Q ;! Q is a partial feature value function, and
 =  Q  Q is an anti-reexive and symmetric inequation relation.
such that for every q 2 Q, there is a nite sequence of features f1 : : : fn 2
Feat such that q =  (fn  (fn;1    (f2  (f1 q)))), i.e., a nite sequence
that connects q to q with .
F denotes the set of all feature structures relative to the (implicit) set of
types, T , and features, Feat.
An example feature structure induced by the type hierarchy in Figure 2.2
and the set of features Feat = ff g hg can be represented as a directed
graph, as shown in Figure 2.6. It has the set of nodes Q = fq q1 q2 q3 q4 q5g
with the following node typing and feature value functions, and inequation
relation:
(q) = a (f q) = q1 q2 = q3
(q1 ) = b (g q) = q2 q4 = q5
(q2 ) = c (h q) = q3
(q3 ) = d (f q2) = q4
(q4 ) = e (g q2 ) = q5
(q5 ) = f
Notice that in this formalization of feature structures, types are not values
themselves, but only decorate the real values | nodes | through the typing
function, .
The relation, =, represents the set of inequations that hold between nodes
in a feature structure. This is not simply the complement of equality. These
are persistent, negative constraints on the identication of nodes, much like
those proposed for Prolog II Colmerauer, 1984, 1987].
Not much can be said about nodes apart from the fact that they can bear
types and features with values. The set, Q, has no algebraic structure of its
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own, and, with the exception of extensional typing, the description language
used in Carpenter, 1992 provides no means of regulating the number of feature structures in F , or the number of them of any particular type. It also
provides no means of determining whether two dierent feature structures
have intersecting node sets unless they are both substructures of a common
feature structure, so that they can be referred to by paths of features. In
fact, no description language can, whose descriptions are intended to describe
single feature structures (and their substructures), rather than arbitrary collections of them.
Nodes are not types and the fact that (f) maps nodes to nodes rather
than types to types is a signicant departure (with precedents) from early
conceptions of feature structures, as elaborated upon in Section 2.2. They
correspond roughly to instances of a particular concept or type but we are
entirely dependent upon their types, features values and the existence of a
common root node (and therefore, a common super-structure) to distinguish
them, i.e., to observe whether two nodes q1 q2 2 Q are such that q1 = q2 or
q1 6= q2 . In general, there are some nodes that we simply cannot distinguish
from each other, particularly if they do not belong to a set Q of a common
feature structure.
Following one of the extensions discussed in Carpenter, 1992, the set of
nodes for a given feature structure is allowed to be countably innite here,
which admits two possible kinds of innity for typed feature structures. Just
as with type hierarchies, typed feature structures can be \deeply" innite,
by having unboundedly long paths of nodes, or \broadly" innite, by having nodes, q 2 Q, for which there are innitely many features, f 2 Feat
such that (f q)#. The latter is rejected here by the assumption that the
set of features, Feat, is nite, following Carpenter 1992].3 This is often restricted further by appropriateness, as explained below. This assumption is
ultimately responsible for almost every practical benet of the logic of typed
feature structures documented in this dissertation or earlier and its validity
hinges on an apparent lack of empirical necessity in any domain for formal
descriptions of objects with an innite number of attributes or, put in the
language of rst-order logic, innitely branching terms.
It also depends on the assumption that is a function, i.e., that it can only take one
value for every pair of feature and node. With the arguable exception of set-valued features
Carpenter, 1993a, Manandhar, 1994, Moshier and Pollard, 1994, Richter, in prep.] this
assumption seems to be fairly universal, and even for set-valued features, an auxiliary
accessibility relation is typically used instead of ).
3
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Figure 2.7: A typed feature structure with an innite number of nodes.
To understand the former better, we need a formal notion of paths and
path values:
De nition 2.17. A path is a nite sequence of features,  2 Feat  .
De nition 2.18. Given a typed feature structure, F = hQ q   =i, its
partial path value function is a function,  0 : Feat   Q ;! Q such that:
 0( q) = q, and
 0(f q) = 0( (f q))
Following Carpenter 1992],  will be used to refer to both the feature
value function and the path value function.
De nition 2.19. If F = hQ q  i, and ( q)#, then the restriction of F
to  is F @ = hQ0 q0 0 0i, where:
 Q0 = f(0 q)j0 2 Feat  g,
 q0 = ( q),
 0 = jF Q , and
 0 = jQ .
De nition 2.20. A typed feature structure, F = hQ q  i, is nite i Q
is a nite set.
Figure 2.7 depicts part of a feature structure with an innite number of
nodes, each of which is of type a and has a single attribute, f. This is a
well-dened typed feature structure, but it is not nite.
Typed feature structures, even nite ones, can also be \innite" in the
sense of having cycles, and therefore having a path value function that takes
a value for innitely many paths. For example, a feature structure can have
two nodes, q and q such that (f q) = q and (f q) = q. That can be
depicted as a labelled directed graph with cycles, as shown in Figure 2.8,
or as an AVM, as shown in Figure 2.9. The boxed numerical tags are used
0

0
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f

a q

q a
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Figure 2.8: The directed graph representation of a cyclic feature structure.
2
3
1 a
4 a
5
f
f

1

Figure 2.9: The AVM representation of Figure 2.8.
to indicate the identity of nodes relative to paths, or \re-entrant nodes,"
i.e., nodes that have an in-degree of greater than 1 in the directed graph
representation of a feature structure.4
A related ability of feature structures is to have acyclic re-entrancies between paths, i.e., sharing of substructures. Figure 2.10 is distinguished from
Figure 2.11, for example, in that its f and g values are not only of the same
type with the same features, but actually the same node. Boxed numerical
tags are also used in AVM representations to identify nodes that participate
in the inequation relation. Figure 2.12 shows the AVM representation of the
feature structure shown in Figure 2.6. In AVM representations, if no = pairs
are shown, it is assumed that == .

2.1.4 Appropriateness and Attributed Type Signatures

Given a set of types, T , and a nite set of features, Feat, the set of feature
structures, F , includes, for every combination of features from Feat, a feature

The exception is the root node, q, which is considered re-entrant if it has an in-degree
greater than 0.
4

2
a
6
6
4f

g

3
7
7
h c5


b
1
1

Figure 2.10: The AVM representation of a feature structure with an acyclic
re-entrancy.
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7
h
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4 b 7
5
g h c
Figure 2.11: The AVM representation of a feature structure with structurally
identical but non-re-entrant substructures.
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66g 4f 2 e57
7
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g 3 f 7
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66h 4 d
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1
2

=4
=3

Figure 2.12: The AVM representation of the feature structure in Figure 2.6.
structure that has a node bearing that combination, with, for every selection
of types from T , values of those respective types. This may not always make
sense. We may, in the case of linguistic knowledge representation, want to
allow some nodes that represent what is known about the syntactic status of
a verb to bear a feature mood and other nodes that represent what is known
about the syntactic status of a noun to bear a feature case but it would
not make sense to bestow attributes such as mood and case on the same
node. In addition, a feature such as mood could reasonably have a value of
a type such as indicative or subjunctive, but not of the type nominative or
masculine.
Pollard and Sag 1987, p. 38] rst suggested that the type system could
be used not only to classify dierent kinds of objects in the world, but to
prevent the cooccurrence of certain features in formal representations of those
objects. Its importance derives, again, from viewing feature structures as
models of states of partial information about objects, in which it is important
to distinguish between features whose values are inapplicable or irrelevant to
a particular state of information and features whose values are relevant but
unknown or missing. Of course, the type system can also be used to declare
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Figure 2.13: An example type signature with upward closure and right monotonicity assumed.
which values make sense for a given feature.
King 1989] rst reied the intuition that only certain features are relevant
or appropriate for a particular type. Knowledge of which features these are
for each type augments our knowledge about the types and features used in
the specication of a grammar. The formalization of that extra knowledge
used here, known as appropriateness conditions, is taken from Carpenter
1992].

De nition 2.21. Given a type hierarchy, hT vi, and a nite set of features,
Feat, an appropriateness specication is a partial function, Approp : Feat 
T ;! T such that, for every f 2 Feat:
 (Feature Introduction) there is a type Intro (f) 2 T such that:
{ Approp (f Intro (f))#, and
{ for every t 2 T , if Approp (f t)#, then Intro (f) v t, and
 (Upward Closure / Right Monotonicity) if Approp (f s)# and
s v t, then Approp (f t)# and Approp (f s) v Approp (f t).
De nition 2.22. An (attributed) type signature is a structure, hT v Feat
Approp i, where hT vi is a type hierarchy, Feat is a nite set of features, and
Approp is an appropriateness specication.

Figure 2.13 depicts a type signature. It looks like a type hierarchy, but
feature-value pairs have been added to some of the types. By convention, a
feature annotates its introducing type, and the value (type) it occurs with
is the value of Approp at that type. For example, in the example shown,
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Intro (f) = a and Approp (f a) = ?. Upward closure is assumed, so all
subtypes of an introducing type also have its introduced features. In this
way, features can be left implicit where their presence can be inferred from
upward closure and their values can be inferred from right monotonicity. For
example, f is appropriate to b in Figure 2.13, also with value ?. The types c
and d both rene the value of Approp on f, but e does not, and the value of
Approp (f e), h, can be inferred from the unication of the values at c and
d. e does introduce a new feature, g, however.

The usage of signature is borrowed from King 1989], although the denition of a signature and of appropriateness there is slightly dierent. They
are also closely related to class hierarchies in object-oriented programming,
in that they specify where features (methods) are introduced and how they
are inherited. Just as in object-oriented programming, one could interpret
these specications as defaults and entertain various conventions for overriding them Carpenter, 1993b, Lascarides and Copestake, 1999], although
these will not be pursued here.
In terms of identifying what provides the basic vocabulary or building
blocks of a feature structure or a description language, it might be more
fair to refer to the set of types plus the set of features as the signature
but type subsumption and appropriateness play a very important role in
the logic(s) of Carpenter 1992], in that the axiom schemes that make up
those logics depend on them in order to form genuine axioms. Thus, a
signature, as dened here, is precisely what is needed to construct a logic to
accompany the descriptions that are constructed from a set of types and a
set of features. Appropriateness is also distinguished from the more general
recursive constraint system presented as an application in Carpenter, 1992
in that satisfaction is decidable.
As mentioned above, the emphasis in this presentation will be on the
algebraic operations on feature structures that correspond to the closure of
descriptions under various rules of inference. Some of these operations are
what \enforce" the requirements that an appropriateness specication states
over feature structures because the (totally) well-typed feature structures are
exactly the feature structures that model those xed points | the existence
of Approp by itself guarantees nothing. Of principal practical interest, however, is the operation of feature structure unication and its progenitor, the
subsumption relation on feature structures.
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2.1.5 Subsumption and Unication

The view of feature structures as representing partial or underspecied information is what inspired us to use partially ordered sets of types. That partial
order ttingly induces a partial order on feature structures themselves, that
corresponds to subsumption of information content:
De nition 2.23. Given a common signature, a typed feature structure, F =
hQ q   =i subsumes another typed feature structure, F 0 = hQ0 q0 0 0 =0i,
written F v F 0 (or, where unclear, vF ) i there is a total function, h : Q ;!
Q0, called a morphism, such that:
1. h(q) = q0,
2. for every q 2 Q, (q) v 0 (h(q )),
3. if (f q )#, then h( (f q )) = 0 (f h(q)), and
4. if q1 = q2 , then h(q1 ) =0 h(q2 ).
If F v F 0, we also say that F 0 extends F .
The second criterion forces feature structure subsumption to obey type
subsumption on individual nodes. The other criteria require the morphism to
establish a correspondence between nodes that preserves the starting node,
feature (and thus path) values, and inequations. The more specic feature
structure, F 0, can thus simulate F in the sense that we can map to a corresponding node using h, ask questions about path values, path equalities,
type information and inequation information, and we get the same or more
specic answers that we would have received from F itself. In this sense, F 0
has the same information that F has plus possibly more.
The feature structure in Figure 2.11, for example, subsumes the feature
structure in Figure 2.10. The morphism that witnesses this is not an injection, because the nodes corresponding to the paths f and g in the former
are both mapped to the node corresponding to both the path f and g in
the latter in order to satisfy the third criterion. So feature structures can be
more specic by virtue of having extra path equations. The feature structure in Figure 2.11 also subsumes the feature structure in Figure 2.14. In
general, a feature structure with a pair of nodes with consistent types has
a pair of more specic feature structures: one where their paths map to the
same node, and one where the nodes are inequated. Neither of these subsumes the other. When a pair of nodes has inconsistent types, then only the
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Figure 2.14: The AVM representation of a feature structure with structurally
identical but inequated substructures.
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f b v fg bc
Figure 2.15: An example of feature structure subsumption.

a

inequated variant exists. This is the more intensional version of inequated
feature structure presented in Carpenter, 1992. The other, called fully inequated feature structures Carpenter, 1992, p. 120], has neither, because it
assumes that inequations can only hold between nodes in a feature structure
when there is a more specic feature structure in which their paths could be
shared.
The single direction of implication in the fourth criterion says that they
can also have extra path inequations.
To consider another example, the feature structures in Figure 2.15 stand
in the subsumption relation shown because of the condition that (f q)# in
the third criterion. Thus, feature structures can also be more specic by
virtue of having extra features dened on a particular node.
Just as type subsumption induces type unication by forming least upper
bounds, feature structures subsumption induces feature structure unication.
The problem, as mentioned above, is that we have no way to determine that
two feature structures have non-intersecting node sets. We do not want
the unication of the feature structures in Figure 2.16 to dier from the
unication of those in Figure 2.17. As individual feature structures, both
structures in both pairs have the same information, so unication should
yield a feature structure with the same information as well. This is related
to the fact that feature structure subsumption is not a partial order because
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Figure 2.16: Two feature structures whose sets of nodes intersect.
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Figure 2.17: Two feature structures whose sets of nodes do not intersect.
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there can exist F1 and F2 such that F1 v F2 and F2 v F1. We should not
care which feature structure unication returns, provided that it has the right
information content.
We can solve both concerns by creating an equivalence relation that relates mutually subsuming feature structures. Subsumption modulo this relation is then a partial order. Using the axiom of choice, we can also nd
equivalent feature structures under this relation with non-intersecting nodes
as a precursor to unication. In the next chapter, it will be shown that this
relation corresponds exactly to abstraction away from the set of actual nodes
in a feature structure, leaving only its relevant information.

De nition 2.24. Given a set, S , an equivalence relation is a relation,  
S  S such that, for all s s0 s00 2 S :
 (reexivity) s  s,
 (symmetry) if s  s0, then s0  s, and
 (transitivity) if s  s0 and s0  s00, then s00  s000.
De nition 2.25. Typed feature structures, F1 and F2 are alphabetic variants, written F1  F2 , i F1 v F2 and F2 v F1 .
Proposition 2.3.  is an equivalence relation.
De nition 2.26. Given a set, S , and an equivalence relation, , and an
element s 2 S , the equivalence class of s under  is:
s] = fs0 2 S js  s0g:
De nition 2.27. Given a set, S , and an equivalence relation,   S  S ,
the quotient set of S modulo  is:
S= = fs]js 2 S g:
De nition 2.28. Given a common signature, and F  hQ q   =i and
F 0  hQ0 q0 0 0 =0 i such that Q \ Q0 = , let ./ be the nest-grained
equivalence relation on Q  Q0 such that:
 q ./ q0, and
 if (f q)#, 0(f q0)# and q ./ q0, then (f q) ./ 0(f q0).
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The unication of F and F 0 is then dened to be:

F t F 0 = h(Q  Q0 )=./ q]./ ./ ./

=./i

where:

 ./ (q]./ ) = Ff(q) t 0 (q0)jq0 ./ qg,
 ./ (f q]./) = (0(ff qq)])]./ ifif qq 22 QQ0
./
./
0
 q]./ = q ]./ i there exists q00 and q000 such that q00 = q000, q00 ./ q and
q000 ./ q0,

provided that the joins in the denition of ./ exist where needed and =./ is
anti-reexive. F t F 0 is undened otherwise.
Proposition 2.4. Given a common signature, and F F 0 2 F , if there exists
an F 00 2 F such that F v F 00 and F 0 v F 00 , then F t F 0# and F t F 0 v F 00 .
Proof. Proven by Moshier 1988] and extended to the typed case by Carpenter 1992].
Notice that F t F 0 2 F because our lack of interest in the structure of
nodes allows F t F 0 2 F to use a set of equivalence classes as its set of
nodes. Each equivalence class, in turn, contains nodes of F and F 0. As a
result, F t F 0 corresponds to one of many alphabetically variant minimal
upper bounds of F and F 0 with respect to v, and so t can be viewed as a
partial function from F F to F . Notice that the result may have a dierent
type than either of the operands because of joins in the type hierarchy.
By considering feature structures and subsumption modulo alphabetic
variance, the structure assumed for types, a bounded complete partially ordered set, is mirrored in the structure of feature structures:
Proposition 2.5. vF is reexive and transitive.
Proof. It is reexive because the identity function, id : Q ;! Q is a morphism. It is transitive because composition of morphisms yields a morphism.
De nition 2.29. Given v and , invariant subsumption, v  F = 
F = is dened such that F1] v F2 ] i there exist F10 2 F1 ], F20 2 F2 ],
such that F10 v F20 .
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Theorem 2.2. hF = vi is a type hierarchy.
Proof. Countability follows from the countability of node sets and of the
(implicit) set of types, T .
v is reexive and transitive because v is reexive and transitive. Suppose F1] v F2 ] and F2 ] v F1 ]. Then there exist F10 2 F1 ],
F20 2 F2 ], such that F10 v F20 and F100 2 F1], F200 2 F2 ] such that
F200 v F100. But then F20  F200 v F100  F10 , so F10  F20 and F1 ] = F2 ]. So
invariant subsumption is a partial order.
Given F1 ] and F2 ], suppose there exists F3 ] such that F1 ] v F3 ]
and F2 ] v F3 ]. Then there exist F10 2 F1 ], F20 2 F2 ], and F30 F300 2
F3 ], such that F1  F10 v F30 and F2  F20 v F300  F30 . By Proposition 2.4,
F1 t F2 # and F1 t F2 v F30  so F1 t F2 ]# and F1 t F2] v F3 ]. So v
is bounded complete.
Of course, the use of the term \type hierarchy" here is chosen mostly for
shock value. We are really proving that it is a countable BCPO. For the case
of feature structures without inequations, this follows directly from the proof
in Carpenter, 1992 that hF = vi is a domain. We were not thinking of the
elements in a type hierarchy themselves as sets of feature structures (although
these are their most natural denotations ) but because we never specied
exactly what our types were, they could just as well be. hF = vi may not
be the same type hierarchy as the one in the signature that induced it but
recognizing this duality is the rst step towards understanding the underdetermination of signature encodings by empirical data. We will examine
this issue more carefully | in particular, the conditions under which feature
structures form a nite BCPO | in Chapter 4.

2.1.6 Well-Typing

The next class of algebraic operations identify subsets of F that respect
the appropriateness specication of its implicit signature. There are a few
other noteworthy subsets of F that will not be discussed in detail here.
One is the set of feature structures that respect a stronger version of type
inferencing called extensionality, where nodes whose feature values and types
are identical are assumed to be the same node. Another is of those that
are fully inequated, i.e., that inequate every pair of paths whose nodes have
inconsistent types. A third is of those that are sort-resolved, i.e., that label
their nodes with only maximally specic types. The rst two are elaborated
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upon in Carpenter, 1992. The third is discussed somewhat there, but was
not completely understood until Carpenter and King, 1995.

Semi-well-typedness
There are at least three ways in which one can interpret and enforce appropriateness specications. One, perhaps the most basic, is as a specication
of which features a node is permitted to bear, given its type.

De nition 2.30. A typed feature structure, F = hQ q   =i is semi-welltyped i for every q 2 Q, if (f q)#, then Approp (f (q))#.
ST F denotes the set of semi-well-typed feature structures.
De nition 2.31. Let TypDom : F ;! F be the partial function such that,
given FF= hQ q   =i 2 F , TypDom (F ) = hQ q D  =i, where D (q) =
(q) t fIntro (f)jf 2 Feat &(f q)#g provided the joins in the denition of
D exist, and is undened otherwise.

Proposition 2.6. For every F 2 F , if TypDom (F )#, then TypDom (F ) 2
ST F .
Proof. If the joins required by D exist, then we know Approp (f D (q)) wherever (f q)# by feature introduction (Approp (f Intro (f))#), the fact that
Intro (f) v D (q), and by upward closure.

The name, semi-well-typed, was bestowed by King and Goetz 1993], who
used it to present an alternative to well-typing without reference to a unique
introducing type for every feature, although unique introducing types are
retained here (see Section 2.1.8). One can show that TypDom promotes any
feature structure to its least semi-well-typed extension, if one exists:

Proposition 2.7. If F 2 F , and F 0 2 ST F , then F v F 0 i TypDom (F ) v
F 0.

Proof. Proven by King and Goetz 1993].

Corollary 2.1. F 2 ST F i TypDom (F )  F .
Proof. By Propositions 2.7 and 2.6, the forward direction holds. The reverse
holds since ST F is clearly upward closed.
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Another central issue is whether unication preserves the condition that
this operator establishes. As it happens, once we know that we are working
in ST F , unication will allow us to stay there, so we will not need TypDom
anymore:
Theorem 2.3. If F F 0 2 ST F and F t F 0#, then F t F 0 2 ST F .
Proof. Unication can only make types more specic, which is consistent
with Approp by upward closure.
Another way to look at this result is that unication in F automatically
gives us unication in ST F | we never need to worry about dealing with
non-semi-well-typed feature structures if we wish to avoid them.

Well-typedness
A second view of appropriateness is that of a value restriction | using the
value of Approp to constrain the value of an appropriate feature. Of course,
this view will only make sense if we combine it with semi-well-typedness, to
make sure that Approp has a value, where necessary.
De nition 2.32. A typed feature structure, F = hQ q   =i is well-typed
i for every q 2 Q, if  (f q)#, then Approp (f (q))# and Approp (f (q )) v
((f q)).
T F denotes the set of well-typed feature structures.
De nition 2.33. Let TypRan : ST F ;! ST F be the partial function such
that, given F =FhQ q   =i 2 ST F , TypRan (F ) = hQ q R  =i, where
R (q) = (q) t fApprop (f (q0))jf 2 Feat &q0 2 Q&(f q0) = qg provided
the joins in the denition of R exist, and is undened otherwise.
Proposition 2.8. For every F 2 ST F , if TypRan (F )#, then TypRan (F ) 2
T F.
De nition 2.34. Let TypInf : F ;! T F be the partial function such that
TypInf = TypRan  TypDom.
Proposition 2.9. If F 2 F , and F 0 2 T F , then F v F 0 i TypInf (F ) v
F 0.
Proof. Proven by Carpenter 1992].
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Figure 2.18: A non-statically typable signature.

Corollary 2.2. F 2 T F i TypInf (F )  F .
Proof. On analogy to Corollary 2.1.
By analogy to TypDom, TypInf (\type inferencing") promotes any feature
structure to its least well-typed extension, if one exists.
Just as with TypDom, we should also ask whether unication preserves
the work of TypInf. Unfortunately, this is not always the case. Figure 2.18
shows a counter-example. If we unify a well-typed feature structure of type b
with a well-typed feature structure of type c, we may wind up with a feature
structure of type d, whose f value is only of type g, not h, and which is therefore not well-typed. There are some signatures in the present formulation
that are inherently not statically well-typable. As a result, unication in T F
looks like unication in F followed by an application of TypInf in order to
extend the result back into T F :

Theorem 2.4. If F F 0 F 00 2 T F , then F v F 00 and F 0 v F 00 i TypInf (F t
F 0) v F 00 .

Proof. Proven by Carpenter 1992].
Figure 2.19 depicts what must happen in the case of the T F induced by
the signature in Figure 2.18.

Total Well-typedness
The third view of appropriateness is that of necessary conditions on the
occurrence of certain features. This is the converse of semi-well-typing, and
says that if a feature is appropriate to a node, then the node must bear that
feature, thus naturally bringing semi-well-typing along with it. We will also
require well-typing.
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Figure 2.19: Well-typed unication in a non-statically typable signature.

De nition 2.35. A typed feature structure, F = hQ q   =i is totally
well-typed i it is well-typed and, for every q 2 Q,f 2 Feat, if Approp (f (q))#,
then (f q)#.
T T F denotes the set of totally well-typed feature structures.
De nition 2.36. Let Fill : T F ;! T F be a total function such that, given
F = hQ q   =i 2 T F , Fill (F ) = hQ  QFill q Fill Fill =i, where QFill

is a smallest set such that:

 QFill \ Q = , and for every qFill 2 QFill , if Fill (f q) = qFill and
Fill (f' q0) = qFill , then f = f' and q = q0,
8
(f q)
if (f q)#
>
>
< q Fill
some q Fill 2 QFill if (f q)" and
 Fill (f q) = >
Approp (f (q ))#



>
: undened otherwise
(q)
if q 2 Q
Fill (q) = Approp
0
(f (q )) if q 2 QFill q = Fill (f q0)

Proposition 2.10. For every F 2 T F , Fill (F ) 2 T T F .
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Notice that Fill is a total function. We can promote any well-typed
feature structure to a totally well-typed one. If we combine it with TypInf,
then we obtain a unication function for T T F | a partial function that
promotes any T T F -extensible F -unication to its minimal totally well-typed
extension.
Proposition 2.11. If F 2 T F and F 0 2 T T F , F v F 0 i Fill (F ) v F 0.
Proof. Proven by Carpenter 1992].
De nition 2.37. Let TWT : F ;! T T F be the partial function such that
TWT = Fill  TypInf .
Corollary 2.3. F 2 T T F i TWT (F )  F .
Proof. On analogy to Corollary 2.1.
Theorem 2.5. If F F 0 F 00 2 T T F , then F v F 00 and F 0 v F 00 i TWT (F t
F 0) v F 00 .
Proof. Proven by Carpenter 1992].
Total well-typing is the interpretation of appropriateness used throughout
the rest of this dissertation. Some of its advantages with respect to simulating
non-total but well-typed interpretations will be demonstrated later but there
are two important prior arguments for this choice as well. The rst is that
total well-typing captures one of the main intuitions of appropriateness |
distinguishing unknown or absent information from irrelevant information.
Feature structures of a particular type represent our knowledge about objects
in the world, and those objects are known to have certain attributes on the
basis of belonging to that type, whether we know what their attributes' values
are or not. The view of feature structures as partial information allows us
to use non-maximally specic types as the types of vague values of unknown
attributes, so the existence of the attributes themselves is still consistent
with that view, and should be inferred.
The other argument is a computational one. Total well-typing allows us to
infer exactly how many attributes a feature structure of a particular type will
have. That means we have information about the size of its representation,
which can be used to simplify memory allocation and unication algorithms
that act on it. Because features can be introduced at any type, that still
does not mean that the arity or size of a feature structure's representation
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will never change. When unied with another feature structure, the type of
the result could promote, and it may acquire new features. The type of a
feature's value could also promote upon application of TypInf because of a
dierent (but still consistent) value restriction. The fact that the type can
in fact promote and the fact that its arity may change when it does so are
the two signicant sources of complexity in working with the unication of
typed feature structures in comparison to rst-order terms but it would be
even worse if the arity were not constant even for a xed type.
For totally well-typed feature structures, we also have the same duality
as with general feature structures:

Corollary 2.4. hT T F = vTT F i is a type hierarchy.
Proof. vTT F is just the restriction of v to T T F , so it is also a partial
order. By Theorem 2.5, it is bounded complete.

This can also be proven Carpenter, 1992] by showing that TWT is a
closure operator over domains.

2.1.7 Join Preservation

In the last subsection, we saw that there are some signatures for which F unication does not extend automatically to T F - or T T F -unication. Those
signatures can be explicitly characterized (this denition will be reformulated
in Chapter 6):
De nition 2.38. (Tentative) An appropriateness specication is said to preserve joins i, for all features f 2 Feat, for all types s t such that s t t#:
8
Approp (f s) t Approp (f t) if Approp (f s)# and
>
>
>
>
Approp (f t)#
<
if only Approp (f s)#
Approp (f s t t) = > Approp (f s)
>
(f t)
if only Approp (f t)#
>
>
: Approp
unrestricted
otherwise

Proposition 2.12. Approp is join-preserving i for any F F 0 2 T F such
that F t F 0 #, F t F 0 2 T F .
Proof. The forward direction was proven by Carpenter 1992]. Suppose Approp is not join-preserving. Then there are types s and t and a feature
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f 2 Feat for which s t t# and one of the three conditions above do not hold,
depending on whether Approp (f s)# and/or Approp (f t)#. Let Fs Ft 2 F
be feature structures with no features and one node of type s, and t respectively. Clearly, TWT (Fs) and TWT (Ft ) exist, which are the least (by
subsumption) totally well-typed feature structures of types s and t respectively. They are also in T F . Since they are least, they have no re-entrant
nodes, i.e., there is a unique node q for every pair of feature and node, f' and
q0, for which (f' q0)#, and (q) = Approp (f' (q0)). By right monotonicity
of Approp and the bounded completeness of the type hierarchy, TWT (Fs)
and TWT (Ft ) are then uniable. But in TWT (Fs) t TWT (Ft ), consider
q = (f q). Its type is either Approp (f s), Approp (f t), or Approp (f s t t),
depending on which case of join-preservation s and t belong to. They violate that case, however. By right monotonicity, (q) v Approp (f s t t), so
Approp (f s t t) 6v (q), and thus TWT (Fs ) t TWT (Ft ) 62 T F .

Proposition 2.13. Approp is join-preserving i for any F F 0 2 T T F such
that F t F 0#, Fill (F t F 0 ) 2 T T F .
Proof. Suppose Approp is join-preserving. By the preceding proposition, for
every F F 0 2 T T F , (F t F 0) 2 T F . Fill is a total function from T F to
T T F , so Fill (F t F 0) 2 T T F .
Suppose Approp is not join-preserving. In the proof of the preceding
proposition, two feature structures in T T F were used, and their unication
was shown not to be in T F . So they fall out of the domain of Fill.

With join-preservation, one can use only Fill plus F -unication and Fill
is total, unlike TWT. Carpenter 1992] identies two further restrictions on
Approp, either one of which allow one to eliminate Fill as well, leaving only
F -unication.

2.1.8 Signature Completion

Feature introduction has been argued not to be appropriate for certain empirical domains either. Just as with the condition of bounded completeness, we
may ask whether it is possible to take a would-be signature without feature
introduction and restore this condition through the addition of extra unique
introducing types for certain appropriate features. The following algorithm
achieves this:
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1. Given candidate signature, S , nd a feature, f, for which there is no
unique introducing type. Let K be the set of minimal types to which
f is appropriate, where jK j > 1. If there is no such feature, then stop.
2. Add a new type, v, to S , to which f is appropriate, such that:

 for all k 2 K , v v k,
 for all types, t in S , t v v i for all k 2 K , t v k, and
 Approp (f v) = Approp (f k1)uApprop (f k2)u: : :uApprop (f kjK j),
the generalization of the value restrictions on f of the elements of
K.

3. Go to (1).
In practice, the same signature completion type can be used for dierent
features, provided that their minimal introducers are the same set, K . This
clearly produces a partially ordered set with a unique introducing type for
every feature. It may disturb bounded completeness, however, which means
that the result must undergo meet semi-lattice completion, as described in
Section 2.1.2. If generalization has already been computed, the signature
completion algorithm runs in O(fn), where f is the number of features, and
n is the number of types.

2.1.9 Descriptions and Most General Satisers

The nal algebraic operation to be considered is that of the most general
satiser. This operation, unlike the others, maps a description to a feature
structure, and is essentially what links the description language presented in
Carpenter, 1992 to feature structures themselves.

De nition 2.39. The set of descriptions over a countable set of types, T a

nite set of features, Feat and a countable set of variables, Var, is the least
set Desc such that:

 x 2 Desc, for all x 2 Var,
 =6 : x, for all x 2 Var,
 t 2 Desc, for all t 2 T ,
  : 2 Desc, for all  2 Feat  2 Desc,
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 ^

_ 2 Desc, for all

2 Desc.

NonDisjDesc is the disjunction-free fragment of this language.

This language is a consolidated and somewhat simplied form of the language plus its various extensions used in Carpenter, 1992. In the spirit of
Hohfeld and Smolka 1988], and as suggested by Carpenter 1992] and pursued
in Steinicke and Penn, 1999, the path equations and path inequations established by variables are taken as constraints on variable assignment functions,
and the scope of variables (which in many practical applications, is larger
than a single description) is implicitly closed under existential quantication
of the variable assignment. For example, we should read the description,
f : g : h : x ^ i : j : k : x as denoting those feature structures F , for
which there exists a feature structure, G such that the value of the path
f : g : h in F and the value of the path i : j : k in F are both G. One
may also notice the absence of a general negation operator. In a description
language over types with subsumption, general negation is potentially nonmonotonic. In Figure 2.13, for example, :b is true of feature structures of
type a, but not of feature structures of any subtype of a. As proven by Carpenter and Penn 1993], provided one works in the domain of sort-resolved
feature structures (in which subsumption reduces to identity), general negation on a variable-free fragment of this language reduces to syntactic sugar.
As proven by Steinicke and Penn 1999], that reduction does not hold in the
full language. One can only have two of variables, inequations, and general
negation | with all three, there is again no sound and complete calculus for
satisability. Inequations are necessary in order to encode the negation of
path equations. Variables are quite useful to have in a logic programming
setting, and have been shown to reduce the size of disjunctive descriptions
exponentially Kasper, 1987b]. So general negation is excluded here.
A description from this language describes a feature structure. Typically,
many feature structures are described by a particular description. Carpenter
1992] gives a semantic notion of satisability in which feature structures are
taken to model descriptions:

De nition 2.40. An assignment is a total function : Var ;! F . Let
Assign by the set of all assignments.

De nition 2.41. Where F 2 F is said to satisfy 2 Desc, written F j= ,
j= is the smallest relation such that:
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F j= x i (x) = q,
F j= =6 : x i (x) 6= q,
F j= t i t v (q),
F j=  : i F @ j= ,
F j= ^ i F j= and F j= ,
F j= _ i F j= or F j= .
is satisable i there is a F 2 F such that F j= .
In the absence of disjunction, there is a least such feature structure for
a satisable description, and the set of feature structures that satisfy a description is upward closed:
De nition 2.42. Given a description 2 Desc, the satisers of are the
feature
structures that satisfy under some assignment function: Sat ( ) =
S

2Assign fF jF j= g.
Proposition 2.14. If F 2 Sat ( ) and F v F 0, then F 0 2 Sat ( ).
Proof. Proven by Carpenter 1992].

Proposition 2.15. If 2 NonDisjDesc, and is satisable, then there is a
most general satiser MGSat ( ) 2 F such that F 2 Sat ( ) i MGSat ( )] v
F ].

Proof. Proven by Carpenter 1992].
MGSat can also be generalized to a function whose codomain is a set of feature structures in the case of disjunctive descriptions. In the non-disjunctive
case, these two propositions establish a one-to-one correspondence between
descriptions and feature structures, up to alphabetic variance of nodes |
the set of feature structures that satisfy a description is rooted at a unique
least equivalence class of satisers, whose principal lter in hF = v i (the
set of feature structure equivalence classes that it subsumes) is none other
than the equivalence classes of that set of satisers.
In practice, one normally uses TWT  MGSat , which provides a representative from the equivalence class of least totally well-typed feature structures
that satisfy a description. Totally well-typed feature structures have the very
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nice property that their descriptions can be extremely terse. When a feature, f, is mentioned in a description, , the type, Intro (f), is inferred for
TWT (MGSat ( )) because of feature introduction and when a type is mentioned or inferred, all of the features appropriate to that type are known
to be present on TWT (MGSat ( )). In this way, total well-typing allows
descriptions to identify only those paths in a potentially very large feature
structure to which reference to salient information, i.e., information more
specic than that provided by a most general satiser, is needed. This extra
level of indirection combined with a syntactic notion of variables that remains
independent of feature structures themselves are the primary practical advantages of description logics such as those of Carpenter 1992] or Smolka
1988], which also employs a description language with variables, over term
or record logics such as the -terms of A!t-Kaci 1984]. In the latter, tags, the
analogue of variables, are actually part of the terms or records themselves,
and thus introduce an additional level of alphabetic variance, in a manner
roughly similar to that in which nodes in the formalization presented here
do. -terms can also have inconsistent types. Feature structures as dened
in Carpenter, 1992 do not | there are simply some descriptions with inconsistent types that are not satisable by any feature structure.
For the purposes of this study, the charm of most general satisers also
works the other way | we can simply continue to work with and think about
(totally well-typed) feature structures rather than descriptions, because we
know that satisable descriptions have most general satisers. The only
problem that remains is the alphabetic variance introduced by nodes, which
will be addressed in the next chapter.

2.2 A Brief History of Typed Feature
Structures
It has been said that Aristotle sometimes mistook the rules of
Greek grammar for immutable verities of logic. We can raise an
analogous issue about computer simulation. To what extent do
we make implicit assumptions of psychological theory when we decide to write a simulation program in an information-processing
language? . . . it is probable that psychological postulates enter
the simulation by way of the structure of the programming lan-
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guage. | Allen Newell and Herbert A. Simon, Computers in
Psychology, p. 422, 1963
The feature structure has, under various names, occupied a central position
in articial intelligence research from the very beginning. It began life in
experimental psychology as a means of characterizing mental representations
of concepts. From the study of volitive acts, Narziss Ach (1871 { 1946) and
his colleagues in the Wurzburg school had concluded that human thought was
not only guided by associations, crudely put, but also by what Ach termed
\determining tendencies," inuences from the presentation of a goal or task
that direct or determine the associations that most prevalently or strongly
accrue on the perception of a stimulus Ach, 1951, 1905]. These determining
tendencies were alleged to give thought its intentional, ordered nature, as
opposed to some cacophonous chorus of random associations Humphrey,
1951, pp. 83{4].
This idea was later used by psychologists working on concept learning
and category formation to formulate descriptions of objects that were used
to illustrate concepts to be learned, in which these determining tendencies
were encoded as attributes, and the concepts themselves were characterized
as collections of attribute-value pairs Hunt, 1962]. This began with the more
formal work of Hovland 1952] on learning theory, and became popular with
its adoption for experimental work on concept learning, notably in Bruner
et al., 1956.

2.2.1 Description Lists

In terms of its use as a structure for representing knowledge in actual implementations, feature structures were rst used as a data structure for encoding
relational formulae from logic in a computer's memory in a manner inspired
by and faithful to research in experimental psychology. When Allen Newell
and Herbert Simon embarked upon the task of creating a programming language for simulating human reasoning, they knew that they would need very
expressive data structures that could also serve as representations of human
memory. They saw that it was possible to encode arbitrary quantier-free
predicates using nested lists of attribute-value pairs by regarding attributes as
binary relational or functional symbols. They also saw that lists of attributevalue pairs can directly represent Ach's directed associations, where the attribute is used to select the most appropriate association given a particular
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context for a stimulus, and thus its determining tendencies (H. Simon, p.c.).
These lists, called description lists, were realized as early as 1956 in Logic
Language (LL), a language for supporting the automated theorem proving
system, Logic Theorist (LT) Newell and Simon, 1956]. LL later developed
into the more widely circulated series of languages, IPL Newell and Shaw,
1957], where their use was quickly generalized to empirical domains other
than logic itself, e.g., relations among goals and moves in a chess-playing
program Newell et al., 1958]. Plain lists were also included in IPL for representing normal (unlabelled) associations.
Having been incorporated into IPL, description lists were also one of the
topics presented at the Dartmouth Conference (H. Simon, p.c.) where the
term \articial intelligence" is said to have been coined. As a result of that
meeting, they were borrowed, along with lists, into LISP McCarthy, 1960],
although not as a full-edged construct, but rather as a useful internal device (renamed \property lists") for tracking state information in early LISP
interpreters. Their subservient status, however, did not prevent their continued use as an explicit knowledge representation device. The SIR (Semantic
Information Retrieval) system Raphael, 1964, 1968] was a natural language
dialog system with no built-in world knowledge that could acquire directed
associations from interaction with a user and then answer questions based
on those associations. It was implemented in LISP and used property lists
to represent the directed associations.
SIR was a rst in several respects. It appears to have been the rst natural
language processing system to use this kind of data structure, although it
used it for representing only knowledge about the domain under discussion,
not linguistic knowledge to support the vehicle of discussion. SIR also marks
a methodological turning point in that it appears to have been one of the rst
systems to allow the choice of this data structure to guide its decisions about
knowledge representation rather than vice versa : in Raphael, 1968 (p. 48),
the choice of semantic representation is very candidly ascribed to one among
what was available in the articial intelligence programming languages of
the day. Among these decisions, and perhaps the most lasting legacy of
SIR, was the decision to explicitly represent hyponymy or subsumption as
an attribute-value pair, along with a select, closed class of other common
semantic relationships. This is the rst use of the so-called ISA link in an
implementation of knowledge-based reasoning or memory.5 The attribute,
5

Semantic networks Quillian, 1968] or frames Minsky, 1975] are perhaps more com-
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SUBSET, was represented in SIR just as any other attribute, although the
justication given for its inclusion and its prevalence in the examples given
in Raphael, 1968 clearly indicate that it was already the princeps principium
of attributes.

2.2.2 Semantic Networks

Quillian 1968] also used IPL, along with its description lists and plain lists, to
implement a semantic network for encoding the meanings of words roughly
as they appear in dictionary denitions. Each concept or word meaning
could be analyzed as a bundle of properties, according to Quillian 1968,
p. 242]. These properties were represented by token nodes connected in a
subnetwork (called a plane by Quillian 1968]) to represent their association
with the concept being dened, represented by a type node. The \meaning"
of a concept was then dened as the subnetwork, taken as a whole, accessible
from its type node. The only properties that could dene concepts were other
concepts, so there were also special links, interplanar links, to connect type
nodes to their token node instances in other planes.
The associations themselves in the network were generally unlabelled. Attributes were only used with numerical values, and were drawn from a closed
class including intensity, number and criteriality to indicate the \degree" to
which a property was associated with other nodes. Quillian 1968, p. 229]
was aware of the relevance of directed associations, of the use of attributes to
represent them in mathematical psychology, and of the potential contradiction to that work that existed in assuming that associations were undirected,
but somehow believed that the use of IPL as the underlying programming
language conferred an air of respectability on this philosophical problem,
i.e., that there was no contradiction because there existed a programming
language that provided lists and description lists at the same time.
In other details, Quillian 1968] was very much driven by the practical
problem of encoding dictionary denitions in a fairly literal fashion. It used
the convention that any associative link between a type node and a token
node in a plane, i.e., other than interplanar links, implied a hyponymous
relationship, as commonly found in dictionary entries of the form, \An X
is a Y that is/has A, B and C," in which X is taken to be a subclass of
monly credited with the idea but the former never directly linked two concepts in a
hyponymous or any other relationship and the latter explicitly argued against \inexible,
inclusion-oriented" knowledge representation schemes Minsky, 1975, p. 251].
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Y. Links between token nodes were used to represent adjectival or adverbial
modication. There were also special links for representing conjunctive lists
and disjunctive lists in denitions, and a special kind of three-way link that
connected triples of token nodes with a relation-subject-object interpretation to encode events and their role assignments. Planes of token nodes were
connected mainly in a tree pattern, although token nodes could also have
multiple associations as a result of pronominal or other kinds of coreference
in a dictionary denition, in which case the network was conventionally depicted with a special tag to indicate the identity of those paths. This is the
historical antecedent of re-entrant nodes in feature structures. Attributes and
their numerical values were only employed to encode the shades of meaning
contributed by modal quantiers such as \most" or \probably" in dictionary
denitions.
Although Quillian 1968] believed that concepts could be decomposed
into more elemental properties, concepts (as type nodes) stood in a network
alongside the properties (as token nodes) of which they were composed, and
the properties themselves were merely other associated concepts. This is not
the same type-token distinction used in philosophical literature on language
in fact, it was introduced simply in order to partition the network into swaths
of nodes, consisting of one type node along with many token nodes, in order
to use their conguration as a representation of meaning for the type node's
concept Quillian, 1968, p. 234]. In no formal sense did this kind of network
provide a semantics for its concepts. Type nodes remained uninterpreted abstractions of addresses in a computer's memory for the purposes of describing
a particular computer program more lucidly, not concepts.
On the other hand, this graph-theoretic view of knowledge representation essentially characterizes all subsequent work in this area. Typed feature structures are no exception. Of course, type nodes have been moved
to a network of their own, the type signature, and types decorate the (token) nodes of graphs that correspond to individual feature structures with
an assignment function. The legacy becomes acutely apparent, however,
whenever feature structures are used to encode higher-order functions or abstractions other than the rst-order entity-to-truth mapping that the type
assignment function can straightforwardly encode, and whenever non-trivial
choices must be made between positing sub-concepts and positing individuals or instances of those concepts. In the former case, as can happen with
feature-structure-based representations of natural language semantics, such
as HPSG's treatment of quantiers or representation of situation-style nuclei,
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the representation of functions as nodes in a graph alongside representations
of objects to which they could potentially apply has the same at-earthed feel
to it as semantic networks and, in particular, makes the prospects of nding
a transparent, syntactic representation of state, abstraction, application or
composition rather grim. The latter case arises, for example, in the choice
between subtype-based encodings and feature-value-based encodings of distinctions among information states that is one of the central subjects of this
study. That choice exists to a great extent because there is no external criterion or constraint to evaluate what the semantic types should correspond to.
A model-theoretic denotation could be constructed so that nodes, for example, are interpreted in a very heterogeneous universe of entities in the world,
functions on those entities, abstract properties that they may have such as
number and gender, and whatever else is necessary | the model theories
that currently exist for typed feature structures permit that | but at that
point, feature structures are not being used as a formal device to represent
knowledge, but as a formal device to represent data structures that encode
formal devices to represent knowledge. The problem is that, historically, this
was all that they were intended to achieve in work such as that of Quillian
1968].
Curiously, one of the few sources of external criteria came at around this
time from Chomsky and Halle 1968], who were inspired in their choice of
feature structures directly by their continued application in psychology. It
was also the rst use of feature structures, although of a very simple form, to
represent properly linguistic knowledge, which is now where they nd their
widest range of application. Values of features were always plus or minus,
and the features themselves were a \substantively" universal collection of
phonetic features, over which any language must articulate its phonological
rules. Although there was no explicit semantic typing of these structures (as
with all early uses of feature structures) and although a featureless network of
types could have been used to achieve the same eect, given the very limited
range of feature values, there was a clearly expressed agenda of using feature
structures to decompose language-specic phonemes into bundles of these
language-universal phonetic properties. This is certainly much more in keeping with the conceptual decomposition to which Quillian 1968] had alluded,
and has become the standard way of using feature structures within the area
of phonology. The use of claims about universal substantives in grammar has
never been generalized to the application of feature structures to other areas
of linguistics. In syntax, for example, the trend has been to claim that par-
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ticular implicational constraints of grammar are either language-universal or
language-specic, but that all of those constraints are free to avail themselves
of the same types and features in a common signature.

2.2.3 KL-ONE

A very useful history and survey of KL-ONE and its successors can be found
in Woods and Schmolze, 1990, upon which much of this subsection is based.
The advent of KL-ONE Brachman, 1977, Brachman and Schmolze, 1985]
marked the beginning of a formally and computationally mature approach
to knowledge representation and classication networks. Although the inventors of languages such as IPL had thought a great deal about necessary
and sucient conditions for representations of concepts, memory etc. from
the perspective of research in empirical psychology, subsequent applications
of those languages had become increasingly parochial and informal in their
coining of primitives and conventions of usage in order to achieve a particular suciency for the domain in which they were to be applied, primarily
because no precise prescription came with these languages to indicate what
the psychologically inspired structures they provided actually meant, or how
they were to be properly used.
The original goal of Brachman 1977] was to provide a level of \epistemological" primitives (including ISA links) below that of actual concepts,
that could be argued to be sucient regardless of the empirical domain being
represented. The desire to certify the validity of that argument formally ultimately led to the additional adoption of an external, denotational semantics
that could be used to prove correctness, culminating in the KL-ONE successor language, KRYPTON Brachman et al., 1983], and every successor since
then.
KL-ONE followed the tradition of using graphs as an abstraction for relating concepts, but did not decorate the edges of the graphs with attributes.
Instead, a dierent avor of node was used to represent attributes (called
\roles" in KL-ONE) in the graph, which could then be connected to the concepts that bore them. In this way, the connections between nodes could be
restricted to a closed class of sucient primitives, while still allowing for an
open class of labelled associations at the conceptual level. KL-ONE was also
the rst formal system to provide value restrictions, although it and its successors have typically had a much more exible approach to appropriateness
than the one assumed by Carpenter 1992].
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KL-ONE was also crucially inuenced by work on frames Fahlman, 1977,
1979, Minsky, 1975], which, along with contemporaneous work on objectoriented programming languages, was responsible for a paradigm shift in
articial intelligence from the view of relatively atomic concepts being associated to other external such concepts to a view of concepts as classes of
internally structured instances that possess attributes and values that are,
in turn, internally structured instances of other concepts. This conceptoriented or object-oriented view of knowledge representation structures in
turn provoked an inquiry into how instances of subconcepts acquire or inherit attributes and values from superconcepts that they are also instances
of. Until KL-ONE, however, work on frames centered on providing a precise operational characterization of how inheritance was computed as well as
ecient algorithms and data structures for achieving that Fahlman, 1979],
rather than a denotational characterization of what the nature and structure of a given instance actually was. The object-oriented, recursive nature
of feature structures as well as the importance attached to the inheritance
of attributes stems from this work, although inheritance was initially conceived of as inherently subject to default reasoning, a trend that did not
return to formalizations of feature logic until relatively recently Lascarides
and Copestake, 1999].
The use of denotational semantics as a means of ensuring correctness did
have some antecedents as far back as work in semantic networks, e.g., Schubert, 1976, and frames, e.g., Hayes, 1979. The most signicant contribution
that the early KL-ONE languages made was in showing that a formal notion of correctness plus a sucient, universal substrate of concept-structuring
primitives could be used to automate signicant portions of the classication
process itself. The rst so-automated portion was a pair of greatest lower
bound and least upper bound constructions called \most specic subsumer"
and \most general subsumee" Woods, 1979], with the latter being roughly
analogous to a most general satiser. Such algorithms were made possible
because of common agreement on the suciency and meaning of the provided
primitives and thus of higher-order notions based on them. The correctness
of the algorithms that implemented these operations could then be derived
from the formal semantics of the language. Semantic networks, by contrast,
required human intervention to ensure that a new concept was inserted in its
proper place.
Along with automatic classication come concerns about the tractability
of the tasks that are being automated. The goal of providing formally correct
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as well as tractable automated classication in a knowledge representation
language was rst articulated by Levesque 1981a,b], and eventually implemented in KRYPTON by distinguishing a \T-box," or terminological reasoning component, in which conceptual terms that can participate in constraints
or rules are dened, from an \A-box," or assertional reasoning component,
in which the constraints or rules themselves are stated. Although not every
subsequent system has been as strict in enforcing this separation, the T-box is
generally where restricted but automated, tractable reasoning and classication can occur, while the A-box is typically where functionality is supported
that is still very much in demand but cannot necessarily support automatic or
tractable inference. Some languages, e.g., LOOM MacGregor, 1991, 1988],
include full rst-order reasoning in their assertional component. Within the
realm of typed feature structures, signatures correspond to T-boxes | they
dene the types and features that can occur in rules or constraints. Computation of least upper bounds (unication), inheritance (subsumption) and
appropriateness (value restriction) are all typical operations that a KL-ONEstyle language would support in its T-box.
KRYPTON actually drew a few other subtle but important distinctions
among the statements of its language Brachman, 1983]. Those included
modality, i.e., whether a statement is an analytic or contingent truth, quantication, i.e., whether a statement is universally true or simply true by
default, and matrix, i.e., whether an ISA statement is to be interpreted settheoretically as inclusion or predicatively as a material conditional. These
distinctions have largely been eroded in successive languages simply because
of the diculty that exists in classifying some statements according to one
or more of them
In the present formulation of typed feature structures, quantication is
not an issue in the signature but several programming languages based
on the logic of typed feature structures employ Prolog-like reasoning with
negation-by-failure, which eectively admits defaults into their assertional
components. The duality between set-theoretic and material conditional interpretations of signatures can be seen by comparing Carpenter, 1992 with
its contemporaries' mostly set-theoretic treatments of feature logic. Welltypedness of feature values, for example, is enforced by the implication, \if
(f q)#, then Approp (f (q)) v ((f q))," without an indication of what
the denotations of Approp (f (q)) and ((f q)) actually are, or of what
nodes such as q and (f q) really represent. Of course, a set-theoretic interpretation can easily be provided in fact, all of the formulations of feature
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logic that do provide models say next to nothing about the universe of objects which they claim that nodes represent. It is also interesting to note
that, of the four distinctions drawn by Brachman 1983], matrix is the only
one not implemented in KRYPTON.6
As for modality, another trend in typed feature logic, notably in King
and Goetz, 1993, Gerdemann and King, 1994, and Gerdemann, 1995a, has
been to simultaneously reject total well-typing as the interpretation of appropriateness, the unique feature introduction requirement, and the use of
assertional-component functionality, e.g., general implicational constraints,
to specify necessary conditions that might otherwise be relegated to appropriateness, such as feature value cooccurrence restrictions or subtype partitioning conditions. Total well-typing is a necessary and sucient interpretation
of appropriateness conditions, while well-typing with unique feature introduction is only sucient, and without it, neither necessary nor sucient for
deterministic type inference. The result is an impaired ability to exploit necessary conditions in type inferencing, and an ad hoc criterion for distributing
constraints between the T-box (signature) and A-box (theory) (specically,
one based on a very literal reading of Pollard and Sag, 1987, 1994). The
trend in KRYPTON and other KL-ONE-like languages has been in the exactly opposite direction: to exclude purely sucient conditions entirely, or at
the very least from the T-box, or to blur the entire T-box/A-box distinction,
as in CLASSIC Borgida et al., 1989, Patel-Schneider et al., 1998], in which
case sucient conditions are still excluded from the denitional statements
that are used to drive automatic classication. There, the emphasis has been
on isolating a collection of necessary conditions (sometimes even contingent
necessary conditions) that can tractably and infallibly apply to terms in the
assertional component to force early contradictions.

2.2.4 Feature Structure Unication and Beyond
A very good introduction to feature logics in the modern sense can be found
in Keller, 1993.
Feature structures began to take their present form beginning with Kay
1979], who used them as the basis of a language of descriptions in a model
In a later version, KRYPTON eventually prohibited primitive concepts from having
necessary conditions attached to them in the T-box, which can be read as a rejection of
material conditional content from the T-box.
6
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of human language production and comprehension. While informally presented, the exposition makes it clear that feature structures were viewed as
being composed of sets of \basic" equations between paths and either atomic
values (roughly, types) or other paths (re-entrancies), much like the abstract
feature structures that will be presented here in Chapter 3. Kay 1979]
also identied unication as the operation par excellence to be performed on
these structures, as it was the role of grammar in this model to state the
constraints on making incomplete descriptions of utterances more complete,
either by adding semantic and functional information to a description of a
phonological string, which constitutes parsing, or by adding the necessary
phonological string to a description of semantic and functional constraints,
which constitutes generation or surface string realization. Graph-theoretic
approaches to knowledge representation prior to this time had only explored
the possibility of unifying individuals' attribute graphs themselves (as opposed to calculating least upper bounds of concept pairs) to a limited extent
as a means of inference in articial intelligence. A salient example in vision
research was that of Winston 1975], who calculated similarities and dierences between pairs of graphs for scene comparison and identication in a
process that closely resembles graph unication between feature structures.
This new view of grammar, presumably inspired by early work on unication Robinson, 1965] and logic programming Kowalski, 1974] in computer
science, sparked a revolution in formal approaches to natural language syntax
in the early 1980s, leading to the advent of three new and very productive
schools of grammar, all with dierent variations on what feature structures
were and how they were to be used: Lexical-Functional Grammar (LFG) Kaplan and Bresnan, 1982], Generalized Phrase Structure Grammar (GPSG)
Gazdar et al., 1985], and Kay's own theory, which developed into what is
now called Functional Unication Grammar (FUG) Kay, 1979, 1984]. Kay
1985] elaborated on the signicance of feature structures and unication
in computational linguistics relative to developments in logic programming
(which experienced an explosion of interest at around the same time), and
claimed that the two major benets of feature structures over logic programming with Prolog-like terms was the use of attributes for named access to
substructures, and unbounded arity. While this dissertation rejects the empirical necessity of innitely branching terms as a matter of principle, the
formalization of appropriateness presented by Carpenter 1992] and followed
here does still allow for a limited degree of arity incrementation relative to
the type system (which Kay 1979, 1985] did not have). As discussed earlier
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in this chapter, all feature structures of a given type have the same arity,
but as that type is rened, the arity can increase in xed signature-specied
increments.
The rst formal treatment of feature description languages in this \modern" view came with A!t-Kaci 1984]. -terms, as they were called there, have
already been discussed in the previous section. A!t-Kaci 1984], particularly
his use of semantic types with type subsumption, along with the inuence of
LFG and FUG, caused a substantial revision of GPSG, called Head-driven
Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and Sag, 1987). HPSG was the
rst of these linguistic theories to take typing seriously. HPSG also had a
signicant impact on the logic of Carpenter 1992], in so far as a straightforward encoding of HPSG's type system and principles was an important
special case of its overall application. That eect can be felt in both its
treatment of types | Carpenter, 1992 and (again, by way of HPSG) King,
1989 are the only two formal approaches to feature structures that use a
partially ordered set of types | and appropriateness, which was actually
rst conceived of by King 1989] as a formalization of typing constraints that
appeared to be assumed in HPSG's treatment of feature structures. It is also
apparent in the applications presented by Carpenter 1992], such as recursive
type constraints and logic programming.
The intuition behind feature structures in HPSG initially took the view
that feature structures were partially ordered terms corresponding to successively rened information states about an utterance from the perspective of
language processing, as had Kay 1979]. A later version of the theory Pollard
and Sag, 1994] partially rejected that view in favor of a mixture of a theory
of language proper and a practical view of how to parse relative to that in
a tractable manner. That revision came mostly as a result of the persuasion
of King 1989], who had recast HPSG in light of some of the philosophical
aspirations expressed in Pollard and Sag 1987], and in so doing, recast the
language of typed feature structures as a conservative fragment of the language of rst-order logic. This essentially shifted the meaning of \feature
structure" from the descriptions of utterances to formal entities denoting the
utterances themselves | a distinction that was not entirely clear to begin
with in HPSG. Relative to those, Carpenter 1992] falls somewhere in between, taking feature structures not to be the same as descriptions, but still
thinking of them as partially ordered.
The specic allocation of types and features in signatures also drifted between Pollard and Sag, 1987 and Pollard and Sag, 1994. Pollard and Sag,
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2
3
basic-circumstance
6
7
reln see
6
7
4seer kim
5
seen sandy
Figure 2.20: A semantic representation from Pollard and Sag, 1987.
2
3
see (w basic-circumstance)
4seer kim
5
seen sandy
Figure 2.21: A semantic representation from Pollard and Sag, 1994.

1987, for example, represented semantic content using feature structures of
type, circumstance, with a feature, reln, describing the kind of semantic
relation that holds, along with various other features appropriate (in the
non-technical sense) to that relation. Figure 2.20, for example, could depict the circumstance of someone named Kim seeing someone named Sandy,
where basic-circumstance is a subtype of circumstance for semantic relations
that are quantier-free and coordination-free. In Pollard and Sag, 1994,
types such as see instead appear as subtypes of basic-circumstance (renamed
quantier-free-psoa ), with the features appropriate to seeing being introduced
by see itself and reln eliminated entirely, as in Figure 2.21. This adjustment
reects an eort on the part of the authors to dene signatures as closely
as possible to their intended use, specically, to the intended cooccurrences
that should exist among types and features, as well as an adherence to some
intuitions concerning how types in the logic should correspond to the semantic types being represented. In simple quantier-free, coordination-free cases
such as those shown here, that correspondence can be rather transparent.
The early view of feature structures in LFG was formalized by Johnson
1988], essentially as only a path function on \attribute-value elements," that
roughly correspond to nodes in Carpenter, 1992. They also include atomic
values which, as in the original proposal of Kay 1979], could be cast into
Carpenter, 1992 as mutually incomparable extensional types with no appropriate features. This implies, among other things, that two feature paths
that terminate in an atomic value are considered to be re-entrant i they
terminate in the same atomic value. Feature structures to Johnson 1988]
are also not partially ordered, but represent \total" information about ac-
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tual linguistic entities. Just as in Carpenter, 1992, they are also taken to
be models of an attribute-value description language, but unlike Carpenter, 1992, are taken themselves to be interpretable on Gorn trees | this
particular interpretation is connected with LFG's tight association of feature
structures that represent functional linguistic information, called f-structures
with phrase-structure trees that represent certain information pertaining to
constituency, called c-structures. Johnson 1988] was also one of the rst
to consider cyclic feature structures, along with Moshier 1988]. The use of
regular expressions in feature paths, called functional uncertainty and quite
common in LFG research beginning with Kaplan and Zaenen 1986], however,
was not incorporated into a feature logic until Keller, 1993. One may also
note, in this context, the possible extension of feature logic to negative and
disjunctive feature values Karttunen, 1984], which appear quite frequently
in feature-structure-based linguistics literature, as well as set-valued features
Carpenter, 1993a, Manandhar, 1994, Moshier and Pollard, 1994, Richter, in
prep.], which have been essential to HPSG among other approaches.
A closely related treatment of feature logic to those of Johnson 1988]
and King 1989] was that of Smolka 1988], who presented a description language along with a model-theoretic semantics of which feature structures (as
unordered, totally informative structures again) were one admissible model.
Smolka 1988] was the rst to combine a semantic notion of typing with the
proper level of intensionality in a description language for talking about feature structures. Although sorts with no partial order among them were used,
terms could describe objects that were both sorted and feature-bearing.
The view of feature structures and description language in Carpenter,
1992 itself was more heavily inuenced by earlier work that took feature structures to be partially ordered information states, starting with Pereira and
Shieber, 1984 and culminating in Moshier, 1988, which is perhaps the closest
work in spirit to Carpenter, 1992, and description languages for them, most
notably Rounds-Kasper Logic Kasper, 1987a, Kasper and Rounds, 1986,
1990, Rounds and Kasper, 1986]. Both Moshier, 1988 and Rounds-Kasper
Logic were untyped in the semantic sense, although they both provided access
to a collection of atoms, much like Kay, 1979.
Carpenter 1992] also was the rst to generalize the type system to include both intensional and extensional types, the rst to provide a notion
of appropriateness that can essentially be used to dene the approaches to
typing taken in other accounts, and the rst to give inequations a rst-class
status both in feature structures and the description language. Smolka, 1988
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and successor languages that viewed objects being described as total have
used classical negation, with the usual set-theoretic interpretation but, in
fact, negation was a signicant sticking point for earlier work that assumed
partially ordered objects. Inequations are a particular subset of negated
descriptions that can be treated very elegantly and monotonically in a partially ordered setting. The inuence towards this choice again came from logic
programming, specically treatments of negation in constraint logic programming, as in Colmerauer, 1984, 1987. An inuential alternative proposal was
the use of intuitionistic negation in the description language Moshier and
Rounds, 1987].

2.3 Summary
This chapter presented some basic facts from Carpenter, 1992 that will be
useful in the development presented later on, along with a brief history of the
use of feature structures and related structures within articial intelligence.
Feature structures have proven to be useful because of their ability to combine
named attributes with subsumption in a way, due to appropriateness and
total well-typing, that allows terse descriptions to pinpoint a sparse amount
of information within potentially very large data structures.
We have also seen our rst glimpse of the duality that exists between
subtype-based and feature-based encodings of information by noting that
the set of totally well-typed feature structures modulo alphabetic variance
is essentially a type hierarchy. That duality is visible due to certain generalizations in the treatment of typed feature logic here that depart from a
more mundane, practical view of feature structures in which innite feature
structures are disallowed and the number of types must be nite rather than
merely countable.
On the other hand, some of the other restrictions conventionally assumed
in the course of studies of feature logics, such as unique feature introduction
and bounded completeness, have been adopted here as well. These have been
widely criticized as restricting the applicability of feature logic to linguistics.
The sections on meet semi-lattice completions and signature completions
have argued that those assumptions are warranted insofar as even very large
non-compliant signatures to date can be modied so as to observe them in a
very small amount of time.

Chapter 3
Abstract Feature Structures
and Signature Subsumption
In the last chapter, several results were presented that allow us to regard
F and T T F as type hierarchies, in a rather loose rendering of the term,
provided that we rst collect their feature structures into equivalence classes
as dened by alphabetic variance. In the same way that a semantic view
of feature structures abstracted away from some of the irregularities that
syntactic descriptions must admit, we can further abstract away from the alphabetic variance that the nodes of feature structures admit. Abstract feature
structures were rst introduced in the context of acyclic feature structures
with typed terminal nodes by Moshier and Rounds 1987], extended to cyclic
feature structures by Moshier 1988], and extended to typed feature structures by Pollard and Moshier 1990]. They are also discussed by Carpenter
1992]. Their presentation here extends them to typed feature structures
with inequations. It will also be shown that the notion of total well-typing,
together with its inclusion operation, TWT, can be extended to abstract
feature structures.
Totally well-typed abstract feature structures are the right level of abstraction for looking at the information content of feature structures. As
such, they are also the right level of abstraction for thinking about the ability of signatures to simulate the behavior of other signatures with respect to
unication, because that simulation intuitively means that one can conduct
computations for one signature in another one, translate back, and emerge
with the same information, not with any particular correspondence between
nodes.
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After introducing abstract feature structures, we will be ready to dene
signature equivalence and signature subsumption. The former formalizes the
question posed in the introduction about what it means for two signatures
to be empirically equivalent. The latter also establishes an encoding of one
signature by another but only in one direction. This can have some practical advantage since not all logically equivalent signatures are computationally equivalent. It is also related to term encoding problems in knowledge
representation, where the embedding is implicitly into the \signature" of
rst-order terms, or a similar canonical representation. These topics will be
addressed in later chapters.
Central to the idea of signature equivalence and subsumption is the mathematical construct known as a join-preserving encoding or embedding. This
rather well-studied class of functions provides a characterization of what it
means for a correspondence between partial orders to preserve the behavior
of their elements under unication. It will be argued here that the standard denition of this class is not quite general enough to capture all of the
salient join-preserving correspondences that can exist, and a generalization
that accommodates these exceptions is then given. This generalization will
be important in Chapter 6, when it is used to establish a useful correspondence between feature structures and Prolog terms.
Given a notion of subsumption among signatures themselves, it is only
natural to ask what structure the collection of all signatures possesses |
possibly even enough structure to be a signature itself. The fourth section
of this chapter considers this question.

3.1 Abstract Feature Structures
Moshier's key insight was that nodes are valuable only insofar as they identify
paths. Instead of dening types, path equations and path inequations on
nodes, then, we use types, subject to a few commonsensical restrictions:

De nition 3.1. Given a set of types, T , and a set of features, Feat, an
abstract feature structure is a tuple A = h& # F 
6 F i where:
 &  Feat  is the set of paths,
 # : & ;! T is the total path typing function,
 F  &  & is the path equation relation, and
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 6 F  &  & is the path inequation relation,
such that:







pre x closure: & is prex-closed,
path equivalence: F is an equivalence relation on &,
inequation negativity: 6 F is symmetric and anti-reexive,
inequation disjointness: F \ 6 F = ,
pre x consistency: if f 2 & and  F 0, then 0 f 2 & and f F
 0 f,

 inequation consistency: if 16 F 2 , 1 F 10 and 2 F 20 , then
10 
6 F 20 , and
 typing consistency: if 1 F 2 , then #(1 ) = #(2 ).
A is the set of abstract feature structures.
These are an abstraction from typed feature structures with normal inequations. Fully inequated feature structures Carpenter, 1992, p. 120] would
have more restrictions on where inequations can occur.
One can also dene an operation on feature structures that casts them
into their abstract feature structures.

De nition 3.2. Let Abs : F ;! A be the total function such that given
F = hQ q   =i 2 F , Abs (F ) = h& # F 
6 F i such that:
 & = fj( q)#g,
 #() = (( q)),
 1 F 2 i (1 q) = (2 q), and
 16 F 2 i (1 q) = (2 q).
Proposition 3.1. Abs is a surjection, i.e., every abstract feature structure
stands in the image of Abs.

Proof. Given A = h& # F 
6 F i, let F = h&]F #F F

 #F (]F ) = #(),
 F (f ]F )# i f 2 & and F (f ]F ) = f]F ,

=F i such that:
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 ]F =F 0 ]F i 6 F 0.

#F is well-dened by typing consistency. F is well-dened by prex closure and prex consistency. =F is well-dened by inequation negativity,
consistency and disjointness. As can easily be veried, Abs (F ) = A.
Abstract feature structures admit a direct characterization of subsumption, just as was shown for hF = vi.
De nition 3.3. Given A = h& # F 6 F i A0 = h&0 #0 F 0 6 F 0i 2 A, A
subsumes ( is extended by) A0, A v A0, i:
 &  &0 ,
 F  F 0,
 6 F  6 F 0, and
 for all  2 &, #() v #0().
Proposition 3.2. F v F 0 i Abs(F ) v Abs(F 0 ).
Proof. The characteristics of a morphism that witnesses F v F 0 (p. 42)
directly correspond to the requirements for abstract feature structure subsumption.
Signicantly, the elements of A correspond exactly to the equivalence
classes established by the alphabetic variance relation, :
Proposition 3.3. Abs(F ) = Abs(F 0) i F  F 0.
Proof. By the denition of  and the previous proposition.
As a result, the abstraction operation corresponds to reading the information from a feature structure, and abstract feature structures correspond
to information states. We can now dene unication over abstract feature
structures without recourse to alphabetic variance to solve the problem with
non-intersecting node sets. Because unication is really only intended to
combine information from feature structures, it is more natural to think of
it as an operation on abstract feature structures.
De nition 3.4.0 Given A A0 2 A such that A = h& # F 6 F i, and A0 =
h&0 #0 F 0 6 F i, the unication of A and A0 is A t A0 = h&00 #C C I i,
where:
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 &00 is the prex-consistent closure of &  &0, i.e., the least set containing
&  &0 that is prex-consistent (as dened on p. 75),
 C is the transitive, prex-consistent closure of F  F 0 ,
 I is the closure of (6 F  6 F 0) under C ,
F t 0 0
 #C () = 8
f# ( )jh i 2 C g, and
#() t #0() if  2 & \ &0
>
>
< #( )
if only  2 &
 #t() = > #0()
if only  2 &0
>
:?
otherwise

provided:
 the joins required by #C and #t exist, and
 C\I = ,
and is undened otherwise.
Proposition 3.4. A-unication is well-dened.
Proof. Prex closure, prex consistency and path equivalence trivially hold.
Inequation symmetry follows from the inequation symmetry and inequation
disjointness of A and A0 . Inequation disjointness is guaranteed by the second
stipulation. Inequation consistency follows from the closure of (
6 F  6 F 0)
under C . Typing consistency follows from the closure under C in #C .
The two conditions correspond to our intuitions about when unication fails,
namely when typing information is inconsistent or when path inequations
are violated. The explicit prex-consistent closures are necessary to handle
cases like Figure 3.1,1 Neither abstract feature structure contains the path,
fh, but because of the re-entrancy between f and g on the left, and the fact
that gh is dened on the right, the result must have it to remain prexconsistent and prex-closed. These new paths are the ones that contribute
? | no information | to the type of their equivalence class in the last
clause of #t. I must be explicitly closed under C to handle cases such as
Figure 3.2, in which the violation is not directly inferred from the union of
their inequations. The typing function must be closed under C for the same
reasons.
We also get the same duality as before without using quotient sets.
1 Since Abs is a surjection, we are justied in depicting the elements of A by concrete
feature structure representatives.
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Figure 3.1: An example of the necessity of prex-consistent closure in Aunication.
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Figure 3.2: An example of the necessity of explicitly closing path inequations
under path equality in A-unication.

Proposition 3.5. hA vi is a type hierarchy.
Proof. By Proposition 3.3, vA is a partial order because vF is. The fact
that it is bounded complete follows from the denition of A-unication plus
the fact that set union is the least extension of consistent sets.

The notion of total well-typing also naturally extends to abstract feature
structures:
De nition 3.5. A = h& # F 6 F i is totally well-typed i:

 for every f 2 &, then Approp (f #())# and Approp (f #()) v
#(f), and
 for every  2 &, if Approp (f #())# then f 2 &.

T T A is the set of totally well-typed abstract feature structures.

Well-typing consists of satisfying only the rst criterion, which gives us T A,
the set of well-typed abstract feature structures. The extension is natural
because Abs respects the total well-typing of concrete feature structures.
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Proposition 3.6. If F 2 T T F , then Abs (F ) 2 T T A.
Proposition 3.7. If there is an F 2 T T F such that Abs (F ) = A, then for
all F 0 2 F for which Abs (F 0 ) = A, F 0 2 T T F .
Proof. Given F 0 2 F for which Abs (F 0 ) = A, then Abs (F 0) = Abs (F ). By
Proposition 3.3, F 0  F . So F 0 v F , and therefore has a totally well-typed
extension. By Propositions 2.9 and 2.11, TWT (F 0)# and F 0 v TWT (F 0) v
F . Also, F v F 0, so TWT (F 0)  F  F 0. By Corollary 2.3, F 0 is totally
well-typed.

Often, operations like TWT, Fill, etc. will be thought of as applying to
abstract feature structures rather than concrete feature structures, which
makes sense because of this respect.

Theorem 3.1. If A A0 A00 2 T T A, then A v A00 and A0 v A00 i
Abs (TWT (A t A0)) v A00 .
Proof. On analogy to Theorem 2.5.

Corollary 3.1. hT T A vT T A i is a type hierarchy.
Proof. On analogy to Corollary 2.4.

3.2 Order-Embeddings and Join-Preserving
Encodings
We can begin to consider signature equivalence by rst asking how, in general,
two partially ordered sets may be said to be equivalent.
De nition 3.6. Given two partial orders hP vP i and hR vR i, a function
f : P ;! R is an order-embedding i, for every x y 2 P , x vP y i
f (x) vR f (y).

De nition 3.7. f : P ;! R is an order-isomorphism i it is an orderembedding and onto.

Order-isomorphisms preserve the structure of partially ordered sets exactly, and, in so doing, preserve operations such as least upper bounds, greatest lower bounds etc., that are derived from that structure. Clearly, if f is
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f

Figure 3.3: An example order-embedding that cannot translate least upper
bounds.
an order-isomorphism, so is f ;1, so this correspondence can be used in either
direction from a problem solving perspective.
Order-embeddings appear to establish that correspondence in only one
direction, and they do to the extent that one can ask questions such as \does
x subsume y?". As shown in Figure 3.3, however, this weaker correspondence
cannot be used in general to reason about operations such as least upper
bounds on bounded complete partial orders. The reason is that the image
of f may not be closed under those operations in the codomain. In fact, the
codomain could provide answers where none were supposed to exist, or, as in
Figure 3.3, no answers where one was supposed to exist. Mellish 1991, 1992]
was the rst to formulate the \one-way" join-preserving encoding problem
in a correct fashion, by explicitly requiring the correct behavior:

De nition 3.8. Given two BCPOs, P and R, f : P ;! R is a classical
join-preserving encoding of P into R i:

 injectivity f is an injection,
 zero preservation f (p tP q)" i f (p) tR f (q)", and
 join homomorphism f (p tP q) = f (p) tR f (q), where they exist.
Join-preserving encodings are also order-embeddings because p t q = q i
p v q.
There is actually a more general denition:

De nition 3.9. Given two BCPOs, P and R, f : P ;! Pow (R) is a joinpreserving encoding of P into R i:

 totality for all p 2 P , f (p) 6= ,
 disjointness f (p) \ f (q) 6= i p = q,
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 zero preservation for all p 2 f (p), and q 2 f (q), p tP q" i p tR q",
and

 join homomorphism for all p 2 f (p), for all q 2 f (q), p tR q 2
f (p tP q), where they exist.
When f maps elements of P to singleton sets in R, then f is a classical joinpreserving encoding but there is no reason in general to require that only
one element of R can represent P , provided that it does not matter which
one we choose. The utility of this generalization can seen in the following
theorem, which shows that choosing total well-typing or well-typing is really
a matter of expressive convenience or taste:
Theorem 3.2. For any signature, S = hTS vS Feat S Approp S i, there is:
1. a signature, R = hTR vR Feat R Approp R i with a function f : T F S ;!
Pow (T T F R ), that induces a join-preserving encoding, f of T AS into
T T AR, and
2. a signature, P = hTP vP Feat P Approp P i with a function g : T T F S
;! Pow (T F P ), that induces a join-preserving encoding, g of T T AS
into T AP .
Proof. (1) For each type in TS , t with k appropriate features, F = ff1 : : : fk g,
let TR have 2k types, ftE jE  F g. Also:
 Feat R = Feat S ,
 Approp R (f tE )# i Approp S (f t)# and f 2 E , in which case
Approp R (f tE ) = (Approp S (f t)) , and
 tE vR t0E i t vS t0 and E  E 0.
Clearly, vR is a partial order and bounded complete, where tE tR t0E =
(t tS t0)(E E ) .
Now for F 2 T F S , let f (F ) = fGg, where G = hQF G F =F i, and
G (q) = (F (q))fhjF (hq)#g . Since all that is dierent between F and G is the
node-typing function, G is obviously well-formed in FR. F is well-typed,
so wherever F (j q)#, Approp S (j F (q)) vS F (F (j q)). To show G 2
T F R , it must be shown that Approp R(j G(q))# and Approp R (j G(q)) vR
G (F (j q)). The rst is proven by noting that j 2 fhjF (h q)#g. To
prove the second, note that Approp R (j G (q)) = (Approp S (j F (q))) vR
(F (F (j q))) vR (F (F (j q)))fhjF (hF (jq))#g = G (F (j q)).
0

0

0
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Figure 3.4: An example of S and R in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
To show G 2 T T F R , it must also be shown that for all j and q, for which
Approp R(j G(q ))#, F (j q)#. G(q ) = (F (q))fhjF (hq)#g and
Approp R(j (F (q ))fhjF (hq)#g )# implies, by denition, that j 2 fhjF (h q)#g.
So F (j q)#.
Now let f be the abstraction of f over the alphabetically variant equivalence classes of T F S , such that f(Abs S (F )) = fAbs R (f (F ))g. The fact that
f is well-dened and a join-preserving encoding follows directly from the
fact that G 2 f (F ) only diers from F in its node typing function, and that
G(q) only diers from F (q) in its type's subscript annotation with exactly
the features that q bears.
(2) Let P = S , and for F 2 T T F S , let g(F ) = fF 0 2 T F S jFill (F 0) = F g,
and let g be the abstraction of g over the alphabetically variant equivalence
classes of T T F S , such that g(Abs (F )) = fAbs (F 0)jF 0 2 T F S &Fill (F 0) =
F g. g is disjoint because Fill is a function. Also, for all Abs (F ) 2 g(Abs (F )),
and Abs (G ) 2 g(Abs (G)), F tT T F G = (Fill  TypInf )(F t G)# means
(Fill  TypInf )(Fill (F ) t Fill (G ))#. Since Fill is total, by Proposition 2.11
and Corollary 2.3, (Fill  TypInf )(Fill (F ) t Fill (G )) = (Fill  TypInf )(F t G )
and thus, TypInf (F t G ) = F tT F G # and Abs (F tT F G ) 2 g(Abs (F tT T F
G)). The reverse of this reasoning also holds. Thus g is a join-preserving
encoding.
As an example of f, one might consider the S and R shown in Figure 3.4.
T F S corresponds to T T F R in a way that should be clear. As an example
of g, one can consider the encoding of T T F S into Pow (T F S ) given in Figure 3.5, where S is again as shown in Figure 3.4. Notice that the sets are
closed under unication, which is a property guaranteed by the generalized
denition of join-preserving encodings.
f is a classical join-preserving encoding, but g is not. g designates every
well-typed approximation of a totally well-typed abstract feature structure
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An example of g in the proof of Theorem 3.2.
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as a representative of that Sstructure in the BCPO of well-typed abstract
feature structures. In fact, Im(g) = T AS , i.e., every well-typed abstract
feature structure represents something but g is not a bijection, because its
codomain is Pow (T AS ). One could, for example, think of T F S as modeling
the extent to which a particular totally well-typed abstract feature structure
has been lled in an application that uses a lazy lling algorithm to reduce
the size of the data structures that it must copy or unify. Lazy lling could
potentially change which well-typed abstract feature structure is being used
as a representative in between unications in such a system. It does not
matter which representative we use because Fill is a total function, and can
be \postponed" until all of the unications are nished. Generalized joinpreserving encoding formally delineates a set of alternatives among which
lazy lling or other algebraic operations can navigate without disturbing
join-preservation. Generalized join-preserving encoding will be used in the
same capacity in Chapter 6.
In the case of the proof above, it is possible to extract a classical encoding
from g, namely the trivial inclusion encoding that chooses the single totally
well-typed abstract feature structure, which maps to itself under Fill, from
the set of well-typed abstract feature structures delineated by a set in the image of g. In general, that will not be possible. Figure 3.6 shows a generalized
join-preserving encoding from which no classical encoding can be extracted.
In fact, there is no classical encoding at all of S into the R shown, because no
three elements can be found in R that pairwise unify to yield a unique join.
A generalized encoding exists because we can choose three potential representatives for d, one (h) for unifying the representatives of a and b, one (i)
for unifying the representatives of b and c, and one (j ) for unifying the representatives of a and c. Notice again that the representatives of d must also
be closed under unication. So generalized join-preserving encoding really is
a generalization, even in the absence of other non-join algebraic operations
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Figure 3.6: A non-classical join-preserving encoding between BCPOs for
which no classical join-preserving encoding exists.
to support.
A stronger version of this idea would also require homomorphisms and
zero preservation to hold for least upper bounds of innite sets, although
that will not be pursued here.

3.2.1 Symmetric Join Preserving Encodings
An important question to ask is whether the existence of a join-preserving
encoding in both directions is enough to establish an order-isomorphism,
i.e., equivalence in the strongest sense. Clearly if the dual join-preserving
encodings are both classical and inverses of one another, then they constitute
an order-isomorphism. There may, however, be cases where we only know
of two join-preserving encodings, even classical ones, which only map one
BCPO into a proper subset of the other. In the category of sets, the SchroderBernstein Theorem guarantees the existence of a bijection in this case but
that says nothing about whether that bijection preserves the structure of
subsumption in the desired way.

Proposition 3.8. If f is a classical join-preserving encoding of P into R,
then f is an order-isomorphism between P and Im(f )  R.
Proof. p vP q i p tP q = q i f (p tP q) = f (p) tR f (q ) = f (q) i f (p) vR

f (q).
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Theorem 3.3. If P (or R) is nite, and there exist a classical join-preserving

encoding, f , of P into R and a classical join-preserving encoding, g , of R
into P , then then there exists an order-isomorphism between P and R.
Proof. By Proposition 3.8, f is an order-isomorphism between P and Im(f ) 
R. This means that Im(f ) is a BCPO, and since f is a join-preserving encoding, p tIm(f ) q# i p tR q#. So the restriction of g to Im(f ), gjIm(f ),
is a join-preserving encoding. By Proposition 3.8, gjIm(f ) is an orderisomorphism between Im(f ) and Im(gjIm(f ))  P . Since composition of
order-isomorphisms is an order-isomorphism, we have the order-isomorphism
(gjIm(f ))  f between P and Im(gjIm(f ))  P . Since P is nite and orderisomorphisms are bijective, Im(gjIm(f )) = P . But Im(gjIm(f ))  Im(g) 
P , so Im(g) = P also. By Proposition 3.8, g is an order-isomorphism between R and Im(g) = P .

With the following lemma, we have the same result for generalized term
encodings as a corollary:
Lemma 3.1. If P (or R) is nite, and there exist a join-preserving encoding,
f , of P into R and a join-preserving encoding, g, of R into P , then f and
g map elements of P and R, respectively, to singleton sets, i.e., they induce
respective classical join-preserving encodings.
S
Proof. S
Because P is nite, jP j j Im(g)j, and because g is disjoint and
total, j Im(g)j jRj, so R is nite.
S By the same reasoning with R and f ,
jRj jP j. Thus jP j = jRj, and j Im(g)j = jP j, so g must map elements of
R to singleton sets in P , and likewise for f .
Corollary 3.2. If P (or R) is nite, and there exist a join-preserving encoding, f , of P into R and a join-preserving encoding, g , of R into P , then
there exists an order-isomorphism between P and R.
In the innite case, we are not always so lucky. Figure 3.7 shows part of
a classical join-preserving encoding from an innite ascending binary tree to
an innite ascending ternary tree, and Figure 3.8 shows part of a classical
join-preserving encoding in the reverse direction. These are trivially joinpreserving because they are subsumption preserving and there are no joinreducible elements. There can be no order-isomorphism, however, because
b? in one must map to t? in the other, since they are the only elements that
subsume everything, and thus b1 and b2 must map to two of ft1 t2 t3 g in
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t11 t12 t13 t21 t22 t23 t31 t32 t33
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Figure 3.7: A classical join-preserving encoding from an innite ascending
binary tree to an innite ascending ternary tree.
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Figure 3.8: A classical join-preserving encoding from an innite ascending
ternary tree to an innite ascending binary tree.
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the innite ternary tree, because they are the only elements subsumed only
by t? and themselves. But then the third of ft1 t2 t3 g cannot correspond to
anything in the innite binary tree without being subsumed by the correlates
of the other two.

3.3 Signature Equivalence and Subsumption
In the last chapter, it was noted that totally well-typed feature structures
give us the \best" interpretation of appropriateness in a sense and in the
last section, we saw that total well-typing can, in another respect, be used
as a substitute for the weaker well-typing interpretation. We also saw that
abstract feature structures naturally represent the \information states" provided by feature structures, and that they respect total well-typing. Putting
all of this together, we nally can obtain a formal denition of signature
equivalence and signature subsumption:

De nition 3.10. Signature S is equivalent to signature R, written S S R,
i there exists an order-isomorphism between T T AS and T T AR , the totally
well-typed abstract feature structures of S and R, respectively.
De nition 3.11. Signature S subsumes signature R, written S vS R, i
there exists a (generalized) join-preserving encoding of T T AS into T T AR .
Proposition 3.9. S is an equivalence relation and vS is a pre-order.
Proof. Reexivity of both relations follows from the fact that the identity
function is an order-isomorphism. Symmetry and transitivity of S follows
from the fact that inversion and composition preserve order-isomorphisms.
Dene the composition of two join-preserving encodings, f : P ;! Pow (R)
and g : R ;! Pow (S ), f t g : P ;! Pow (S ), such that:

(f t g)(p) =
f (p)
p2g(p)

It can easily be veried that f t g is also a join-preserving encoding.
We are justied in calling the weaker notion \subsumption" because in
that case, T T AR must be at least as rened in the distinctions between information states that it makes as T T AS . We still need the stronger notion
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index 1sg ..
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index sm

index 1 index 2 index 3 index sg : : : rst second third singular plural masc fem neut
index

person

number

gender

?

Figure 3.9: Figure 1.4 augmented to be equivalent to Figure 1.5.
because, as shown in the last section, the weaker notion in both directions
does not always guarantee the stronger. The stronger, signature equivalence,
formally denes the equivalence that motivated this study. The weaker notion is one that is almost always easier to establish, and that retains most
of the practical benet as well. If S vS R, then programs written relative
to S can be translated into programs written in R, and executed on a machine built for R, with the answers translated back into the vocabulary of S .
Because of the extra properties guaranteed by join-preservation, this translation works even in the face of computation of joins and other operations that
\respect" joins in the manner described above for generalized join-preserving
encodings.
To consider the example in the introduction again, the signatures in Figures 1.4 and 1.5 are actually not quite equivalent | Figure 1.4 requires
identical person, number and gender branches to those in Figure 1.5 in order
for feature structures of those types to have something to correspond to, as
shown in Figure 3.9. Given that modication, some of the correspondence
between totally well-typed abstract feature structures of type index is shown
in Figure 3.10. As they stand, the signature in Figure 1.4 subsumes the
signature in Figure 1.5, with the latter distinguishing additional information
states for self-standing abstract feature structures of types person, number,
and gender.
The next chapter considers this correspondence between signatures in
more detail. In particular, one can create equivalent signatures directly by
adding more types and modifying appropriateness conditions.
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Figure 3.10: Part of the correspondence between index values in Figures 1.4
and 1.5.
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?

?

?

?

Figure 3.11: Two signatures with no least upper bounds along with two of
their minimal upper bounds.

vS
?

?

Figure 3.12: Subsumption between the two lower signatures of Figure 3.11
due to top-smashing.

3.4 A Signature of Signatures?
Since we have a pre-order on signatures, we may stop to ask whether there
is a signature of signatures, and if so, at what point in the signature of
signatures does it contain itself. We can construct a true partial order over
(classes of) signatures by considering the one induced on the quotient of
signatures modulo either S or the symmetric closure of vS . We even have
a least element, namely the signature consisting only of ?.
The set of signatures is not a bounded complete partial order, however,
and therefore not a signature. Figure 3.11 shows two signatures with two
minimal upper bounds for which there is no least upper bound between
them. This may seem rather unfair, since if we top-smashed the signature
on the left, giving a representation to inconsistency within the signature,
it would be subsumed by the one on the right, as shown in Figure 3.12.
Even if we adopt the convention that we should top-smash signatures with
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?

?

?

?

?

Figure 3.13: Two signatures with greatest elements that have no least upper
bounds and three of their minimal upper bounds.
no greatest element, there are still counter-examples in which no least upper
bound exists, such as in Figure 3.13.
As a result, we cannot straightforwardly think of a domain of signatures,
following the development of feature structure domains by Carpenter 1992].

3.5 Summary
This chapter has presented some of the basic concepts that establish the
view of typed feature structures and signatures upon which this dissertation
is based. The most fundamental among those is the identication of totally
well-typed abstract feature structures as the \information states" that are
worth preserving algebraically.
Join-preserving embeddings were also generalized in a way that more
essentially characterizes them. These two concepts, information and generalized join preservation, combine to give us a useful way of comparing
signatures through signature subsumption and signature equivalence. The
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relationship between these two relations as well as the underlying structure
of the set of all signatures has also been examined.

Chapter 4
Recursion, Finiteness, and
Appropriate Values
We saw in the last chapter (Corollary 3.1) that T T A has a very similar structure to the signature that induces it, namely, that of a countable, bounded
complete, partially ordered set, no matter what that signature is. We can
even designate each abstract feature structure as a type and call it a type
hierarchy, or a type signature with no features. We also saw how it is possible
to put signatures themselves into a subsumption relationship relative to the
totally well-typed abstract feature structures they induce.
These two facts about signatures are really opposite sides of the same
coin. Given a total well-typedness interpretation of appropriateness, which
will be assumed throughout the rest of this work, signatures with features can
be regarded as a compact way of describing the structure of the totally welltyped abstract feature structures that they induce. Some are more compact
than others and the fact that there is some variation in how compact they
can be is what leads to instances of signature equivalence between what, on
the surface, appear to be dierent signatures. The signature in Figure 3.9,
for example, is not very compact at all. It has no features, and is therefore
isomorphic to its totally well-typed abstract feature structures, with each
type having one. Figure 1.5 is more compact, but also has a T T A that is
isomorphic to the type hierarchy in Figure 3.9.
In this view, signatures are merely a specication of a particular partially
ordered set, T T A, and appropriate features are what make such a specication more compact. They provide a kind of mapping of structure in one
part of a signature's T T A back onto itself, thus eliminating the need for its
93
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repetition in the signature. The rst section of this chapter investigates this
view further, and shows how it can be used to provide tractable encodings
of multi-dimensional inheritance and systemic networks, two other means of
knowledge representation that are popular in linguistics which were previously thought not to be reconcilable to attributed type signatures or simple
partial orders, more generally. The second section then reconsiders the discussion of niteness from Chapter 2 in the light of signatures, i.e., how to
reason about the niteness of most general satisers and the niteness of
T T A directly in terms of signatures. In the course of this study, it will
become clear that nite signatures with features do indeed possess more
expressive power than nite signatures without them | the \compacting"
power of features can even render an innite T T A nitely presentable.
The third section examines nite signatures more closely according to
the analysis of nite type hierarchies given in Chapter 2, namely, how appropriateness and total well-typing allow us indirectly to restrict T T A to be
well-founded, nite branching and/or Noetherian. The fourth section then
discusses the potential practical application of these results, by considering
the transformation of signatures as a device to improve the performance of
processing relative to them.

4.1 Product isomorphisms
In general, the features over which Approp is dened for a given type establish
an isomorphism between the totally well-typed abstract feature structures of
that type and the product of several lters of totally well-typed abstract
feature structures, determined by the value of Approp on those features with
that type.
De nition 4.1. A subset L  P of a partially ordered set, hP vi is a lter
i it is:
 directed: if x y 2 L then there exists a z 2 L such that z v x and
z v y, and
 upward closed: if x 2 L, y 2 P , and x v y, then y 2 L.
Filters are very closely related to the concept of most general satisers or
\least extension" operators, such as TWT etc., in general, because the set
of extensions of which they are least forms a lter.
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aaa

f:?

aa?
a?

S : : :

?

Figure 4.1: An innite series of equivalent signatures.

De nition 4.2. Given a signature, S , with type hierarchy hT vi, let T :
T ;! Pow (T T AS ) be such that T (t) = fA 2 T T AS j#A() = tg, the set of
totally well-typed abstract feature structures of type t.

De nition 4.3. Given a signature, S with type hierarchy hT vi, let A :
T ;! Pow (T T AS ) be such that A(t) = fA 2 T T AS jt v #A()g.
Proposition 4.1. For any t 2 T , A(t) is the lter of totally well-typed abstract feature structures rooted at Abs (TWT (MGSat (t))).

Proof. Abs (MGSat (t)) is the least abstract feature structure of type t, and
Abs (TWT (MGSat (t))) is its least totally well-typed extension. A(t) is then
obviously directed, because one can always choose Abs (TWT (MGSat (t)))
as z, and upward closed because it contains all totally well-typed abstract
feature structures more specic than Abs (TWT (MGSat (t))).

If we again compare Figures 3.9 and 1.5, we can see that every type in
the signature of Figure 1.5 has a corresponding lter in Figure 3.9. In the
case of types like person or rst, there is just a type again. No features are
appropriate to those. In the case of index, there is a larger set of types, determined by every possible combination of person subtype, number subtype and
gender subtype, because these are the three appropriate features to index in
Figure 1.5. In this way, multiple appropriate features in the more compact
signature correspond to a product in the less compact signature.
Sometimes, the appropriate value restriction that a feature takes can
actually subsume the type to which the feature is appropriate. In this case,
we can end up with an innite series of equivalent signatures, as shown for a
very simple case in Figure 4.1. In this case, we say a signature is recursive, or
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Figure 4.2: An innite descending chain of signature approximations.

a

f:a

?

Figure 4.3: A signature with a cyclic type.
that the type a in Figure 4.1 is a recursive type, and f is a recursive feature.
These will be dened formally later. All of the signatures in Figure 4.1 are
equivalent, because they all have isomorphic BCPOs of totally well-typed
abstract feature structures. If the unfolding of the product into types is not
complete, then we have an innite descending chain of approximations in the
case of recursive types, as shown in Figure 4.2. There are no types a b, a a b,
etc. to correspond to an a-typed feature structure with a substructure of type
b, so the unfolding is not complete. There is also the kind of recursion shown
in Figure 4.3. This kind of a and f are said to be a cyclic type, and a cyclic
feature, respectively. These are somewhat of a special case. They also have
innitely many equivalent signatures, but none of those signatures are nite.
They still have innite chains of nite approximations, however, as shown
in Figure 4.1. Types with cyclic appropriate features also do not have nite
totally well-typed most general satisers, and Carpenter 1992] excludes them
by prohibiting appropriateness loops. All of these will be discussed further
in the next section.
Unfortunately, in the case of multiple features, we do not always obtain
a well-behaved product. We do in the case of Figure 1.5 because the value
restrictions of these features, person, number and gender, together with index
itself are pairwise join-incompatible. That means that feature structures of

?

f:b

a

b

g:a

c
c

wS

a Fc FFb

?

a Fb FFb
gf:b

a Fc FFc
a Fb FFc

g:a Fb FFb

b

c

wS : : :

Figure 4.4: A signature with cyclic types, and its innite descending chain of approximations.
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type index can never have re-entrancies or cycles inside them. To handle the
general case, we need a special kind of product:

De nition 4.4. Given a nite family of lters of abstract feature structures,
L = fL1 : : : Lng, the shared product of L with respect to t is the set of all
tuples ht A1 : : : An  
6 i, such that t 2 T and, for all 1  i j i1 i01 i2 i02 
n:

 membership: Ai = hPi #i i 6 i i 2 Li ,
 path equivalence:  is an equivalence relation over fg] P1 ]  ] Pn ,
 inequation negativity: 6 is a symmetric, anti-reexive relation over
fg ] P1 ]    ] Pn,
 inequation disjointness:  \ 6 = ,
 pre x consistency: if f 2 Pi and hi i  hj 0i, then 0f 2 Pj and
hi fi  hj 0fi,
 inequation consistency: if hi1 1i6hi2 2 i, hi1 1i  hi01 10 i, and
hi2 2 i  hi02 20 i, then hi01 10 i6hi02 20 i,
 typing consistency: if hi i  hj 0i, then #i() = #j (0), where
#0() = t,

 path projection:  i 0 i hi i  hi 0i,
 inequation projection: 6 i 0 i hi i6hi 0i,
De nition 4.5. Subsumption on shared products,
vL, is dened such that
ht A1 : : : An  6 i vL ht0 A01 : : : A0n 0 6 0i i t v t0,   0 , 6  6 0 ,
and, for all 1  i  n, Ai v A0i .
Because of typing consistency, pairwise join-incompatible value restrictions,
such as those of index will only allow  to be the union of the i from
individual dimensions, and likewise for 
6 , which means we can throw them
away | subsumption will never depend on them. This is why we get a true
product in the case of index.

Theorem 4.1. Given a signature, hT v Feat Approp i, and a type t 2 T ,
with n appropriate features, ff1 : : : fng = ffjApprop (f t)#g, there exists

an order-isomorphism between T (t) and the smallest shared product of
fA(Approp (f1 t)) : : : A(Approp (fn t))g with respect to t.
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Proof. Let A = hPA #A A 
6 A i 2 T (t) correspond to the member of the
shared product, ht A1 : : : An  
6 i for which, for all 1  i  n:
 PA is the smallest set such that PA = fg  f1P1     fnPn, where
fi Pi = ffi  j 2 Pi g,
 #A() = t, and #A(fi) = #i(),
 A is the smallest relation on PA such that fi A fj 0 i hi i 
hj 0i,  A fi i h0 i  hi i (and symmetrically) and  A , and
 6 A is the smallest relation on PA such that fi 6 Afj 0 i hi i6hj 0i,
and 
6 A fi  i h0 i6hi i (and symmetrically).
That this is an isomorphism follows from total well-typing and the trivial
isomorphism between nite mappings and nite products.
Shared products explicitly factor the information in a feature structure
into (1) a nite product of information from its feature values, and (2) a set
of equations and inequations between them. In the case of signatures with
recursive types, the order isomorphisms given by shared products establish a
set of recursive equations that embed a shared product containing T (t) into
T (t) itself.
While the trivial isomorphism between nite mappings and nite products
may indeed seem trivial, it is probably worth stopping to look at a few of
its ramications, in light of how often it has been forgotten or neglected in
applications of typed feature logic to the encoding of related structures.

4.1.1 Multi-dimensional inheritance

ProFIT Erbach, 1994, 1995, 1996], a logic programming language for typed
feature structures, introduced a restricted form of multiple inheritance in order to guarantee the existence of Prolog term encodings of its feature structures. Specically, it allowed for two kinds of type subsumption declarations
in its signatures:
Super > Sub1 Sub2 : : : Subn]:
Super > Sub11 : : : Sub1n1 ]  : : :  Subm1 : : : Submnm ]:
The rst implicitly declares Sub1 : : : Subn to be mutually exclusive, i.e., no
multiple inheritance. The second declares multi-dimensional inheritance, essentially restricting multiple inheritance to the full products of types from
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dierent dimensions. It is a restriction in general because all possible combinations of dimensions must be attainable. For example, we could declare
the subhierarchy rooted at index in Figure 1.4 with:
index > pers]  num]  gend]:
pers > 1 2 3]:
num > s p]:
gend > m f n]:
The maximally specic types, index 1sgmasc, index 1plmasc etc., are represented by the product of their pers, num and gend values.
Multi-dimensional inheritance uses nite products, but as seen earlier,
multiple appropriate features implicitly use nite products as well. Multidimensional inheritance is not only a restriction of general multiple inheritance, but it provides nothing that the use of extra features could not already
provide in the absence of all multiple inheritance. In particular, it is trivially equivalent to the use of one feature for each dimension with no path
equations or inequations between them.
As will be seen in Chapter 5, parametric types eectively provide the same
sort of product, but with the additional ability to introduce or remove extra
dimensions at subtypes, and to link appropriateness conditions to dimensions
through the use of type variables.

4.1.2 Systemic networks

Systemic networks Kress, 1976] are a means of stating constraints over the
allowable combinations of a nite set of properties (usually called features,
but dierent from the use of that term here). They are used rather often in
computational linguistics, whose connection to inheritance-based reasoning
with feature structures has been explored in a series of papers by Kasper
1986, 1988, 1989]. The formulation presented here is adapted from Carpenter
and Pollard 1991], Carpenter 1992] and Henschel 1995].
De nition 4.6. Given a set of properties, prop, the set of entry expressions of prop, E (prop), is the smallest set such that:
 prop  E (prop),
 e1 ^ e2 2 E (prop), for all e1 e2 2 E (prop), and
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 e1 _ e2 2 E (prop), for all e1 e2 2 E (prop).
De nition 4.7. Given a set of properties, prop, a system is a pair s =
he(s) out(s)i, where e(s) 2 E (prop) is the entry condition of s and is in
disjunctive normal form, and out(s)  prop is the set of output properties
of s.

De nition 4.8. Given a set of systems, S and a set of properties, prop,
the immediate dependency relation of S , Dep  prop  prop, is dened
such that Dep (p q ) i there is an s 2 S such that p appears in e(s) and
q 2 out(s).
The dependency relation of S , Dep  , is the reexive and transitive closure
of Dep.
De nition 4.9. A systemic network is a triple hp prop S i, where prop is
a nite set of properties, p 2 prop is the distinguished start property, and
S is a nite set of systems such that:
 the output sets of S are a partition of propnfpg,

 the dependency relation of S , Dep  , is anti-symmetric, and
 for all p 2 prop, Dep  (p p).

Systemic networks are interpreted as sets of constraints on subsets of

prop. An allowable subset is called a selection expression :

De nition 4.10. Given a systemic network SN = hp prop S i, a selection
expression of SN is a subset   prop such that:
 p 2 ,
 if fp1 : : : png  , with n 1, then for every system s 2 S such
that p1 ^ : : : ^ pn is a disjunct of e(s), there is exactly one property,
p0 2 out(s) such that p0 2 , and
 if p0 2  and there exists an s for which p0 2 out(s), then there exists a
disjunct of e(s), p1 ^ : : : ^ pn, such that fp1 : : : pn g  .
Systemic networks are conventionally drawn as shown in Figure 4.5, a
systemic network for describing unmarked SP(O) sentences with active voice
from the NIGEL grammar Mann and Matthiessen, 1983] (and cited by
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Figure 4.5: An example of a systemic network.
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Henschel 1995]). The drawing convention relies on the use of four connectives: the choice connective (|), the conjunctive choice connective ({),
the conjunctive precondition connective, (}), and the disjunctive precondition connective, (]). The choice connective indicates a system with more
than one output property. Systems with a single output property, such as
agent-subject, are indicated by the property itself. The network shown in
Figure 4.5 has a total of nine systems, with root being the distinguished
start property and the entry condition to the system with output properties
clauses and nominal-groups. The conjunctive choice connective indicates
that a property is used in the entry condition to more than one system,
such as clauses in the example, which is the entry condition to both the
imperative/indicative system and the material etc. system. Conjunctive
and disjunctive precondition connectives are used to express the conjunctions
and disjunctions, respectively, of complex entry conditions. The entry condition to the agent-subject system is imperative ^ indicative, and, to
the effective/middle system is material _ mental _ relational.
Carpenter 1992, pp. 30{32] presents a BCPO construction for representing valid partial information states in systemic networks, i.e., subsets of
properties that subsume at least one selection expression, without the disjunctive precondition connective, i.e., disjunctive entry conditions. Henschel
1995] extends the construction to all systemic networks. She observes that
the construction requires 2n types for an n-property systemic network in the
worst case, and that the worst case is caused by the conjunctive choice connective. Neither considers the use of features in their constructions, for some
reason | only BCPOs of types.
In fact, systemic networks do have polynomially bounded encodings in
the logic of typed feature structures, although, to the author's knowledge,
not in the fragment presented in this work. The meet semi-lattice completion
of Figure 4.6 is the encoding for Figure 4.5, for example.
De nition 4.11. Given a feature structure F with node set Q on a signature
with types T , the types of F are #(F ) = f 2 T j9q 2 Q: vT (q )g.
The encoding reduces the question, \Is   prop a subset of a selection expression?" to the question, \Is there a totally well-typed feature
structure F of type p such that   #(F )?" and, if yes, the question, \Is
that  a selection expression?" to \Is the F corresponding to  maximal
in hT T F vT T F i?" It relies crucially on the use of non-maximally-specic
extensional types, indicated in Figure 4.6 with boxes around them. While a
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oblique each every
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Figure 4.6: An attributed type signature (after MSL completion) that encodes the systemic network in Figure 4.5.
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formalization of extensional type inference and, thus, of this encoding is out
of the scope of the present discussion, it should at least be noted that conjunctive choice connectives, i.e., the use of properties in more than one system's
entry condition, are encoded by introducing multiple features (corresponding
to systems) at the types that correspond to those multiply used properties.
The product implicitly encoded in multiple appropriate features combined
with the non-maximally-specic value restrictions that permit those feature
values to vary independently over system output sets allows for a polynomially bounded presentation of any systemic network as an attributed type
signature.1 clauses and nominal-groups, for example, introduce two features each because they are used in the entry conditions to two systems each.

4.2 Finiteness
So far, we have seen two kinds of niteness: niteness of type hierarchies
themselves, i.e., a nite number of types, and niteness of feature structures,
i.e., a nite number of nodes. In this section, we shall also consider the niteness of T T A and the niteness of lters, A(t)  T T A, i.e., a nite number
of totally well-typed abstract feature structures of an individual type. As it
happens, none of these notions of niteness are the same. In particular, a
nite signature (a signature with a nite type hierarchy) can still admit nite
descriptions with innite most general satisers and/or an innite number
of totally well-typed abstract feature structures in its T T A.
The purpose of this section is to characterize the other two kinds of
The extensional types are necessary in order to handle another potential source of
combinatorial explosion that emerges once conjunctive choice connectives are dispensed
with, namely the use of complex disjuncts, i.e., conjunctions of three or more properties,
in entry conditions. Using a properties-as-types encoding, representing the conjunction of
three properties as the join of their types must be unfolded into a distributive sublattice,
or else any pair of properties is sucient to entail the join. That unfolding increases
the number of types exponentially as a function of the number of conjuncts. Extensional
types can be used essentially to synchronize the values at dierent paths in the same
feature structure. Each one represents a vote cast by another property as to whether
a complex conjunction is satised. If and only if all of the votes are \yes," e.g., se2
and sind
2 in Figure 4.6, then a maximal extension of s2 ? must be c2 , which introduces
the output system for that conjunction. Extensional types thus perform an \end run"
around appropriateness, which cannot otherwise enforce path equations, path inequations
(among join-compatible types) or type constraints on paths more than one feature long
| restrictions that in this domain are admittedly rather arbitrary.
1
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niteness within nite signatures, i.e., signatures with nite type hierarchies.
Finiteness is of obvious computational interest. It also is related to our ability to transform nite signatures into other equivalent nite signatures. The
properties that allow us to \unfold" one or more features into a signature
with more but still nitely many types are the same properties that ensure
the niteness of T T A or at least of some lter-shaped piece of it. In fact,
we can think of T T A itself as a signature with no appropriate features, as a
result of Corollary 3.1. The question is how to spot whether or not T T A is
nite simply by looking at the signature.

4.2.1 Cyclic Types and Finite Most General Satisers

To begin where Carpenter 1992] left o, innite most general satisers can
be characterized as follows:
De nition 4.12. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, the appropriateness graph of S , A(S ), is a labelled directed graph hT fht1 t2 fij
Approp (f t1)# and Approp (f t1 ) = t2 gi, whose vertices are the types of S
and whose edges map from types to value restrictions of their appropriate
features.
De nition 4.13. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, and a type,
t, t is a cyclic type i there exists a non-empty path from t to t in A(S ).
The features on this path are cyclic features.
Carpenter 1992, pp. 97{99] referred to such paths as \appropriateness
loops," and to its edges minus the labels as the \substructure requirement"
relation.
De nition 4.14. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, and a type,
t, t is nitely satisable i there is no t0 2 T such that there is a path from
t to t0 in A(S ) and t0 is cyclic.
Proposition 4.2. If t is not nitely satisable and t v t0, then t0 is not
nitely satisable.
Proof. This follows from the fact that Approp is upward closed.
Proposition 4.3. For any nite description, 2 NonDisjDesc, over a nite
signature, S , such that M = TWT (MGSat ( ))#, M is nite i for all t 2
#(M ), t is nitely satisable.
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Note that #(M ) is always nite because the signature is nite. Computation with innite most general satisers is actually not an impossibility,
because they always have nite presentations | at the very least, the descriptions themselves | although this direction will not be pursued further
in this study.
A direct consequence of this is that cyclic types themselves do not have
nite most general satisers. What is much more interesting is that, although their most general satisers are not nite, they do have nite satisers, namely cyclic feature structures with nitely many nodes. For example,
the cyclic type a in Figure 4.3 has the following nite satiser:

1 a
f

1

If we were studying innite signatures, this would not necessarily be the case.

4.2.2 Recursive Types and Finite Filters

We can easily generalize our denitions of appropriateness graph and cyclic
types in order to characterize nite lters of feature structures of a given
type. The intuition is that, if we assume a nite number of types, the only
way in which a nite feature structure, F , can subsume innitely many feature structures is if at least one type is assigned to innitely many nodes in
those structures. Specically, it must be the case that for some substructure of F , G, of type t, the substructure corresponding to G in one of the
feature structures F subsumes has a proper substructure which is a subtype
of t again. Because feature structure subsumption is ultimately induced by
type subsumption, we must look at type subsumption and appropriateness
together to understand how this could happen.
De nition 4.15. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, assuming
that there is no feature called s, the subtype-appropriateness graph of S ,
SA(S ), is a labelled directed graph hT fht1 t2 fi j Approp (f t1)# and
Approp (f t1 ) = t2 g  fht1 t2 sijt1 v t2 gi, whose vertices are the types of S
and whose edges consist of the edges of A(S ) plus edges with label s that map
from types to their subtypes.
Given t 2 T , let SA(t) be the subgraph of SA(S ) consisting of all and only
those nodes, t0 , for which there is a path from t to t0 in SA(S ). Also, let
be the labelled path accessibility relation in SA(S ).
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De nition 4.16. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, and a type,
t, t is a recursive type i there is a path from t to t in SA(S ).

Such paths contain at least one feature label, f, because v is, by denition,
anti-symmetric. Such features are called recursive features.
Proposition 4.4. If t is cyclic then t is recursive.
We can now characterize the conditions on a nite lter of feature structures of a given type in terms of properties of that type derived from solely
from its signature:
De nition 4.17. Type, t, is nite i jA(t)j is nite.
De nition 4.18. Type, t, is provably nite i:
 every subtype of t is provably nite,

 for every feature, f, such that Approp (f t)#, Approp (f t) is provably
nite, and

 t is not recursive.
Theorem 4.2. If S is nite and t is not provably nite, then t is not nite.
Proof. By induction on the length, , of the shortest path in SA(S ) from
t to a recursive type. t has such a path, because, if not, then there are
no recursive types in SA(t), thus SA(t) is acyclic, and by Lemma 4.2, t is
provably nite after all.
If  = 0, then t itself is recursive, and by Lemma 4.1, t is not nite. For
 > 0, t must not be recursive, so because it is not provably nite, there
is some subtype or value restriction, i.e., a successor of t in SA(S ), that is
not provably nite. One of these is the successor, t0 , on the shortest path
from t to a recursive type | otherwise, by Lemma 4.2, SA(t0) is acyclic,
and so there is no recursive type accessible from t0, which is a contradiction.
Furthermore, the shortest length from t0 to a recursive type must be  ; 1,
so by induction, t0 is not nite.
Either t0 is a subtype of t, or t0 is a value restriction of t. If t0 is a
subtype, then by denition, A(t0)  A(t), and therefore t is not nite. If t0
is a value restriction, then by Theorem 4.1, T (t)  A(t) is order-isomorphic
to a smallest shared product with respect to t, one of whose dimensions is
A(t0), and thus t is not nite.
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Theorem 4.3. If S is nite and t is provably nite, then t is nite.
Proof. By induction on the length, , of the longest path in SA(S ) from t to
a maximally specic type with no appropriate features. There is such a path
because, by Lemma 4.2, SA(t) is acyclic and there are nitely many types
in S .
If  = 0, then t itself is maximally specic and has no appropriate features, and is thus trivially nite. For  > 0, all of t's successors in SA(S )
are provably nite and each has a longest path strictlySless than that of t,
so by induction, all of them are nite. A(t) = T (t)  t vt A(t0 ). Each of
the A(t0 ) are nite, and there are nitely many t0 since S is nite. T (t) is
nite because by Theorem 4.1, it is order-isomorphic to a shared product of
fA(Approp (f1 t)) : : : A(Approp (fn t))g with respect to t, each of which is
nite. So t is nite.
Lemma 4.1. If t is recursive, then t is not nite.
0

x1 t !
x2
Proof. Choose a cycle of length n from t to itself in SA(S ): t !
1
   tn;1 x!n t, where the xi are either the distinguished label, s, or features,
fi 2 Feat . Let j1 : : : jk be the indices for which xji is a feature. k 1
because v is anti-symmetric. Let : Desc ;! Desc be dened such that
( ) = fj1 : fj2 :    : fjk : . Now dene the innite sequence of totally welltyped abstract feature structures, Ci = Abs (TWT (MGSat (t ^ x ^ i(x)))),
where x 2 Var , i 1. For all i 1, Ci 2 A(t), and all of them are
distinct.
Lemma 4.2. If S is nite, then t is provably nite i SA(t) is acyclic.
Proof. To prove the forward direction, it suces to show that if t is provably
nite, then SA(t) has no recursive types. This can be proven by induction on
the length, , of the shortest path from t, which, by denition of SA(t), all
of its nodes have. The base case follows from the third condition of provable
niteness. The reverse direction is proven by induction on the length of the
longest path to a maximally specic type with no appropriate features, which
each node has because SA(t) is acyclic and nite.
Notice that recursive types prevent us from using a simple inductive argument and require us to introduce the third condition into the denition
(Denition 4.18) of provable niteness. Otherwise, even in a simple signature
like Figure 4.7, in which a is a recursive type, it would be consistent to say
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a

f:?

?

Figure 4.7: A simple signature with a recursive type.
that both a and ? were provably nite or that neither a nor ? were provably
nite.
Corollary 4.1. If S is nite, t is nite and t v t0 , then t0 is nite.
Corollary 4.2. If S is nite, t is nite and there exists an f such that
Approp (f t)# and Approp (f t) = t0 , then t0 is nite.
Corollary 4.3. If S is nite, then T T AS is nite i S has no recursive
types.
Proof. T T AS = A(?) and the previous two corollaries.
When T T AS is nite, we can \unfold" every feature in the signature,
leaving only types | one for each totally well-typed abstract feature structure. The reader may note that potential re-entrancies among feature structures do not play a direct role in this characterization. Conventional wisdom,
among both logicians and grammar developers, has been that the ability of
features to share their values extensionally by means of re-entrancies is what
fundamentally denes their expressive power relative to typing with inclusional polymorphism. This is not true. Features are only a more expressive
device when they are used to create recursive types, in the sense dened here.
Of course, recursive types always allow for cyclic re-entrancies, but it is the
quality of being recursive that characterizes the dierence. Even in a logic
that prohibited cyclic feature structures, features that create recursive types
still could not be unfolded.

4.3 Properties of Finite Signatures
One can also say more precisely which dierent kinds of niteness hold of
T T AS . Recall from Chapter 2 that a nite type hierarchy corresponds to
one that is well-founded, Noetherian and nitely branching. Looking at
innite signatures, we can lose these properties independently, because the
type hierarchy itself can be innite and may discard any one or more of them
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independently. Finite signatures, however, are more predictable, again based
on the interaction of their appropriateness and subtyping relations. A few
more denitions will be convenient here.
De nition 4.19. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, and a type,
t, t is a properly recursive type i there is a path from t to t in SA(S ) whose
rst edge is labelled with a feature, i.e., corresponds to appropriateness, not
subtyping.
Proposition 4.5. If t is recursive, then there is a t0 such that t v t0 and t0
is properly recursive.
Proof. The cycle that witnesses a recursive type, t, can be rotated along its
initial s-edges to the rst feature-labelled edge emanating from some subtype, t0 . Every cycle must have one feature-labelled edge because v is antisymmetric. If there are no initial s-edges, then t = t0 and t is properly
recursive.
De nition 4.20. A path in SA(S ) is an s-path if it consists only of edges
labelled with s.

De nition 4.21. Given a path in SA(S ), a

f d  e, b s c is a
bs c!
f c0 s d  e (where c0 = d
b!


+

0

+

deletable s-path i there is also a path, a 
if c0 s d is of length zero).
The intuition behind deletable s-paths is that they are the ones that
are unnecessary as a result of the upward closure and right monotonicity of
Approp : if Approp (f b) = c0 and b v c, then d = Approp (f c)# and c0 v d.
De nition 4.22. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, and a type,
t, t is acyclically recursive i there is a cycle in SA(S ) containing t in which
there is at least one s-path that is not deletable.
Deletable s-paths are a way of isolating feature-labelled edges that introduce properly more restrictive value restrictions on a type relative to its
supertypes. This is necessary because appropriateness is upward closed.
Note that acyclically recursive is not the same as recursive and not cyclic.
A type can be simultaneously cyclic and acyclically recursive, although because of dierent cycles. Figure 4.8 outlines the classication of types given
in this section.
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Cyclic: t

(feature-labelled edges)

t

(s- and feature-labelled edges)
Recursive: t
s+
Acyclically t
!
Recursive: (non-deletable)
Properly f
Recursive: t !
Finite: (not recursive) t

t
t

t
t1 (nite)
t2 (nite)
(ti 6= t) ...
tn (nite)

Figure 4.8: An outline of the classication of types.

Theorem 4.4. T T AS is well-founded i S has no recursive types.
Proof. Cyclic feature structures stand at the top of innite descending chains
of approximate cyclic feature structures. Acyclic feature structures are wellfounded, as proven by Wintner and Francez 1999].

Theorem 4.5. T T AS has only nite feature structures i S has no recursive types.

Proof. Below the innite descending chain of cyclic approximations stands a
limit point which has innitely many nodes.

Theorem 4.6. T T AS is nitely super-branching i S has no recursive types.
Proof. Every cyclic feature structure has an innite supersumption branching
factor. As an example, consider the simple signature in Figure 4.7. Let
Ci = Abs (TWT (MGSat (a ^ x ^ (f:)ix))), for all i 1. By the denition of
subsumption, Ci vT T AS Cj i i j j . Now consider the set P = fCpj p primeg.
None of the abstract feature structures in P are comparable, and all of them
immediately subsume C1 . Because there are innitely many primes, C1 has
an innite supersumption branching factor.
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g

h:c

b

f

a

e

g:b

f:e

h:a

?

Figure 4.9: An example nite signature for demonstrating the failure of
properties given in Section 4.3.

Theorem 4.7. T T AS is Noetherian i S has no acyclically recursive types.
Proof. If a recursive type is acyclically recursive, then beneath its cyclic
feature structures are innite ascending chains of acyclic approximations to
their limits.

Theorem 4.8. T T AS is nitely branching i for every cycle, , in SA(S ),

there is no properly recursive type, t, traversed by  such that t has an outdegree greater than 1.
Proof. Innite feature structures have innitely many nodes labelled with a
properly recursive type. To have an innite (subsumption) branching factor,
there must be an innite number of ways of adding only one piece of information to a feature structure. This is attainable on innite feature structures
i it is possible to rene the types of innitely many nodes (if a prohibited
extra emanating edge is labelled with s) or it is possible to add structural information, i.e., path equations or inequations, between innitely many pairs
of nodes (if a prohibited extra emanating edge is labelled with a feature).

Note that the denition of inequations used in this work, borrowed from
Carpenter 1992, p. 112], allows an inequation to be either added or not added
between two nodes that have no extension in which they can be identical |
for instance, if their types are incompatible. If instead the notion of fully
inequated feature structure Carpenter, 1992, p. 120] were used, we would
also need to check for the existence of such an extension in case of a featurelabelled edge.
An example of these properties is shown in Figure 4.11, relative to the
signature in Figure 4.9, whose subtype-appropriateness graph is shown in
Figure 4.10. In this signature, all of the types except ? are recursive. Of
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g
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e
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f
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Figure 4.10: The subtype-appropriateness graph of Figure 4.9.
those, all but e are properly recursive. The types b, c and g are cyclic. b is
f e!
s f!
h a!
s b. There
also acyclically recursive, because of the path b !
s d!
f g!
h c, but its s-path is deletable (because of the edge,
is a path c !
f g ), so c is not acyclically recursive. a is acyclically recursive, because
c!
s b!
f e!
s f!
h a has one deletable s-path (a !
s b) but also one
the path a !
s f ). d, e, and f are also acyclically recursive.
non-deletable s-path (e !
The fact that b is cyclic means that every totally well-typed acyclic feature structure of type b has innitely many nodes. In Figure 4.11, the values
of g are not shown for this reason | they consist of innitely many copies of
the b-typed feature structures that contain them. The fact that b is recursive
means that A(b) contains an innite descending chain of cyclic feature structures shown at the top of the gure. They also have innite supersumption
branching factors, as proven above. The fact that b is properly recursive and
has an out-degree of 2 in Figure 4.10 means that the limit of this chain, shown
in the middle of Figure 4.11, has an innite subsumption branching factor,
in which substructures terminating in two of innitely many g-terminated
paths are re-entrant (or inequated). Because b is also acyclically recursive,
it has an innite ascending chain rooted at its most general satiser, shown
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Figure 4.11: Part of T T A for the signature in Figure 4.9.
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at the bottom of Figure 4.11, approaching the same limit.

4.4 Signature Unfolding
Armed with a knowledge of how features genuinely provide extra expressive
power over simple type hierarchies and, when they do not, of the lters of
types that the totally well-typed abstract feature structures they induce are
equivalent to, one might suspect that it is possible to convert nite signatures into nite signatures that are logically equivalent but that have better
computational properties.
The most important of these properties, of course, is the speed with
which one can unify two totally well-typed feature structures induced by the
signature in question. Whereas the unication of two types, or of two feature structures with no features, can usually be performed by indexing those
types in a hash table, the unication of feature structures that have features
typically involves an additional set of dereferencing operations which obtain
matching feature values for recursive unication calls. In the case of Figure 1.5, for example, the unication of two feature structures of type index
would probably involve three recursive unication calls to unify their person, number and gender values, respectively. This arises from the choice
of a data structure that closely mirrors the structure of the feature structure
itself, of course. In Prolog, for example, those dereferencing operations are
realized as pointer-chasing on the heap in order to locate the subterms that
represent feature values. It is conceivable that, by converting the signature
in Figure 1.5 to the one in Figure 3.9, those dereferencing operations could
be avoided at a very small cost to the eciency of the hash function that
must cope with the increased number of types.
In practice, when that transformation is possible, it does result in more
ecient unication. Converting just the index values to a purely type-based
representation in an HPSG grammar, for example, typically results in an
improvement in parsing times of between 25% and 33%, increasing with the
size of the input, due to the large number of index -unication calls as a
percentage of total unication calls. The problem is that, in practice, such a
transformation is almost never possible.
The rst factor that can block such a transformation is recursive types.
As shown in Lemma 4.1, recursive types are never nite and therefore could
only be unfolded into a feature-free signature that had innitely many types.
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One can, of course, choose an arbitrary bound and only partially unfold,
using a feature everywhere else. In the case of lists, for example, one could
unfold so that zero-length, one-length and two-length lists have their own
feature-free types but lists of greater lengths still use features. This corresponds to traveling a bounded number of times around the cycle in SA(S )
that witnesses that a type is recursive. This may still improve eciency if,
for example, most lists are of length two or less. In any case, the feature
cannot be completely eliminated without altering the logical properties of
the signature. In fact, provable niteness (Denition 4.18) tells us that the
presence of a recursive type can render a great many other types innite, i.e.,
with innite A(t) lters, and therefore non-unfoldable.
The second factor that can block unfolding is the sharing of variables.
It was proven in Section 4.2.2 that re-entrancies by themselves do not result in extra expressive power. This is one realization of shared variables,
in which the sharing actually exists within the feature logic, and indeed,
re-entrancies pose no problem to unfolding. Most practical applications of
feature description languages, however, use variables to share information
in an extra-logical fashion as well. Logic programming languages based on
typed feature structures, for example, have relations with feature-structure
arguments that could be shared. The relation itself, and thus sharing between arguments (as opposed to within an argument, which corresponds to a
re-entrancy) exists outside the logic. Parsing rules also typically share structure between mother categories and their daughter categories. These are also
extra-logical (as opposed to sharing within the description of a single category, which also corresponds to a re-entrancy). It is, of course, possible to
add extra types and features to a signature in order to bring relations, parsing rules, etc. within the scope of the logic again, e.g., to regard instances of
relational goals as feature structures of the corresponding relational type in
which arguments are feature values. The cost in eciency of casting them
into the feature logic, however, is typically greater than the gain in eciency
of unfolding features. In the case of logic programming again, casting relations into the feature logic would force one to meta-interpret them in a Prolog
implementation, rather than compile them directly into Prolog predicates.
A third factor is the interaction between re-entrancies and recursive types.
The type, index, for example, has a nite lter, A(index ), taken in isolation
and all of its features can be unfolded. If the same signature also has a
recursive type for lists of any element, however, as in Figure 4.4, then there
will be lists of multiple index -valued structures, any pair of which can share

index

person:person
number:number
gender:gender

?

number

gender

list

head:?
tail:list

non empty list

Figure 4.12: The signature in Figure 1.5 plus a recursive type for lists.

person

empty list
rst second third singular plural masc fem neut
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f:a g:b

a

b

?

f:b g:a

a

b

?

Figure 4.13: Two equivalent minimal signatures for which no apparent normalization criterion is forthcoming.
f:a g:a

?

a

?

Figure 4.14: Two equivalent minimal signatures with nite T T A.
only its person or number or gender values. This means that index can
only be unfolded if list is unfolded, but since list is recursive, it cannot be,
at least not entirely. Note that index itself is still nite in this signature.
The presence of a recursive type that refers to index in a remote corner of
the same signature is enough to spoil the unfolding of index.
There are reasons other than eciency to unfold a signature. Perhaps the
most compelling is to use unfolding as a means of converting signatures to a
normal form | to simply a proof theory over signatures, for example. Typefree signatures such as T T A itself are one possible normal form, although
they are not always nite. They are also a strong normal form in the sense
that if two signatures are equivalent, then they will have the same unique
equivalent type-free signature. Strong normal forms in general can be used
to prove that two signatures are equivalent. Finding a strong normal form for
signatures that is guaranteed to be nite is more dicult. The two signatures
in Figure 4.13 are equivalent and minimal (in the sense that no signature with
fewer types is equivalent), for example, but it is dicult to see a criterion
for preferring one over the other. Even when T T A is nite, as with the two
equivalent and minimal signatures in Figure 4.14, no obvious alternative to
preferring signatures with no features presents itself.
In the absence of a clear eciency advantage for the unfolding transformation or a clear goal to which to transform, unfolding will not be pursued
further here. The discovery of a sensible nite normal form for signatures is
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a topic for future research.

4.5 Summary
This chapter used the notions developed in the last chapter to examine nite
signatures more closely. In particular, the ability of features with appropriateness to create recursive types is what makes nite signatures with features
potentially more expressive than nite signatures without them. Featurebased encodings are also potentially more compact. Along the way, two other
approaches to knowledge representation were considered, multi-dimensional
inheritance and systemic networks, and they fall rather neatly within the
range of polynomially encodable sets of information states by this logic, which
is possible due to the compact products that feature-based encodings provide.
The presence of recursive features as well as the use of variables with
extra-logical scope, however, typically precludes the unfolding of the features in a signature into a signature with more types as a practical device to
improve the eciency of deductive or parsing strategies over typed feature
logic. Another problem that arises is the discovery of a suitably strong normal form that is guaranteed to remain nite yet restrictive enough to be of
assistance in proving the equivalence of a pair of signatures. This remains a
topic of future research.

Chapter 5
Parametric Types
As mentioned in Chapter 2, there have been a number of changes over time
in the way in which feature structures and their types have been used in
computational linguistics. Perhaps one of the more radical, but still very intuitive changes was the introduction of parametric types to classify lists and
sets of linguistic objects. The reader may consider, for example, Figure 5.1,
a fragment of the type signature proposed in Head-driven Phrase Structure
Grammar (HPSG, Pollard and Sag, 1994), a feature-structure-based linguistic theory. The idea of treating list as a parametric type in HPSG was rst
word phrase elist nelist(X)
HEAD:X
A 
A
TAIL: list(X)
signaa 
list(X)
a
...

Figure 5.1: A fragment of the HPSG type signature.
broached in a footnote by Pollard 1990], and later adopted by Pollard and
Sag 1994] with the restriction (again in a footnote) that parametricity could
only extend \one level deep," i.e., that a parameter itself must be a type other
than a list or set. That restriction has, of course, been violated many times
over and in a few dierent ways by linguists working with parametrically
typed lists since that time.
There has been some use of parametric types in computational linguistics
independently of this, perhaps most prolically by Klein 1991] to represent
hierarchical structure in phonology. Certainly, the treatment of lists as para121
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metric types is not new or unreasonable, even in the absence of the proposed
depth restriction. What makes this particular change radical is that no feature logic has ever been proposed that incorporates parametric types in a
general enough way to support their manner of use in HPSG, and, in contrast to the historical oscillation between feature-based and subtype-based
information encodings, parametric types in HPSG have been used without
exception only for lists and sets, as if either something might go terribly
wrong if their use were extended to other types, or else linguists should feel
ashamed for resorting to them where not absolutely necessary. At the same
time, there has been an almost universal consensus among HPSG linguists
that parametric types as they are currently employed are just \macro" descriptions for lists and sets | a consensus that is reected in their liberal
application within the connes of lists and sets. What is it about lists and
sets that makes them absolutely necessary on the one hand, and still no
better than a macro?
This chapter uses the algebraic perspective developed for signatures so
far to present an incorporation of parametric types into the typed attributevalue logic of Carpenter 1992], thus providing a natural extension to the
type system for programming languages based on that logic, such as the Attribute Logic Engine (ALE, Carpenter and Penn, 1996). This enquiry has
yielded a more exible interpretation of parametric types with several specic
properties necessary to conform to their current usage by linguists and implementors who work with feature-based formalisms. Again, it will be assumed
that total well-typing is the interpretation of choice for the appropriateness
conditions found in parametrically typed signatures.
Parametric polymorphism has been combined with inclusional polymorphism before to provide natural type systems for Prolog Dietrich and Hagl,
1988], HiLog Yardeni et al., 1992], and constraint resolution languages
Smolka, 1989]. Previous approaches, however, have required that every parameter of a subtype should be a parameter of all of its supertypes, and
vice versa thus, it would not be possible to encode Figure 5.1 because
? v list (X ), and if ? were parametric, then all other types would be. The
present one eliminates this restriction (Section 5.1) by requiring the existence of a non-parametric most general type (which Carpenter's 1992] logic
requires anyway), which is then used during type-checking and inferencing
to interpret new parameters.
The only previous attempt at an account of parametric types as they
are employed in HPSG has been in King and Goetz, 1993, which consisted
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merely of the informal suggestion that parametric types stand for unordered
sets of non-parametric types, such that, in Figure 5.1 for example, list(word)
is not subsumed by list(sign), which clearly runs against intuition. All other
previous approaches to parametric polymorphism deal only with xed-arity
terms and none but one uses a feature logic, with the one, CUF Dorna,
1992], being an implementation of a logic without parametric types that
permits parametric lists with HPSG's depth restriction as a special \hardwired" case. The present approach (Section 5.3) provides a generalization
of appropriateness that allows for a proper interpretation of subsumption,
unrestricted parametricity and incremental feature introduction.
The belief that parametric types are macros is erroneous, as is the belief
that their use naturally extends to parameters drawn from a general description language, e.g., list(local : cat : head : verb). This possibly arose
from a confusion between type descriptions, which are part of the description
language, and types, which are part of the type system. Even so, parametric
types have a very wide range of potential application to computational linguistics and knowledge representation in general, just as normal types and
features do and there is no reason why they cannot be used as prolically
once they are understood. To use an earlier example, person, number, and
gender could all be parameters of a parametric type, index, rather than values of features appropriate to index. In fact, parametrically typed encodings
yield more compact specications than simply typed encodings because they
can encode products of information in their parameters, like features. Unlike
features, however, they can lend their parameters to appropriateness restrictions, thus rening the feature structures induced by the signature to a closer
approximation of what is actually required in the grammar itself.
It is possible, however, to regard parametric type signatures as a shorthand for non-parametric signatures. The interpretation of parametric type
hierarchies is introduced in Section 5.2 by way of establishing equivalent,
innite non-parametric counterparts. Section 5.4 considers whether there
are any nite counterparts, i.e., whether in actual practice nite parametric signatures are only as expressive as nite non-parametric ones, and gives
a qualied \yes." These questions are formalized and answered relative to
the denitions of signature equivalence and signature subsumption dened
in Chapter 3.
In spite of this qualication, there is an easy way to compute with parametric types directly in an implementation, as described in Section 5.5. The
two most common previous approaches have been to use the most general
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instance of a parametric type, e.g., nelist (?), without its appropriateness, or
manually to \unfold" a parametric type into a non-parametric sub-hierarchy
that suces for a xed grammar, e.g. Figure 5.2. The former does not suce
nelist
quants
phon
elistXX
hnelist
hhh
hhhsynsem
HHnelist
X
h
X h


h
list

hhh
hhhh
XXX
hh
X hhh
H
H
synsem
quants
list
phon
list
(nelist
(
X
XX X

(
(
 (
XX 
(( (
(

list

...

Figure 5.2: A manually unfolded sub-hierarchy.
even for xed grammars because it simply disables type checking on feature
values. The latter is error-prone, a nuisance, and subject to change with the
grammar. As it happens, there is an automatic way to perform this unfolding, which turns out to be a very useful tool for the extraction of a minimal
subsignature for a small xed grammar even when parametric types are not
used.

5.1 Parametric Type Hierarchies
Parametric types are not types. They are functions that provide access or
a means of reference to a set of types (their image) by means of argument
types, or \parameters" (their domain). Figure 5.1 has only unary functions
but in general, parametric types can be n-ary functions that map n-tuples of
types to a type. Parametric type will be used in this chapter to refer to such
a function, written as the name of the function, followed by the appropriate
number of type variables, variables that range over some set of types, in
parentheses, e.g. list (X ). Type will refer to both simple types, such as ?
or elist  and ground instances of parametric types, i.e., types in the image
of a parametric type function, written as the name of the function followed
by the appropriate number of actual type parameters in parentheses, such
as list (?), set (word) or list (set (?)). The letters t, u, and v will be used to
indicate types capital letters, to indicate type variables capitalized words,
to indicate feature names p, q, and r, as names of parametric types and g,
to indicate ground instances of parametric types, where the arguments do
not need to be expressed.
This means that hierarchies that use parametric types are not \type"
hierarchies, since they express a relationship between functions that map
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types to types (we can regard simple types as nullary parametric types). For
simplicity, it will be assumed here that parametric type hierarchies are nite.
De nition 5.1. A parametric (type) hierarchy is a nite BCPO, hP vP i,
plus an arity function, arity : P ;! Nat  f0g, and a partial argument
assignment function, aP : P  P  Nat ! Nat  f0g, in which:
 P consists of (simple and) parametric types, i.e., no ground instances
of parametric types, and includes the most general type, ?, which is
simple, i.e., arity (?) = 0,
 For p q 2 P , aP (p q i), written aqp(i), is dened i p vP q and 1 
i  arity(p),
 0  aqp(i)  arity(q), when it exists, and
 if aqp(i) 6= 0 and aqp(i) = aqp(j ), then i = j .
As with (simple) type hierarchies, bounded completeness allows us to
talk about unication, because we have a unique most-general unier for every uniable pair of types. The argument assignment function encodes the
identication of parameters between a parametric type and its parametric
subtype. The number, n, refers to the nth parameter of a parametric type,
with 0 referring to a parameter that has been dropped. In practice, this is
normally expressed by the names given to type variables. In the parametric
type hierarchy of Figure 5.1, list and nelist share the same variable, X, benelist
cause anelist
list (1) = 1. If alist (1) = 0, then nelist would use a dierent variable
name. As a more complicated example, in Figure 5.3, adb (1) = 1, adb(2) = 3,
d(X,Y,Z)
HH.
b(X,Z)
.... c(W,Y)
e
.... 

.


Figure 5.3: A subtype that inherits type variables from more than one supertype.
adc (2) = 2, adc (1) = 0, and a? and ae are undened (") for any pair in P  Nat.

5.2 Induced Type Hierarchies

The relationship expressed between two functions by vP , informally, is one
between their image sets under their domains, while each image set inter-
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nally preserves the subsumption ordering of its domain. One could explicitly
restrict these domains with parametric restrictions, with a function parallel
to Approp, which species value restrictions on feature values. Here, it is
assumed that these domains are always the set of all types in the signature.
This is the most expressive case of parametric types, and the worst case to
deal with computationally.
It is, thus, possible to think of a parametric type hierarchy as \inducing"
a non-parametric type hierarchy, populated with the ground instances of its
parametric types, that obeys both of these relationships.
De nition 5.2. Given parametric type hierarchy, hP vP arity ai, the induced (type) hierarchy, hI (P ) vI i, is dened such that:
 I (P ) = Sn<! In, where the sequence fIngn<! is dened such that:
{ I0 = fp j p 2 P arity (p) = 0g,
{ In+1 = In  fp(t1 : : : tarity (p) ) j p 2 P ti 2 In 1  i  arity (p)g,
and
 p(t1 : : : tarity (p) ) vI q(u1 : : : uarity (q) ) i p vP q, and, for all
1iarity (p), either aqp(i) = 0 or ti vI uaqp(i) .
Note that I (P ) contains all of the simple types of P , including ?, which is
also the least type in I (P ). In the case where g1 and g2 are simple, g1 vI g2
i g1 vP g2.
Figure 5.4 shows a fragment of the type hierarchy induced by Figure 5.1.
If list and nelist had not shared the same type variable (anelist
list (1) = 0), then it
nelist(word)
XX
nelist(phrase)
nelist(sign)``` !!!nelist(list(?)). . .
nelist(?) list(nelist(?))
.
list(word)
list(phrase)
hhh

list(list(?)). . .
list(sign)hhh """
list(?)

Figure 5.4: Fragment induced by Figure 5.1.
would have induced the type hierarchy in Figure 5.5. In the hierarchy induced
by Figure 5.3, for example, b(e e) subsumes types d(e Y e), for any type Y,
for example d(e c(e e) e), or d(e b(? e) e), but not d(c(? e) e e), since
e6vI c(? e). Also, for any types, W, X, and Z, c(W e) subsumes d(X e Z ).
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..
nelist(word)
P
P...........nelist(phrase) .
nelist(sign)
......... nelist(list(?))
..
nelist(
?)

X
 XXX
  .
.
list(word).........list(phrase) ..
list(sign)
HHlist(list(?))
list(?)
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Figure 5.5: The would-be induced hierarchy of Figure 5.1 if anelist
list (1) were 0.
The present approach permits parametric types in the type signature,
but only ground instances in a grammar relative to that signature. If one
must refer to \some list" or \every list" within a grammar, for instance, one
may use list(?), while still retaining groundedness. An alternative to this
approach would be to attempt to cope with type variable parameters directly
within descriptions. From a processing perspective, this is problematic when
closing such descriptions under total well-typing, as observed by Carpenter
1992]. The most general satiser of the description, list(X )^(head : head :
Y ^ tail : head : Y ), for example, is an innite feature structure of the
ground instance, nelist (nelist (: : :)) because X must be bound to nelist(X ).
We can distinguish such types with the following useful classication of
types in I (P ):

De nition 5.3. Given a parametric hierarchy, hP vP arity ai, the parametric depth of a type, g = p(t1 : : : tn) 2 I (P ), (g), is dened such that:
(g) =

0
if n = 0
1 + max1in (ti) if n > 0:

So, for example, (list (list (list (?)))) = 3.
The construction of I (P ) thus excludes ground instances with innite
parametric depths. That exclusion, from the perspective of algebraic hygiene,
is a rather arbitrary one but its motivation is the present author's inability
to make denotational sense of such types. The eect of this prejudice, in any
case, is that I (P ) is not necessarily bounded complete, even when intuition
tells us that it provides a proper algebraic interpretation of P . The hierarchy
in Figure 5.6, for example, has the innite set f? a(?) a(a(?)) : : :g with upper bounds fb a(b) a(a(b)) : : :g, whose limit, and thus putative least upper
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b
a(X)

?

Figure 5.6: A parametric type hierarchy for which I (P ) is not a BCPO.
r(X)
s(X) q
p(X) a b

?

Figure 5.7: A parametric type hierarchy for which I (P ) is not a partial order.
bound must be the excluded limit type, a(a(: : :)). This arises in Figure 5.1
where a = list and b = elist .1
There are, in fact, some parametric type hierarchies, P , as dened above,
for which hI (P ) vI i is not even a partial order. Figure 5.7 is one such
example. We should take the use of the variable X in this case to mean that
asp(1) = 1, ars (1) = 1, and arp(1) = 1. aqp(1) = 0, however, and thus p(a) vI q
and q vI (P ) r(b), but p(a)6vI (P ) r(b). The problem is that dierent paths from
p to r disagree on what to do with the parameter.
We can generalize the usual notion of coherence from programming languages, so that a subtype can add, and in certain cases drop, parameters
with respect to a supertype without this disagreement:
De nition 5.4. hP vP arity aP i is semi-coherent i, for all p q 2 P such
that p vP q, all 1  i  arity(p), 1  j  arity(q ):
 app(i) = i,
 either aqp(i) = 0 or for every chain, p = p1 vP p2 vP : : : vP pn = q,
aqp(i) = appnn 1 (appnn 12 (: : : app21 (i) : : :)), and
 If p tP q#, then for all i and j for which there is a k 1 such that
apptP q (i) = apqtP q (j ) = k, the set, frjp tP q vP r and (arp(i) = 0 or
;

;

;

The reader may also note that same problem would have arisen with abstract feature
structures if, as in most of the presentation of Carpenter 1992], innite feature structures
had been excluded. Without those limit points, T T AS would often not be bounded
complete either.
1
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arq (j ) = 0)g is empty or has a least element (with respect to vP ).
Proposition 5.1. If hP vP arity aP i is semi-coherent, then hI (P ) vI i is

a partial order.
Proof. Transitivity can be proven by induction on the greatest parametric
depth, k, of three types, g1 = p(t1 : : : tn), g2 = q(u1 : : : um), and g3 =
r(v1 : : : vl ) in I (P ) such that g1 vI g2 and g2 vI g3. It must then be that
p vP q and q vP r. If k = 0, then p,q, and r are simple, and transitivity
follows from the transitivity of vP . If k > 0, then we also know that, for
all 1  i  n, either aqp(i) = 0 or ti vI uaqp(i) . In the former case, if
arp(i) 6= 0, then the chain p vP q vP r would violate semi-coherence, so
arp(i) = 0. In the latter case, if arq (aqp(i)) = 0, then by the same reasoning,
arp(i) = 0. Otherwise, we have that ti vI uaqp(i) vI varq (aqp (i)) = varp(i) , and thus,
by induction, ti vI varp (i) . This applies to all 1  i  n, so g1 v g3.
Reexivity and anti-symmetry follow from a similar inductive proof.
For the sake of generality, we can relax the requirement of bounded completeness to meet-semi-latticehood for now. Section 5.4 will present a further renement of parametric type hierarchies for independent reasons that
restores bounded completeness. Section 5.5 will consider the use of nite subsets of I (P ) for practical purposes, and bounded completeness is equivalent
to meet-semi-latticehood on all nite partially ordered sets. As it happens,
semi-coherence is also enough to ensure that I (P ) is a meet semi-lattice.
Proposition 5.2. If hP vP arity aP i is semi-coherent, then hI (P ) vI i is a
meet semi-lattice. In particular, given g1 = p(t1 : : : tn) g2 = q (u1 : : : um ) 2
I (P ), g1 tI g2# i:
 p tP q#, and
 there exists an s wP p tP q such that for all i j and all k > 0, if
apptq (i) = apqtq (j ) = k, then ti tI uj # or asp(i) = 0 or asq (j ) = 0.
and when it exists, g1 tI g2 = r(v1 : : : vl ), where r is the least such s as
described above, and for all 1  h  l:
8
ti tI uj if there exist i and j such that
>
>
>
>
arp(i) = h and arq (j ) = h
<
vh = > ti
if such an i, but no such j
>
u
if
such a j , but no such i
>
>
: ?j
if no such i or j:
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Proof. ()): By contraposition using induction on the greater parametric
depth, k, of types g1 = p(t1 : : : tn) and g2 = q(u1 : : : um) in I (P ).
If k = 0 and p tP q", then by the bounded completeness of P , fg1 g2gu =
fp qgu = . Otherwise, if k = 0, then g1 tI g2 = (p tP q)(?1 : : : ?arity (ptq) ),
which is the least instance of p tP q.
Suppose k > 0. If p tP q", then again, fg1 g2gu = . Otherwise, suppose
that for all s wP p tP q, there exist i j and a k > 0 such that apptq (i) =
apqtq (j ) = k and ti tI uj " and asp(i) 6= 0 and asq (j ) =
6 0. Now consider some
g3 = s(v1 : : : vl ) such that g1 vI g3. So p vP s. Either q vP s or not. If
not, then g26vI g3 and g3 62 fg1 g2gu. If so, then p tP q vP s. Consider the
i j and k of s as specied above. ti tI uj ", so by induction, fti uj gu = .
Since g1 vI g3 and asp(i) 6= 0, ti vI vasp (i) , so uj 6vI vasp (i) . p vP p tP q vP s and
q vP p tP q vP s are chains, so by semi-coherence, asp(i) = asptq (apptq (i)) =
asptq (apqtq (j )) = asq (j ). So uj 6vI vasq (j) and since asq (j ) 6= 0, g26vI g3. Thus, in
either case, fg1 g2gu = .
((): It is sucient to show that when such an s exists, there is a least
such s, r. Given that claim, the choice of v1 : : : vl above is clearly the unique
least choice of parameters.
Given some not necessarily least s, consider all triples hi j ki for which
apptq (i) = apqtq (j ) = k > 0, ti tI uj ", and either asp(i) = 0 or asq (j ) = 0. If
there are no such hi j ki, then ti t uj # whenever apptq (i) = apqtq (j ) = k > 0
and so r = p tP q. Otherwise, for each such triple, let:

Rhijki = fr j p tP q vP r (arp(i) = 0 or arq (j ) = 0)g:
Clearly, for all such triples, s 2 Rhijki, so by semi-coherence, all Rhijki have
least elements, rhijki. Furthermore, sF2 frhijkiguhijki, so by the bounded
completeness of P , there exists an r = hijki rhijki. There are chains, p vP
p tP q vP rhijki vP r and q vP p tP q vP rhijki vP r, so if arp i j k (i) = 0,
then by semi-coherence, arp(i) = 0 and likewise for q. Thus r satises the
same conditions as s, and by its construction, is clearly least.
h

i

In the induced hierarchy of Figure 5.3, for example, b(e ?) tI b(? e) =
b(e e) b(e e) tI c(?) = d(e ? e) and b(e e) and b(c(?) e) are not uniable,
as e and c(?) are not uniable. The rst two conditions of semi-coherence
ensure that aP , taken as a relation between pairs of pairs of types and natural numbers, is an order induced by the order, vP , where it is not, taken
as a function, zero. The third ensures that joins are preserved even when
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a parameter is dropped (aP = 0). Note that joins in an induced hierarchy
do not always correspond to joins in a parametric hierarchy. In those places
where aP = 0, types can unify without a corresponding unication in their
parameters. Such is the case in Figure 5.5, where every instance of list(X ) ultimately subsumes nelist(?). One may also note that semi-coherent induced
hierarchies can have not only deep innity, i.e., non-Noetherianity, where
there exist innitely long subsumption chains, but broad innity, where certain types can have innite supertype (but never subtype) branching factors,
as in the case of nelist(?) or, in Figure 5.1, elist.

5.3 Appropriateness
So far, we have formally considered only parametric type hierarchies, with no
appropriateness. Appropriateness constitutes an integral part of a parametric
type signature's expressive power, because the scope of its type variables can
extend to include it.

De nition 5.5. The restriction of I (P ) to p 2 P , Ip(P ), is dened such
that Ip (P ) = fp(t1 : : : tarity (p) ) 2 I (P ) j ti 2 I (P ) 1  i  arity (p)g.
De nition 5.6. Given a parametric type, p, for all i > 0, the ith parametric
projection is a partial function, i : I (P ) ;! I (P ) such that for any g =

p(t1 : : : tarity (p)), with arity (p) i, i(g) = ti.
De nition 5.7. A function f : I (P ) ;! I (P ) is parametrically determined
i it is:

 a constant function,
 a parametric projection function, or
 a function for which there exist a p 2 P and functions f1 : : : farity (p),
such that for all g 2 I (P ), f (g) = p(f1 (g ) : : : farity (p) (g )), and
f1 : : : farity (p) are parametrically determined.

De nition 5.8. A parametric (type) signature is a semi-coherent parametric
type hierarchy, hP vP arity aP i, along with a nite set of features, Feat P ,
and a partial (parametric) appropriateness specication, AppropP : Feat P 
P ;! (I (P ) ;! I (P )), such that:
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1. (Parametric Determination) If AppropP (f p)#, then AppropP (f p) is
a parametrically determined total function from Ip(P ) to I (P ),
2. (Feature Introduction) For every feature f 2 Feat P , there is a most
general parametric type Intro (f) 2 P such that AppropP (f Intro (f))#,
and
3. (Parametric Upward Closure / Parametric Right Monotonicity) For
any p q 2 P , any f 2 Feat P , any g1 2 Ip (P ), and any g2 2 Iq (P ), if
AppropP (f p)# and p vP q, then:

 AppropP (f q)#, and
 if g1 vI g2, then AppropP (f p)(g1) vI AppropP (f q)(g2).

AppropP maps a feature and the parametric type for which it is appropriate to a function that denes value restrictions on the image of that
parametric type. The last two conditions are extensions of Carpenter's 1992]
conditions on appropriateness (Denition 2.21, this dissertation). The rst
says that appropriateness conditions on one parametric type are binding on
all of the types in its image, and on none of the types in the image of any
other parametric type. All three kinds of parametrically determined functions are realized in practice for AppropP (f p). In HPSG, for example, one
nds:
 a constant function, at the feature, subcat, which is introduced by a
simple type, cat, whose value restriction is list(synsem) (not shown in
Figure 5.1).
 a projection function, in Figure 5.1, at the type, nelist(X), for which
the feature hd's value restriction is simply the parameter, X.
 a parametrically decomposable function, again at the type nelist(X),
for which the feature, tl, has the value restriction, list(X).
The ability to reect parameters in value restrictions is what conveys the
impression that ground instances of lists or other parametric types are more
deeply related to their parameter types than just in name.
The use of parameters in appropriateness restrictions is also what prevents
us from treating instances of parametric types in descriptions as instantiations of macro descriptions. These putative \macros" would be, in many
cases, equivalent only to innite descriptions without such macros, and thus
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would extend the power of the description language beyond the limits of
HPSG's own logic and model theory. Lists in HPSG would be one such case,
moreover, as they place typing requirements on every element of lists of unbounded length. Ground instances of parametric types are also routinely
used in appropriate value restrictions, whose extension to arbitrary descriptions would substantially extend the power of appropriateness as well. This
alternative will not be pursued further here.
A parametric signature induces a type hierarchy as dened above, along
with the appropriateness conditions on its ground instances.

De nition 5.9. The induced appropriateness function, AppropI (P ) : Feat P 
I (P ) ;! I (P ), is a partial function dened such that, for every feature, f 2
Feat P , every ground instance, g = p(t1 : : : tarity (p) ) 2 I (P ), AppropI (P ) (f g )#
i AppropP (f p)#, and when dened, AppropI (P ) (f g ) = AppropP (f p)(g).
Proposition 5.3. If hP vP arity aP i is a parametric type signature, then
AppropI (P ) is an appropriateness specication.

5.4 Subsumption with Parametric Signatures
Now that parametric type signatures have been formalized, one can ask
whether parametric types really add something to the expressive power of
typed attribute-value logic. As seen in Chapter 3, there are at least two ways
in which to present that question:

Question 5.1. For every (semi-coherent) parametric signature, P , is there
a non-parametric signature, N , such that P S N ?
If, for every parametric signature P , there is an order-isomorphism between the totally well-typed abstract feature structures induced by P (by
way of I (P )) and those of some non-parametric signature N , then parametric signatures add no expressive power at all | their feature structures
are just those of some non-parametric signatures painted a dierent color.
This is still an open question. There is, however, a weaker but still relevant
question:

Question 5.2. For every parametric type signature, P , is there a non-parametric type signature, N , such that P vS N ?
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If for every parametric P , there is a join-preserving encoding that embeds
the totally well-typed abstract feature structures of P into those of N , then
it is possible to embed problems (specically, unications) that we wish to
solve from P into N , solve them, and then map the answers back to P . In this
reading, programmers or linguists who want to think about their programs
with P must accept no non-parametric imitations because N may not have
exactly the same structure of information states but an implementor of a
interpreter for a language based on feature logic, for example, could secretly
perform all of the work for those programs in N , and no one would ever
notice.
Under this reading, many parametrically typed encodings add no extra
expressive power. This class of signatures also has the very fortunate property
of ensuring the bounded completeness of their induced signatures.
De nition 5.10. A parametric type hierarchy, hP vP arity aP i is persistent i aP never attains zero.
Proposition 5.4. If hP vP arity aP i is persistent, then hI (P ) vI i is a
BCPO.
Proof. In light of Proposition 5.2, it suces to show that if any set S 2 I (P )
is bounded, then S is nite. Given S , with bound b, since P is persistent, the
parametric depth of every type in S is bounded by (b). Since P is nite,
there are nitely many types of any bounded parametric depth in I (P ), so
S is nite.
Along with Proposition 5.3, this means that hI (P ) vI AppropI (P )i is a signature.
Theorem 5.1. For any persistent parametric signature, P , there is a nite
non-parametric signature, N , such that P vS N .
The proof is given in the appendix to this chapter. As a rst approximation,
one might guess that such an N could be found by using extra features to
encode parameters. That guess is essentially correct.
If elist in Figure 5.1 retained the parameter of list(X ), then HPSG's type
hierarchy (without sets) would be persistent. This is not an unreasonable
change to make. The encoding, however, requires the use of junk slots A!tKaci, 1984, Carpenter, 1992], attributes with no empirical signicance whose
values serve as workspace to store intermediate results.
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There are at least some non-persistent P , including the portion of HPSG's
type hierarchy explicitly introduced by Pollard and Sag 1994] (without sets),
that subsume a nite non-parametric N  but the embeddings are far more
complicated. It can be proven, for example, that for any such P , some of
its acyclic feature structures must be encoded by cyclic feature structures in
N  and the encoding cannot be injective on the equivalence classes induced
by the types of P , i.e., the feature structures of some type in N must encode the feature structures of more than one type from P . While parametric
types may not be formally necessary for the grammar presented by Pollard
and Sag 1994] in the absolute sense, their use in that grammar does roughly
correspond to cases for which the alternative would be quite unappealing. Of
course, parametric types are not the only extension that would ameliorate
the formulation of an adequate signature. The addition of relational expressions, functional uncertainty, or more powerful appropriateness restrictions
can completely change the picture.

5.5 Finiteness
It would be ideal if, for the purposes of feature-based natural language processing, one could simply forget the encodings, unfold any parametric type
signature into its induced signature at compile-time and then proceed as
usual. This is not possible for systems that precompute all of their type operations, as the induced signature of any parametric signature with at least
one non-simple parametric type contains innitely many types.2 On the
other hand, at least some precompilation of type information has proven to
be an empirical necessity for ecient processing. Even with respect to earlier
untyped versions of feature logic, sensible implementations will use de facto
feature cooccurrence constraints to achieve much of the same eect. Given
that one will only see nitely many ground instances of parametric types
in any xed theory, however, it is sucient to perform some precompilation specic to those instances, which will involve some amount of unfolding.
What is needed is a way of determining, given a signature and a grammar,
what part of the induced hierarchy could be needed at run-time, so that type
operations can be compiled only on that part.
One way to identify this part is to consider only those types whose parametric depth is bounded by some constant. The problem with this method
2

With parametric restrictions (p. 126), this is not necessarily the case.
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is that a depth-bounded set of types may not be closed under unication in
I (P ), tI (P ).
Another way to identify this part is to identify some set of ground instances (a generator set) that are important for computation, and explicitly
close that set under tI (P ) :

De nition 5.11. The sub-algebra generated by G, I (G)  I (P ), is the
smallest subset of I (P ) such that:

 G  I (G), and
 if g1 2 I (G), g2 2 I (G), and g1 tI (P ) g2 #, then g1 tI (P ) g2 2 I (G).
To prove that I (G) is nite, we need the following variation on parametric
depth:

De nition 5.12. Given a parametric hierarchy, hP vP arity ai, the fringed
parametric depth of g = p(t1 : : : tn) 2 I (P ), (g), is dened such that:
8
if g = ?
< ;1
(g ) = : 0
if g 6= ? n = 0
1 + max1in (ti) if n > 0
For any k < ! , a set, G  I (P ), is k-fringed i for all g 2 G, (g )  k.

Proposition 5.5. If G is nite, then there is a nite k 0 such that G is
k-fringed.

Proposition 5.6. If G is k-fringed, then I (G) is k-fringed.
Proof. By induction on k. The crucial case is the base case, in which the join
of two simple types is either simple or an instance of a non-simple parametric
type with every parameter equal to ?, which therefore does not change the
fringed depth.

Proposition 5.7. If G is k-fringed, then G is nite.
Theorem 5.2. If G, is nite, then I (G) is nite.
Proof. By Proposition 5.5, there is a k 0 such that G is k-fringed. By
Proposition 5.6, I (G) is k-fringed. By Proposition 5.7, I (G) is nite.
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jI (G)j is exponential in jGj in the worst case but if the maximum parametric depth of G can be bounded (thus bounding jGj), then it is polynomial in
jP j, although still exponential in the maximum arity of P : In practice, the

maximum parametric depth should be quite low,3 as should the maximum
arity. A standard closure algorithm, such as the meet semi-lattice completion
algorithm given in Section 2.1.2, can be used. One could also perform the
closure lazily during processing to avoid a potentially exponential delay at
compile-time. All of the work, however, can be performed at compile-time.
One can easily construct a generator set: simply collect all ground instances
of types attested in the grammar, or collect them and add all of the simple
types, or add the simple types along with some extra set of types distinguished by the user at compile-time. The partial unfoldings like Figure 5.2
are essentially manual computations of I (G).
The benet of this approach is that, by denition, I (G) is always closed
under unication of consistent types in I (P ). In fact, I (G) is the least set of
types that is adequate for unication-based processing with a grammar based
on G. So far, features have not been considered, however. In practice, one
needs to close not only under unication but also under Approp I (P ) so that a
type will always appear in a sub-algebra along with the types that the feature
values of its most general satiser must take. The easiest way to ensure this is
to require, for all p 2 P , f 2 Feat , and g 2 Ip(P ), that (Approp P (f p)(g)) 
(g) whenever Approp P (f p)#. Then closure under appropriateness is also
guaranteed not to increase the fringed depth of the original set, and thus
remain nite. Other restrictions could be found. Clearly, this method of subsignature extraction can be used even in the absence of parametric types, and
is a useful, general tool for large-scale grammar design and signature re-use.

5.6 Appendix: Proof of Theorem 5.1
A very straightforward proof exists for a class of parametric signatures that
are very well-behaved in their parameters:

De nition 5.13. A parametric signature, P , is parametrically join-preserving,
i for all p q 2 P such that r = p t q is dened, for all f 2 Feat such that
With lists, so far as the present author is aware, the potential demand has only reached
= 3 Manning and Sag, 1998] in the HPSG literature to date, and  = 6 overall Manning,
1996].
3
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pq(p1q1 p2q2) pr(p1r2 p2r1) qr(q1r1 q2r2 )
p(p1 p2)

q(q1 q2 )

r(r1 r2 )

?

Figure 5.8: A parametric type hierarchy for which a straightforward mapping
of parameters to features fails.
Approp (f r)#, for all g1 2 Ip(P ) and g2 2 Iq (P ) such that g3 = g1 tI g2 #,
and for all 1  k  arity (r):

k (8Approp (f r)(g3))
i(Approp (f p)(g1)) if there exist i j such that arp(i) = arq (j ) = k
>
>
>
>
< t j (Approp (f q )(g2 ))
= > i(Approp (f p)(g1)) if there exists such an i but no such j
>
exists such a j but no such i
>
>
: ?j (Approp (f q )(g2)) ifif there
there exist no such i or j
Note that in the rst case, an upper bound must exist by the denition
of appropriateness specications, so the least upper bound must exist by
Proposition 5.2.
In the case of signatures induced by parametrically join-preserving parametric signatures, parameters can be replaced in an equivalent non-parametric
signature by extra features. Even then, how these features are allocated is
not entirely trivial. Figure 5.8 shows an example of a parametric type hierarchy for which we cannot simply assign one feature to every parameter. In this
hierarchy, apqp (1) = 1, and apqq (1) = 1, so p1 and q1 would need to map to the
same feature, and likewise for q1 and r1 because of qr thus, p1 and r1 must
map to the same feature. On the other hand, aprp (1) = 1, but aprr (1) = 2 and
instead aprr (2) = 1, so p1 and r1 should not map to the same feature. This can
be solved for persistent parametric signatures by allocating one feature for
every parameter position of every maximally specic type. By persistence,
all parameters of a type must eventually be reected in one parameter of each
of that type's maximal extensions. That means, however, that parameters
must potentially be mapped to multiple features in the encoding.

Lemma 5.1. If P is persistent and parametrically join-preserving, then there
is a nite non-parametric signature, N , such that P vS N .
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Proof. Dene Feat N = Feat P  fXkm j m 2 P maximally specic, 1  k 
arity (m)g, N = P , and vN = vP . For all f 2 Feat P and p 2 N , let
Approp N (f p)# i Approp P (f p)#, and when it exists:
Approp N (f p) =
uP fq j there exists g 2 Ip(P ) such that Approp P (f p)(g) 2 Iq (P )g
For all Xkm 2 Feat N nFeat P and p 2 N , let Approp N (Xkm p) = ? if p vP m,
and there exists an 1  i  arity (p) such that amp (i) = k, and be undened elsewhere. Let N be the meet-semi-lattice completion of the signature
completion of N .
We can dene an order-embedding, f : T T AI (P ) ;! T T AN such that
F = h&F #F F 
6 F i is mapped to f (F ) = h&f (F ) #f (F ) f (F ) 6 f (F )i
where #f (F ) is dened inductively on parametric depth such that:
8
p
if  2 &F #F () 2 Ip(P )
>
>
>
>
#
(

)
if  = 0Xkm G 0 2 &F #F (0) = p(t1 : : : tarity (p) )
< G G
p vN m amp (i) = k f (Abs (TWT (MGSat (ti )))) =
#f (F ) () = >
>
h&G #G G 6 G i and G 2 &G
>
>
: undened otherwise

&f (F ) = f j #f (F )#g and f (F ) and 
6 f (F ) are the smallest relations such
that F  f (F ) , 
6 F  6 f (F ), and f(F) is an abstract feature structure.
The only dierence between P and N is the placement of parameters.
We must unify f (F1)@1 Xkm11 with f (F2)@2 Xkm22 i m1 = m2 , k1 = k2, and
we must unify F1 @1 with F2 @2 and for p and q such that #F1 (1) 2 Ip(P )
and #F2 (2 ) 2 Iq (P ), p vP m, and q vP m. By persistence, for all
1  k  arity (m), there are i and j such that amp (i) = amq (j ) = k. Also,
m 2 fp qgu, so p tP q#, and p tP q vP m, and thus by semi-coherence,
there is an h > 0 such that apptP q (i) = apqtP q (j ) = h and amptP q (h) = k. So
for all 1  k  arity (m), #f (F1 )(1 Xkm) tN #f (F2 )(2 Xkm)# i #F1 (1 ) tI (P )
#F2 (2 )# and since the substructures of any Xkm are most general satisers,
TWT (f (F1) tT T AI(N ) f (F2 ))# i TWT (F1 tT T AI(P ) F2 )#. Since P is parametrically join-preserving, TWT (f (F1) tT T AI(N ) f (F2 )) = TWT (f (F1 tT T AI(P )
F2 )), when it exists.
Not all parametric signatures are parametrically join-preserving. Figure 5.9 shows a simple counter-example. If P is not parametrically joinpreserving, then I (P ) is not join preserving, but not vice versa, since it is
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f:b(t)

d c(X) t
a
b(X) s
f:b(s)

?

Figure 5.9: An example of a parametric signature that is not parametrically
join-preserving.
possible to violate join preservation with only simply-typed value restrictions, for example, or even with non-simple value restrictions provided that
the parameters themselves are assigned in a parametrically join-preserving
way. If the value restriction at f had been c(s), for example, the parametric
signature would be parametrically join-preserving but its induced signature
would not be join preserving. Parametric join preservation only constrains
the parameters themselves.
It remains to be shown that all persistent parametric signatures are
signature-equivalent to a persistent, parametrically join-preserving signature.
The notions of equivalence and subsumption among signatures dened here
are extensional in that they pay no attention to syntactic properties of a signature denition itself (such as parametric join preservation), but only to the
partial order of totally well-typed abstract feature structures that it induces.
Even though a parametric signature is not parametrically join-preserving, it
is thus still possible to prove such an equivalence by showing that a parametrically join-preserving one could have induced the same thing.
The proof of Theorem 5.1 relies on a method for transforming parametric signatures into equivalent ones that have potentially dierent syntactic
properties.

De nition 5.14. Given a persistent parametric signature, P , and i 0, the
ith extension of P , Ei , is dened such that:

 E0 = P ,
 Ei+1 = fehp :::parity e i j e 2 Ei pj 2 Ei all 1  j  arity (e)g,
(e)
 arity (ehp :::parity e i) = Parity
j =1 arity (pj ),
1

1

( )

( )
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 ehp :::parity e i vEi ehp :::parity e i i e vEi e and for all 1  i  arity (e),
pi vEi paee (i) , and
p
e
 for all 1  i  arity (ehp :::parity e i ), aee pp :::::: pparity
(i) = apab eei b i (c(i)) +
arity e
1

( )

+1

1

()



Paee(b(i));1
j =1

1

( )

arity (pj ), where

h

1

h

1



() i
( )i

( ( ))
()

;1 arity (p ) < i  Pk arity (p ), and
{ b(i) is that k for which Pkj=1
j
j
j =1
Pb(i);1
{ c(i) = i ; j=1 arity (pj ).

Notice that all of the Ei contain the simple types of P .
De nition 5.15. Given a persistent parametric signature, P , and its rst
extension, E1 , the canonical type embedding of P into E1 is the function,
^ : P ;! E1, dened such that:

e(t8
: : tarity (e) )
1 :\
if arity (e) = 0
<e
h
p
:::p
i
1
arity
(
e
)
(^gh11i : : : g^h1arity (p1)i where for all 1  i  arity (e)
=: e
g^h21i : : : g^harity (e)arity (parity(e))i )
ti = pi(ghi1i : : : ghiarity (pi) )
Proposition 5.8. ^ is an order-isomorphism.
De nition 5.16. The ith extended signature of P is dened over the ith
extension of P , with appropriateness dened such that:
 Approp E0 = Approp P ,
 Approp Ei+1 (f ehp1 :::parity(e) i)# i Approp Ei (f e)#, and

 when it exists, Approp Ei (f ehp :::parity e i ) = ^  Approp Ei (f e)  ^;1.
+1

1

( )

Henceforth, Ei will be used to refer to the extended signature over Ei.
Extended parametric signatures are technically not parametric signatures,
because their appropriateness specications may not be parametrically determined, but they clearly induce valid appropriateness specications in I (P ).
Since the proof of Lemma 5.1 constructs the appropriateness specication
for N directly from the appropriateness specication of I (P ), and the construction of further extensions from this denition does the same, this is an
acceptable departure. The property of parametric determination is only used
below in Lemma 5.3.
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cf
ce bf cd
f

f:bt

a

f:bs

ct

be ca bd bc(X ) cb(X ) bt cs
d ba

e

cc(X )
bb (X )

bs

b?

t
s

?

Figure 5.10: The rst extended signature of Figure 5.9.

Proposition 5.9. For all i < !, Ei S P .
In order to see an extension at work, Figure 5.10 shows the rst extended
signature of Figure 5.9. It is parametrically join-preserving, but not joinpreserving. This extended signature is also a valid parametric signature,
but in general that may not be so, as explained above. Note that this same
method cannot be used to convert non-statically-typable signatures into statically typable ones.
This technique will now be applied to parametric signatures in a way that
depends on whether or not they satisfy another syntactic property:

De nition 5.17. A persistent parametric signature, P , is parametrically

separated i:

 for every simple type, s 2 P , and every non-simple type, p 2 P , s vP p,
and

 its non-simple parametric types are totally ordered.
Parametrically separated signatures all look like the schematic hierarchy
shown in Figure 5.11, where S is the set of all simple types of P , and k1 
: : :  kn. It is easy to see that if there are any join-reducible types, they
must reduce to simple types, and thus, if parametric join preservation is
not satised, it is not satised by values of Approp P (f s) that are constant
functions.
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pn(X1 : : : Xkn )
...
p1 (X1 : : : Xk1 )
:::
S

:::

?

Figure 5.11: A schematic illustration of a parametrically separated parametric type hierarchy.

Lemma 5.2. If P is parametrically separated, then there exists an i < !
such that Ei is parametrically join-preserving.
Proof. Consider:

i=

max

s 2 P simple
f 2 Feat

(AppropP (f s)):

The ith extension4 of P converts the value restrictions of potentially noncompliant simple types to simple types, and thus Ei is trivially parametrically
join-preserving.
Another syntactic class can be distinguished as being trivially parametrically join-preserving:

De nition 5.18. A persistent parametric (or extended) signature, P , is
parametrically transparent i for all p q 2 P such that p vP q, all g1 2
Ip(P ), g2 2 Iq (P ) and all f 2 Feat such that Approp P (f p)#, if for all 1  i 
arity (p), i(g1 ) = aqp (i) (g2 ), then for all 1  i  arity (p), ti = uaqp (i) , where



Approp I (f g1 ) = p(t1 : : : tarity (p) ), and Approp I (f g2 ) = q(u1 : : : uarity (q) ).
4 Actually, dlog(i)e is a sucient number of extensions since every extension reduces
the parametric depth of an instance in I (P ) by half.
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Parametrically transparent signatures do not change the parameters of
value restrictions at all over subsumption chains and therefore:
Proposition 5.10. Every parametrically transparent signature is parametrically join-preserving.
The following lemma then proves the theorem, since the k it provides can
also be used to extend P to a parametrically transparent signature.
Lemma 5.3. If P is persistent but not parametrically separated, then for all
p q 2 P such that p vP q, and for all f 2 Feat such that Approp P (f p)#, if
there exist i0 : : : ik , k 0, such that ik      i1  Approp P (f p) = i0 ,
then ik      i1  Approp P (f q ) = i0 .
Proof. If P is not parametrically separated, then there are non-simple parametric types, but either there is no greatest type that is non-simple (and, by
persistence, no greatest simple type), or there is, called r, but there is also
a non-simple type p1 t p2 that is join-reducible to non-simple types, p1 and
p2, i.e., the non-simple parametric types of P are not totally ordered.
In the former case, suppose there are maximal non-simple types r1 and r2
and that the consequent of the lemma is false. Now consider ik      i1 
Approp P (f q ) with that choice. It is not i0 , by assumption, but it must be
parametrically determined, by denition, so its entire range belongs to Iq (P )
for some q. If q is not r1 or r2 then since ik    i1  Approp P (f p) = i0 , a
choice of an instance in either Ir1 (P ) or Ir2 (P ) as the ith0 parameter presents
a contradiction, since right monotonicity would be violated. Similarly, if
q = r1, then a choice of an instance in Ir2 (P ), or vice versa, presents the
same contradiction.
In the latter case, the only way the same contradiction can be avoided
is if q = r, as every type subsumes r. By persistence, however, ik     
i1  Approp P (f q) must be a function that depends on the ith0 parameter.
The choice of an instance in Ip1 (P ) whose subparameter that subsumptionwise corresponds to the occurrence of the ith0 parameter in ik      i1 
Approp P (f q) is an instance of Ip2 (P ) thus provides the same contradiction,
since neither p1 nor p2 subsumes the other.
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 show simple examples of each of these cases. How
a parameter is reected locally through value restrictions in subsumption
chains is tightly constrained by the global shape of the type hierarchy as a
result of the fact that every ground instance of every type can occur as any
parameter.
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r2(X )
q(X )

f: r1 (X )

p(X )

f: X

?

Figure 5.12: A would-be parametric signature with no greatest type that does
not satisfy right monotonicity: p(r2(?)) v q(r2(?)), but r2(?)6vr1 (r2(?)).

r(X )
(p1 t p2)(X )

p1(X )

p2 (X )
q (X )

f: r(X )

p(X )

f:X

?

Figure 5.13: A would-be parametric signature whose parametric types are
not totally ordered that does not satisfy right monotonicity: p(p1(p2 (?))) v
q(p1(p2 (?))), but p1 (p2(?))6vr(p1(p2(?))) because p2(?)6vp1(p2 (?)).
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5.7 Summary
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This chapter presented an account of parametric types that is general enough
to capture their use in current linguistic theory. That account is made possible by essentially algebraic means, through formalizing the intuitive correspondence that must exist between parametric type signatures and the
non-parametric signature of ground instances of parametric types. The structural conditions under which parametric types do in fact induce a well-formed
BCPO were also given, which is another novel contribution. Linguists and
implementors previously had no formal guidance as to how the sharing of
parameters between a type and its subtypes or value restrictions should be
regulated.
It was also proven that, in contrast to features, parametric type signatures
do not provide any extra expressive power from a formal standpoint than
non-parametric signatures. That question could be posed formally using
signature subsumption as dened in Chapter 3. Parametric signatures are
nevertheless a very natural and convenient means of expression. In spite of
the fact that their induced equivalents are usually innite, it was also shown
that nite induced subsignatures can be induced in order to compute with
them directly.

Chapter 6
Arity and Prolog Terms
We have already seen how join-preserving encodings, realized as signature
subsumption and equivalence, can be used to relate dierent attributed type
signatures to each other, to encode other kinds of signatures such as systemic
networks, and to understand the relative expressive potential of attributed
type signatures extended with parametric types. In this chapter, they will
be used to show that the nite, inequation-free, totally well-typed feature
structures of any nite signature with no cyclic types and a join-preserving
appropriateness specication can be embedded into the semi-lattice of Prolog terms. When the target domain is rst-order terms or Prolog terms, this
embedding problem is called term encoding. As usual, we need to be concerned with join-preserving term encodings | those that preserve unication
and unication failure. Prolog term encoding a particularly useful embedding, given the interest in logic programming among those who work with
typed feature structures in the context of natural language processing. The
practical application of this will be discussed at greater length in Chapter 8.
Ignoring for the moment the dierence between named and positional reference to subterms, typed feature structures can be regarded as a renement
of Prolog terms in two ways. The rst is that type signatures possess subsumption chains of any length. In Figure 6.1, for example, the chain from ?
to noun is three types long (not counting ? itself). Once a Prolog variable,
which corresponds to a feature structure of type ?, is bound to a particular
term, the principal functor of that term cannot be changed, and two terms
of dierent principal functors cannot be unied.
The second is that, when the type of a feature structure promotes to
a subtype, it may acquire more features. In Figure 6.1, this is the case
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noun

adj
nom

acc plus

case

minus

bool

CASE: case

subst
head

PRD: bool
MOD: bool

Figure 6.1: A sample tree-encodable type signature.

a=0 b=0 : : : a=1

arg1a=1 : ?

b=1

arg1b=1 : ?

:::

?
Figure 6.2: A \type signature" for Prolog terms.
when a feature structure of type subst promotes to type noun, since noun
introduces the new feature case. Of course, with total well-typing, the
arity of every feature structure of a particular type is xed to a constant,
namely the number of features appropriate to that type, but the arity can still
change when the type promotes. In contrast, a Prolog term of a particular
arity cannot later acquire a dierent arity, or unify with a Prolog term of a
dierent arity. In this view, Prolog terms can be thought of as being dened
over a very at signature with innitely many maximally specic types, as
shown in Figure 6.2.
Subtyping and arity incrementation are the two main dierences between
totally well-typed feature structures and Prolog terms. In addition, Prolog is
only a weakly typed language, so there is no way to check \well-typedness"
after a unication is performed. As a result, only those signatures that
do not require run-time coercion to a well-typed structure can have joinpreserving Prolog-term encodings. These are the statically typable signatures, which were shown in Proposition 2.13 to correspond to signatures with
join-preserving appropriateness specications, as dened in Denition 2.38.
It will be assumed here that appropriateness is join-preserving, feature structures are nite, and that there are no cyclic types, which guarantees that
most general satisers will not fall outside the niteness restriction. It may
be possible to nd join-preserving term encodings of certain cyclic types or of
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certain innite feature structures over arbitrary signatures, e.g., those that
depart from the most general satiser of their type on nitely many nodes, by
using some \lazy" encoding that explicitly expresses only a nite part of an
innite feature structure. It is also quite easy to extend the results presented
here to feature structures with inequations in enhanced implementations of
Prolog that support inequations, such as SICStus Prolog, so inequations will
be ignored here as well.
The problem of encoding a typed feature structure is most easily approached by splitting it into two problems: a join-preserving encoding of
type information that allows for subtypes, and a join-preserving encoding
of feature values that allows for arity incrementation. The next two sections consider those problems, respectively. The key insight is proven in
Lemma 6.1, in which it is shown that the denition of statically typable signatures given by Carpenter 1992] actually entails the existence of an essential
extra property that makes the encoding possible.
The third section then adapts this encoding to be robust in the face of
extra-logical variable bindings | these are what obstructed our potential
use of signature transformations in Chapter 4 as well. No such robustness
is possible given the classical view of join-preserving embeddings, but the
generalized denition presented in Chapter 3 is the key to realizing that they
actually exist. The fourth section then considers subsumption preservation
as a special case of join preservation.

6.1 Subtyping
In this section, we consider nite type signatures without features | just nite type hierarchies. \Prolog encoding" is taken here to mean one in which
the only operation necessary for feature structure unication after creating
the encoding is Prolog unication of the corresponding terms. That excludes
other \Prolog representations," such as the representation of feature structures in ALE, a logic programming language based on the logic of typed
feature structures, which requires a dereferencing operation and table lookup at run-time Carpenter and Penn, 1996], as well as the representation
given by Gerdemann 1995b], which because of its slightly dierent interpretation of appropriateness conditions, requires the maintenance of extra
constraints on the side in the worst case. The actual construction of any
Prolog encoding can be performed at compile-time.
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ms fs ns
m

f n
gend

mp fp np
s

p
num

index

Figure 6.3: A type hierarchy with full-product multiple inheritance.

6.1.1 Tree Encodings
The rst work to consider Prolog encodings of arbitrary meet semi-lattices
was presented by Mellish 1991], although no general encoding algorithm
was presented. Mellish 1991] was also the rst to characterize the general
encoding problem formally, as was presented in Chapter 3 as the \classical"
denition (Denition 3.8 of join-preserving encoding. Previous work, dating
back to that of Dahl 1977, 1982], concerned a restricted subset of semilattices that admit a Prolog tree encoding, i.e., an encoding by terms in which
no variable is used more than once. These and other logical-term-encoding
approaches are systematically presented in Fall, 1996.
Tree encodings represent a type with a term that, using subterms, represents the path(s) taken to reach that type from ?. In Figure 6.1, the
representation of head would be head( ) that of subst, head(subst( ))
and that of noun, head(subst(noun)). The noun subterm does not require
a variable argument because noun is maximally specic.
Because the logic of typed feature structures is intensional, an extra variable argument is necessary to distinguish feature values that are variants
from feature values that are extensionally identical when representing feature structures rather than just types. So, for feature structures with no
features, the representation of one of type head would be head( , ) that
of one of type subst, head(subst( ), ) and that of one of type noun,
head(subst(noun), ). We can, for the rest of this section, ignore these
extra arguments and focus on representing types.
To represent multiple inheritance, the tree-based encoding uses multiple
argument positions to represent the dierent paths that lead to a single type.
In Figure 6.3, any pair of gend and num subtypes can intersect. So index's
term contains two argument positions, one for gend and one for num. The
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lax&central lax&centering central&centering
lax

central

centering

Figure 6.4: A type hierarchy with no tree encoding.
f(0,0) f(0,1) f(1,1)
f(0,_) f(X,X) f(_,1)

Figure 6.5: A at-term encoding of Figure 6.4.
representations of gend, s and ms are index(gend( ), ), index( ,num(s))
and index(gend(m),num(s)), respectively.
Tree-based encoding does not work for arbitrary nite meet semi-lattices,
as proven by Mellish 1991, 1992]. Figure 6.4, for example, represents a simple classication of vowels, taken from Hudson 1981] (and cited by Mellish
1991]). There are vowels that have any pair of the three properties, lax,
central and centering but there are no vowels that have all three at once.
This has no tree encoding because separate argument positions for lax, central and centering would entail the consistency of lax with central&centering,
for example.

6.1.2 Flat-Term Encodings
Mellish 1991, 1992] proved (non-constructively) that while not all nite meet
semi-lattices admit tree encodings, they do all admit at-term encodings,
encodings that use terms whose substructures are all reachable from the
root by a path of length at most 1. While this encoding can instantiate
arguments only to constants, it can also use individual variables in more
than one argument position. A at-term encoding of Figure 6.4 is given in
Figure 6.5.
Mellish 1988] showed that what is now known as Colmerauer's method
can be used to encode systemic networks using at terms of arity n + 1,
where n is the number of possible property assignments allowed for by the
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f(0,0,0,0,1,1,1) f(0,0,0,0,0,1,1) f(0,0,0,0,0,0,1)
f(0,X,X,X, ,1,1) f(0,0,X,X,Y,Y,1) f(0,0,0,X,X, ,1)

?

Figure 6.6: A Colmerauer-method encoding of Figure 6.4.
network. The rst argument is always 0, the last argument is always 1, and
every assignment is represented by a pair of arguments in between. Every
description that excludes an assignment numbered i is represented by a term
whose ith and i + 1st arguments are bound to a common term. If there are 5
possible assignments, then we use a term of arity 6 as follows Mellish, 1988]:
1
2
3
4
5

j

j

j

j

j

(excludes assignment 4)
(excludes 1 and 4)
(excludes 2, 3, and 5)
Fall 1996, p. 94] observed that Colmerauer's method applied to subsumption rather than assignments provides a unication-preserving encoding of
arbitrary nite ordered sets, thus establishing a constructive method for atterm encodings. A pair of arguments in an encoding is bound i the type
corresponding to the pair is not a subtype of the type being encoded. Figure 6.6 shows a Colmerauer-method encoding of the signature in Figure 6.4
with the following assignment of types to pairs of positions:
lax
ctrl
ctrg
lax&
lax&
ctrl&
ctrl
ctrg
ctrg
f(0,
f(0,
f(0,

f(0,

,
0,
X,

j

,

,
,
X,

j

,

X,
X,
X,

j

X,
X,
1,

,

j

1)
1)
1)

,

j

,

j

1)

6.2 Arity Incrementation
As a rst approximation to the encoding of typed feature structures over a
nite signature, we can assume that we are given Colmerauer-style encodings
of all of the types in the signature. We can then use this in an extra argument
position of a term that also has one argument position for every feature in
the signature, to be lled with the term encoding of its value. Cyclic feature
structures correspond to circular Prolog terms.
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c

a

f:a

?

b

Figure 6.7: A signature that introduces a feature at a join-reducible type.

c(0 X X 1)

c(0 0 0 1)

?

c(0 0 1)

Figure 6.8: A Colmerauer encoding of the signature in Figure 6.7.
The problem with this approximation is that it does not always lead to a
join-preserving encoding because features can be introduced at join-reducible
types. Figure 6.7 depicts a signature for which this is the case. A Colmerauer
encoding of it is shown in Figure 6.8. We can add one argument position to
the term encoding of c for the value of the feature f but then we need to
make the encodings of a and b the same arity so that they unify. The detail
that the approximation does not provide is what value to use in that extra
position with types for which f is not appropriate. If we use a singleton
variable, i.e., a variable that occurs exactly once in its term, as shown in
Figure 6.9, then the encoding of a feature structure of type a unied with
the encoding of a feature structure of type b yields an encoding whose f
argument position does not contain a term encoding of the value restriction
of f at c. On the other hand, we could use a term encoding of the most
general satiser of Approp (f Intro (f)), with the understanding that the type
information in the encoding will tell us when to interpret it as a real value
or just to ignore it. But in Figure 6.7, that value restriction is a, one of the
supertypes of c, and thus the term encoding of the most general satiser of a

f (c(0 X X 1) )

f (c(0 0 0 1) )

?

f (c(0 0 1) )

Figure 6.9: An approximate encoding of Figure 6.7 using a singleton variable
for inappropriate feature positions.
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would be an innite non-circular term, since its third argument would be the
term encoding of a distinct alphabetic variant of the same feature structure.
To handle recursive signatures such as these, we must adopt a convention that allows an additional argument position for a feature to contain a
variable, but only in certain cases. The type information in the encoding
will tell us whether that variable should be interpreted as a non-existent or
introduced value. One admissible convention is given below:
De nition 6.1. Given a (statically typable etc.) signature, S = hT v Feat
Approp i, and a Colmerauer encoding of T of arity jT j + 1, the classical
term encoding of the totally well-typed feature structures of S is an injective
function,  : S ;! S, where S is a partially ordered set of Prolog terms of
arity jFeat j + 2. Given F = hQ q   i 2 T T F S with type (q) = t 2 T ,
and Q nite, its encoding is F = f (c(C1 : : : CjT j+1 ) F1 : : : FjFeat j ) 2 S,
where c(C1 : : : CjT j+1 ) is the Colmerauer encoding of t, and:
8
a singleton variable if Approp (fi t)"
>
>
>
>
F @fi = hQi qi i i =ii 
>
>
< a singleton variable ifMGSat
(Approp (fi Intro (fi)))
Fi = >
and 8q 2 Q:8g 2 Feat :((g q) =
>
>
>
qi) ) (g = fi)&(q = q),
>
>
: F @f
otherwise
i
This says that we can use a variable as a place-holder for some feature value,
provided that it is the most general feature structure that can be a value
of that feature, and it does not participate in a re-entrancy. This exploits
the fact that appropriateness cannot require re-entrancies to exist1 | an
introduced feature value is never re-entrant.
In practice, of course, one can remove the extra c wrapper on Colmerauer's
encoding to leave the structure of the term as at as possible, and simply
use a variable by itself to represent feature structures of type ?.
Proposition 6.1.  is a classical join-preserving encoding of T T F S .
Proof. By denition,  is injective, which is possible because the last argument is always a singleton variable, posited to ensure the intensionality of
the terms in the encoding, as described above. Because Colmerauer's encoding is zero-preserving and join-preserving, substructures are encoded in
1

in the absence of extensional types.
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subterm positions, re-entrancies are encoded as shared subterms in Prolog
terms (thinking of them, too, as graphs), and the unication of singleton
variables in unused term positions always succeeds, the only special cases
that need to be considered for zero-preservation and join-preservation are
arity incrementation, i.e., when a feature is introduced at a join, and the
unication of the distinguished singleton variables with other values.
To consider the latter case rst, the most general satiser of a feature's
value restriction at its introducer must subsume any other value that that
feature can take in a well-typed feature structure, by upward closure and
right monotonicity. So we should always get a non-variable term encoding
back when we unify it with a singleton variable encoding in that position,
which is exactly what happens.
Feature introduction also never fails | this is a result of the fact that
Fill (Denition 2.36) is a total function. It also never fails in the encoding
| singleton variables unify with anything. The only question is whether the
right value is introduced when the type of a term changes so as to change
the interpretation of the introduced feature's position. From the original
denition of join preservation (Denition 2.38), it is not quite clear that
this would be the case, because of the \unrestricted" clause. Lemma 6.1
establishes that this actually is true.

Lemma 6.1. If Approp is join-preserving, s t t#, and for some f 2 Feat,
Approp (f s)" and Approp (f t)", then either Approp (f stt)" or Approp (f st
t) = Approp (f Intro (f)).

Proof. Suppose Approp (f s t t)#. Then Intro (f) v s t t. Approp (f s)" and
Approp (f t)", so Intro (f) 6v s and Intro (f) 6v t. So there are three cases to
consider:
Intro (f) = s t t: then the result trivially holds.
s v Intro (f) but t 6v Intro (f) (or by symmetry, the opposite): then we
have the situation in Figure 6.10. It must be that Intro (f) t t = s t t, so by
join preservation, the lemma holds.
s 6v Intro (f) and t 6v Intro (f): s v s t t and Intro (f) v s t t, so s and
Intro (f) are consistent. By bounded completeness, s t Intro (f)# and s t
Intro (f) v s t t. By upward closure, Approp (f Intro (f) t s)# and by join
preservation, Approp (f Intro (f) t s) = Approp (f Intro (f)). Furthermore,
(Intro (f) t s) t t = s t t thus by join preservation, the lemma holds.
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stt
Intro (f)

s
t
Figure 6.10: The second case in the proof of Lemma 6.1.
This lemma is a very signicant result | it says that we can always predict what an introduced feature's value restriction will be in a join-preserving
signature. This means that join preservation not only characterizes static typability, but also xed-arity-term encodability in the logic of typed feature
structures. We can, thus, restate join preservation as follows:

De nition 6.2. An appropriateness specication is said to preserve joins
i, for all features f 2 Feat, for all types s t such that s t t#:
8
Approp (f s) t Approp (f t) if Approp (f s)# and
>
>
>
>
Approp (f t)#
>
>
< Approp (f s)
if only Approp (f s)#
Approp (f s t t) = > Approp (f t)
if only Approp (f t)#
>
>
>
>
>
:

undened or
Approp (f Intro (f))

otherwise

No matter which case pertains, appropriateness is never completely unrestricted if it is join-preserving.
The encoding and lemma make critical use of bounded completeness and
unique feature introduction. Actually, the encoding also works if we generalize our denition of signatures to allow for multiple introducing types,
provided that all of them agree on what the value restriction for a multiply
introduced feature should be. Would-be signatures that multiply introduce
a feature at join-reducible elements (thus requiring some kind of variable encoding), disagree on the value restriction, and still remain statically typable
are rather dicult to come by, but they do exist, and for them, this encoding
does not work. Figure 6.11 shows one such example. In this signature, the
unication:


s
t
f d t f b "
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stt
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f:c

t

f:a
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f:b

d

c

a

b

Figure 6.11: A statically typable would-be signature that multiply introduces
f at join-reducible elements with dierent value restrictions.
does not exist, but the unication of their term encodings must succeed
because the t-typed structure's f value must be encoded as a variable. To
the best of the author's knowledge, there is no term encoding that can handle
this generalization.

6.3 Generalized Term Encoding
A classical term encoding of typed feature structures exists, subject to the
restrictions outlined at the beginning of this chapter, but in practice, it is
not good for much. Programming languages that make reference to a feature
structure, F , typically need to bind variables to various substructures of F ,
and then pass those variables outside the scope of F where they can be used
to instantiate the value of another feature structure's feature, or as arguments
to some function call or procedural goal. This extra-logical view of relational
extensions of constraint languages has been rather commonplace in logic
programming ever since it was proposed by Hohfeld and Smolka 1988]. If a
subterm in an encoding is a singleton variable, we can properly understand
what that variable encodes by looking at its context, i.e., the term's type
etc., but outside the scope of that term, we have no way of knowing which
type's most general satiser it is supposed to encode.
A generalized term encoding provides an elegant solution to this problem
without a loss of encoding ability in the form of additional, more verbose
term encodings for certain feature structures. When a variable is bound to
a substructure that is potentially a \lazy" singleton variable, it can be instantiated to the most general satiser that it represents and passed out of
context. The encoding of the original feature structure still remains legit-
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imate, because the encoding sets are closed under the binding of singleton
variables.
De nition 6.3. Given a signature, S = hT v Feat Approp i, and a Colmerauer encoding of T of arity jT j + 1, the term encoding of the totally welltyped feature structures of S is a function, ^ : S ;! Pow (S^), where S^
is a partially ordered set of Prolog terms of arity jFeat j + 2. Given F =
hQ q   i 2 T T F S with type (q) = t 2 T , and Q nite, its encoding is a
set of terms, each of the form F^ = f (c(C1 : : : CjT j+1 ) F^1 : : : F^jFeat j ) 2 S^,
where c(C1 : : : CjT j+1 ) is the Colmerauer encoding of t, and:
8
a singleton variable if Approp (fi t)"
>
>
>
>
variable, if F @fi = hQi qi i  i =ii 
>
>
< aorsingleton
i
MGSat (Approp (fi Intro (fi)))
F^i = > G
and 8q 2 Q:8g 2 Feat :( (g q) =
>
>
>
>
qi) ) (g = fi)&(q = q),
>
: Gi
otherwise
where, for each qi, Gi is a unique term selected from F
@fi.
Proposition 6.2. ^ is a join-preserving encoding of T T F S .
Proof. Totality and disjointness are obvious. For those positions where a
singleton variable is chosen, zero preservation and join preservation follow by
the same reasoning as in the classical case. The classical encoding, in fact,
is one member of the generalized encoding set for every feature structure.
For those positions where an instantiated encoding of the most general satiser is chosen, zero preservation and join preservation again follow from the
straightforward correspondence between Prolog term structure and feature
structure graph structure and the fact that Colmerauer's encoding (which,
by itself, is still classical) is zero-preserving and join-preserving.

6.4 Subsumption Preservation
Whenever an encoding is join preserving, it is subsumption, or order preserving because F t G = G i F v G. But we might also expect to be able to
test for subsumption in an encoding domain using a primitive subsumption
test for that domain without having to perform a more expensive test unication. This does not hold in general, and, in particular, it does not hold for
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either the classical or generalized Prolog encodings of typed feature structures presented in the last two sections. The reason is that singleton variable
placeholders in G might actually represent substructures that are more specic than an instantiated term that encodes a corresponding substructure in
F , which is consistent with F v G, but inconsistent with F v G .
In the case of the classical encoding, we have no recourse to repair this
problem | only one term corresponds to a given feature structure, and
primitive subsumption testing using that term does not work. In the case
of the generalized encoding, we can coerce a naughty term to another one
that encodes the same feature structure but has lled in its value-encoding
singleton variables.2

De nition 6.4. Given a signature, S , let Exp : S^ ;! S^ be the function
that, for every F 2 T T F S , maps every encoding in F^ to the unique term in
F^ that has no value-encoding singleton variables.

Proposition 6.3. Suppose the primitive for subsumption testing among Prolog terms is called subsumes. Then for every F G 2 T T F S , f^ 2 F^ , and
g^ 2 G^ , F v G i f^ subsumes Exp (^g).
A schematic overview of the generalized term encoding can be seen in
Figure 6.12. Every set of terms that encode a particular feature structure
has a least element, in which singleton variables are always opted for as
introduced feature values. This is the same element as the classical encoding.
It also has a greatest element, namely the result of Exp, which eliminates the
variable encodings of introduced feature values. Whenever we bind a variable
to a substructure, we push its encoding up within the same set to some other
encoding. As a result, at any given point in time during a computation, we
do not exactly know which encoding we are using to represent a given feature
structure. Furthermore, when two feature structures are unied successfully,
we do not know exactly what the result will be either, but we do know that it
falls inside the set corresponding to the correct answer because there is always
a term there with variable encodings for the values of any newly introduced
features.
The extra singleton variable for preserving intensionality, of course, remains a singleton
variable.
2
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Exp(F t G)
F\
tG
Introduced feature has
variable encoding

F tG
Exp(F )
F^

Exp(G)
variable
binding

G^

F
G
Figure 6.12: A pictorial overview of the generalized encoding.
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6.5 Summary
This chapter showed that two kinds of join-preserving embeddings, one classical and one generalized, exist from any statically typable signature into
the lattice of Prolog terms. The generalized embedding has the ability to
withstand the necessary extra inferencing in order to use variables with an
extra-logical binding scope for the purposes of logic programming, for example. The crucial step in proving their existence is Lemma 6.1, which shows
that the assumption of unique feature introduction allows us to strengthen
the characterization of static typability given by Carpenter 1992]. As shown
in Chapter 2, this assumption can easily be restored when it is not assumed
by the designer. It was also shown that subsumption preservation can be
reduced to subsumption at the Prolog level using an extra closure operator,
Exp, that can apply directly to encoding terms.
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Chapter 7
The Semi-Ring Structure of
Signature Speci cations
Before proceeding further, it will be useful to take a dierent look at attributed type signatures, this time focussing on how the relations and functions that constitute signatures can be viewed as the closure of specications of signatures. This knowledge has already been implicitly used in the
way that signatures have been depicted | as graphs whose links correspond
to instances of immediate subsumption, annotated with feature introduction and value restriction information only where it cannot be inferred from
upward closure and/or right monotonicity. Fundamentally, what separates
these specications from the signatures themselves is a collection of transitive
closure operations, plus various safeguards to ensure that the specications
are well-formed. Subsumption, appropriateness, transitive closure, and these
safeguards can all be thought of in terms of matrices and matrix arithmetic.
The reduction of such closures to ecient operations over matrices has
a wider application as well. For any programming language that aspires to
support ecient object inheritance or an inclusionally polymorphic type system, two very common and important operations are type inference and the
computation of least upper bounds. These can occur both during compilation to ensure the static typability of a program, or at run-time in the form of
unication. Very broadly speaking, given a partially ordered set of elements,
three ways have been proposed to compute encodings of those elements in
order to conduct unication eciently: table lookup, term encodings, and
bit-vector encodings. Term encodings attempt to reduce unication in the
object domain into unication in some other domain, such as unication of
163
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Prolog terms Mellish, 1988, 1992], or of sparse encodings of rst-order terms
Fall, 1996]. Bit-vector encodings typically attempt to reduce unication to
one or more bit-wise operations, such as AND or OR.
Inheritance among feature structures/terms is derived both from their
structural properties, particularly the consistency of their shared substructures with type information, and from explicit declarations of subsumption
relationships that exist among types in the type system. In practice, both
of these are only indirectly dened. In the case of structural properties, this
is achieved through appropriateness conditions, which locally enforce structural well-formedness conditions between subterms of dierent types. In
particular, they specify which types of subterms can bear certain attributes,
and what types the values of those attributes can be. The closure of those
local constraints over the type system constitutes overall structural wellformedness.
In the case of types, the explicit declarations are made by way of declaring
only an immediate subsumption relation over the set of types, whose transitive closure constitutes the type subsumption relation. All three methods
of ecient unication thus involve computing closures at compile-time over
both named and structural relations to nd the implied algebraic structure
underlying typed feature structures/terms. This chapter provides a uniform
way of looking at these closures, particularly as they apply to programming
over the logic of typed feature structures. In particular, all of the compilation
required for signatures relative to structural and named well-formedness constraints in the logic of Carpenter 1992] can be reduced to matrix arithmetic.
The next section reviews the reduction of compiling unication to the
transitive closure of Boolean matrices. Section 7.2 discusses the mathematical structure that must exist among the elements of these matrices for the
proposed method to work, argues that the closed Boolean semi-ring is the
proper one, and discusses some of the practical consequences of this choice.
Section 7.3 shows how to construct a closed semi-ring that supports matrix
multiplication from any nite meet semi-lattice (Denition 7.6). Section 7.4
then reduces all of the compilation steps necessary for ecient processing
relative to an attributed type signature to matrix operations based on this
construction.
In this chapter, only nite signatures will be considered.
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Figure 7.1: An example type hierarchy.

7.1 Subsumption Matrices and Transitive
Closure
The use of Boolean matrix multiplication to compute transitive closures of
graphs extends as far back as Prosser, 1959 and was improved on by Warshall's famous transitive closure algorithm Warshall, 1962].
The application of reexive-transitive closure to lattice representation
theory extends back to the seminal paper by A!t-Kaci et al. 1989], who
proposed the baseline bit-vector encoding of partially ordered types by which
all others are now measured, namely one that uses n bits per code, where n
is the number of types in the partial order.
De nition 7.1. Given a nite partially ordered set, hP vi, and a total ordering of P 's elements, p1 p2 : : : pjP j, the subsumption matrix, S , of P is
a jP j  jP j Boolean matrix, where Sij = 1 i pi v pj .
The crucial observation of A!t-Kaci et al. 1989] was that we can use the
ith row of S to encode the type pi, with unication corresponding to bit-wise
AND. An example partial order of types is given in Figure 7.1. Here, ? is
the most general type, and more specic subtypes are situated above their
more general supertypes. Its subsumption matrix is given in Figure 7.2. The
AND of the rows for a and d yields the row for e, for example.
We can build a base subsumption matrix, H , in the same way, by using
the base, or immediate, subsumption relation rather than true subsumption.
In practice, this is what is specied in type hierarchy declarations, with
reexive and transitive closure being implicit. The question then becomes
how to obtain S from H . The base subsumption matrix for Figure 7.1 is
given in Figure 7.3.
Two renements are given in the same paper to produce more compact
encodings. One allocates bits only for maximal types and unary branch-
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? a b c d e

? 1 1 1 1 1 1

a 0 1 1 1 0 1
b 0 0 1 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 1 0 1
d 0 0 0 0 1 1
e 0 0 0 0 0 1
Figure 7.2: The subsumption matrix of Figure 7.1.

? a b c d e
? 0 1 0 0 1 0

a 0 0 1 1 0 0
b 0 0 0 0 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 1
d 0 0 0 0 0 1
e 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 7.3: The base subsumption matrix of Figure 7.1.
ing types. The other allocates separate group codes for subsets that are
\modular" in the way that base subsumption connects them to the rest of
the network, which reduces the overall size of codes, although it makes the
actual unication operation more complicated than bit-wise AND. Ganguly
et al. 1994] provide another good encoding that places the burden of extra
bits on types that inherit from multiple supertypes, to achieve a comparable improvement without the modularity restriction. These and others are
summarized by Fall 1996]. In every case, however, these renements are
simply allocating bits more sparingly along the way to deriving a reexivelytransitively closed matrix like S from H .
For the naive encoding, one way to achieve that derivation is a reexivetransitive closure, by directly lling in the diagonal of H with 1's (reexive) and multiplying the result by itself until it reaches the xed point, S
(transitive). This xed point is obviously reached after no more than jP j
iterations. By re-using the results of previous multiplications, one can attain
it in dlog jP je iterations. The rst renement presented by A!t-Kaci et al.
1989] also uses matrix multiplication at one step to compute the reexivetransitive closure of the symmetric closure of H . A!t-Kaci et al. 1989] claim
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that those matrix multiplication steps should be conducted in the Boolean
ring of jP j  jP j bit-matrices, and that they can be performed using an ecient sub-cubic algorithm such as Strassen's algorithm Strassen, 1969]. The
correctness of this claim is considered below.

7.2 Rings, Quasi-Rings and Semi-Rings
There are actually two closely related Boolean algebras with two operations each (roughly speaking, candidates for ring-hood). They are BXOR
= hf0 1g XOR AND 0 1i, where corresponds to XOR, and BOR =
hf0 1g OR AND 0 1i, where corresponds to OR. In order to see how
these dier in practice, we need to dene some basic structures:

De nition 7.2. A monoid is a structure hP  ei such that:
 P is a set closed under ,
  is an associative binary operator on P , and
 e 2 P is an identity for .
De nition 7.3. A quasi-ring is a structure hP ! 0 1i, such that:
 hP 0i is a monoid,
 hP ! 1i is a monoid,
 0 is an annihilator of !: a ! 0 = 0 for all a 2 P ,
 is commutative, and
 ! distributes over : a ! (b c) = (a ! b) (a ! c) and (b c) ! a =
(b ! a) (c ! a), for all a b c 2 P .
De nition 7.4. A ring is a quasi-ring with an additive inverse, i.e., for all
a 2 P , there exists b 2 P such that a b = b a = 0.
If P is a quasi-ring, then multiplication of matrices is well-dened and has
certain nice properties, such as associativity and the existence of an identity
(in fact, it is also a quasi-ring).
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De nition 7.5. Given a quasi-ring, Q =hP ! 0 1i, an m  n matrix, A,
over Q, and an n  p matrix, B , over Q, then A  B (matrix multiplication)
is the m  p matrix, C , over Q such that:
cij =

n
M
k=1

aik ! bkj :

BXOR and BOR are both Boolean quasi-rings.
BXOR is also a Boolean ring but BOR is not. BOR is a closed Boolean
semi-ring, however, which, among other properties, means that OR is idempotent, i.e., that 1 1 = 1. This is vital for ensuring that matrix multiplication can compute a transitive closure, since transitively closed subsumption
should not be \turned o" by immediate subsumption chains on more than
one subtyping branch. As a result, we need idempotence in the underlying
Boolean quasi-ring. XOR is not idempotent so the Boolean ring is not the
correct structure to use.
In addition, Strassen's algorithm can only compute matrix multiplication
over true rings | not over all quasi-rings or closed semi-rings | because it
requires the existence of an additive inverse so Strassen's algorithm will not
work with BOR .
We could embed matrices over the Boolean quasi-ring, BOR, into a proper
ring, and nd some way of restoring the result in the original structure.
Such an embedding can be found in the integers, for example, as shown in
Figure 7.4. This would allow us to use Strassen's algorithm. Presumably,
Z ;! Z n
0
 "
# 0x 7!
7! 1 o:w:
BOR BOR
Figure 7.4: An embedding of BOR into Z for ring multiplication.
this is what systems that purport to use either the naive encoding or its rst
renement in A!t-Kaci et al., 1989 have actually been doing.
Even then, Strassen's algorithm belongs to a class of sub-cubic matrix
multiplication algorithms that are only well-suited to multiplying very large,
very dense matrices. While subsumption matrices can be very large, they
are never very dense. Because they encode a partial order (or some approximation of its transitive closure), for every non-diagonal 1, corresponding to
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p v q, for p 6= q, there is a non-diagonal 0, corresponding to q 6v p. As a
result, no more than (jP j2 + jP j)=2 positions are non-zero. So even if we use
the above embedding to rescue Boolean ring-hood, Strassen's algorithm is
still the wrong algorithm for the job. Either Warshall's classical algorithm
should be used,1 or specialized sparse matrix multiplication algorithms could
be applied, most of which only require an underlying quasi-ring.
Warshall's algorithm and Floyd's extension of it to the all-pairs-shortestpath problem are both instances of a general dynamic programming algorithm on closed semi-rings Aho et al., 1974]. A!t-Kaci et al. 1989] also
present a non-standard algorithm for transitive closure by way of introducing their rst renement that (apparently unwittingly) uses BOR rather than
the Boolean ring. To the present author's knowledge, the fastest known
general multiplication algorithm for matrices over quasi-rings is still O(n3).
By contrast, nearly every algorithm in the class of sub-cubic algorithms to
which Strassen's algorithm belongs requires an underlying ring. The only exception of which the present author is aware is Shamir's randomized Boolean
matrix multiplication algorithm Cormen et al., 1990], which can conduct
multiplications for matrices over BOR using matrices over BXOR with a probability of at least 1 ; 1=nk for any constant k > 0 in O(nlg7lgn) time. The
price, of course, is the small chance of error. The fastest known \sure-re"
multiplication algorithm for matrices over proper rings is O(n2:376) Coppersmith and Winograd, 1990].
On the other hand, the rows and columns of H and S can be sorted so
that they are upper-triangular sparse matrices. In particular, it can be shown
Aho et al., 1974] that within any closed semi-ring, the transitive closure of
an upper-triangular matrix is:


A B
0 C



   
= A0 A CBC


for any square sub-matrix, A. Using the right-hand side to compute the
transitive closure cuts the number of required arithmetic operations as a
function of the dimension of A, although it has the same asymptotic complexity. First-order calculus shows that this cut attains a maximum of 75%,
i.e., the computation takes 25% of the time required by the left-hand side,
Warshall 1962] claims his algorithm increases \slightly faster" than quadratically but
it is known to be tightly bounded at cubic. Although there is no discussion of the choice
of algebra, it also uses BOR .
1
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when the dimension of A is half of that of the overall matrix. A compatible
sparse matrix representation may further reduce that number.
A preliminary evaluation, shown in Table 7.1, suggests that these observations can improve compilation times on large signatures by a factor of
800 or more over naive transitive closure algorithms and by up to a factor of 5000 over closure by optimized matrix multiplication algorithms such
as Strassen's algorithm. The table shows results on two type hierarchies,
one with 162 types from the \naive HPSG" grammar distributed with the
ALE system, and one with 2763 from the LinGO project at Stanford University LinGO, 1999]. All measurements are in seconds, and were made on
HPSG(162)
LinGO(2763)
Strassen
41.45 sec.
huge
Strassen-32
1.21
10370.50
Strassen-64
1.07
7856.65
Naive-Z
0.35
5099.38
Naive-BOR
0.15
4368.01
Warshall
0.12
1667.37
Naive-Z*
0.08
1126.75
Naive-BOR*
0.03
707.68
Sparse-Z
<0.01
9.70
Sparse-BOR
<0.01
8.31
Sparse-BOR*
???
???
Table 7.1: Preliminary comparison of transitive closure algorithms on two
type hierarchies.
a dual-450-MHz Pentium II with 1 GB of RAM running Redhat Linux 2.2.
Strassen-32 (Strassen-64) is the version of Strassen's algorithm that switches
to the naive multiplication algorithm on matrices of dimension 32 (64) or
less, which is how Strassen's algorithm is used in practice. All variations of
Strassen's algorithm are from GEMMW, the level 3 BLAS library routine
that implements the Winograd variant of Strassen's algorithm in Fortran
Douglas et al., 1994]. Warshall is a standard Prolog library routine for
Warshall's algorithm. All other programs were written in C by the present
author. The algorithms marked with asterisks use the upper-triangular decomposition for closed semi-rings mentioned above, and as can be seen, the
only non-sparse algorithms that surpass the Prolog routine are those that use
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the decomposition. The algorithm in the last entry has yet to be devised.
While its details are an open research problem, judging from the other improvements using the upper-triangular decomposition, it should be possible
to stay fairly close to the 75% reduction to achieve a performance of around
two seconds on the LinGO type hierarchy.
The rst renement for computing \compact" bit-vector codes in A!tKaci et al., 1989 is eectively a sparse, or at least sparser, matrix encoding
of S suitable for the component-wise multiplication (AND) of its rows. In
particular, The observation of A!t-Kaci et al. 1989] in their rst renement
can be restated as: every column corresponding to a meet-reducible type,
t = u u v, where u 6= t and v 6= t, can be reconstructed by componentwise multiplying the columns corresponding to u and v. Given rows i and
j , sit ! sjt is thus (siu ! siv ) ! (sju ! sjv ). If the underlying quasi-ring is
commutative, as is the case for BOR, this equals (siu ! sju) ! (siv ! sjv ),
the product of the columns for u and v in the result. So an encoding that
must preserve only component-wise multiplication of rows of S can dispense
with the columns corresponding to meet-reducible types altogether. What
remain are the meet-irreducible types, which are exactly the maximal types
and unary-branching types in the partial orders that A!t-Kaci et al. 1989]
consider.

7.3 An Extensible Quasi-Ring Construction
Now that we know that we need a quasi-ring with idempotence, we can
consider which kinds of quasi-rings would be most convenient. The Boolean
quasi-ring, BOR , suces for processing with simple type hierarchies, but since
we are interested in totally well-typed feature structures, appropriateness
conditions should also be taken into account. Only the correlates of the
naive encoding of A!t-Kaci et al. 1989] will be explicitly considered here |
similar improvements for compactness and speed can be made on these as
well.
Our type hierarchies are (for now, nite) meet semi-lattices. Requiring type hierarchies to be nite meet semi-lattices eectively eliminates a
potential source of disjunction inherent to unication in general partial orders. Bit-vector encodings capture disjunctions of types for free (as the OR
of the disjuncts), but in more restricted feature logics such as ours, those
disjunctions may make it dicult to articulate appropriateness conditions,
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and practically speaking, delay their enforcement, which exists to prune illformed structures. The reason for this is that individual disjuncts may have
dierent types and therefore dierent appropriateness conditions | dierent
appropriate features, for example. Instead of simply disjoining the types, the
appropriateness conditions common to all of the disjuncts should be factored
out, eectively creating a new meet in the type hierarchy, in a manner similar
to that discussed in Chapter 2, section 2.1.8.
We can think of 0 and 1 in BOR as constituting a very small type hierarchy,
as shown in Figure 7.5. If > corresponds to 1, and ?, to 0, then unication

Figure 7.5: The Boolean type hierarchy.
in this hierarchy corresponds to Boolean OR. We can also write this as in
Figure 7.6, in which the trivial type hierarchy, consisting of just ?, has been

Figure 7.6: The trivial type hierarchy lifted to produce the Boolean hierarchy.
bottom-lifted to add a new bottom, ?. In fact, we can do this to any type
hierarchy. Because bottom-lifting preserves meet-semi-latticehood, we can
trivially extend t to any P f?g where P is a nite meet semi-lattice. Now,
we need something to correspond to AND:
if a = ? or b = ?
atb= ?
a t b otherwise
De nition 7.6. Let hP vi be a nite type hierarchy. Then Q(P ) = hP 
f?g t t ? ?i, is the quasi-ring induced by P .
Notice that we can dene this for all P , not just the trivial type hierarchy, because in all type hierarchies in Carpenter, 1992, t, and therefore
its extension to P  f?g and to t, are total functions, and there is a least
element. As can easily be veried:
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Figure 7.7: The quasi-ring constructed from Figure 7.1.

Proposition 7.1. For all nite type hierarchies P with a greatest element,

Q(P ) is a quasi-ring.
The existence of a greatest element ensures that t and t are closed in
P f?g. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the greatest element,
>, does not explicitly appear in P , and that it does not occur anywhere else
in the signature, e.g., in appropriateness conditions. > can be smashed onto
any such P , and is typically implemented as type unication failure in the
original signature. Figure 7.7 shows the type hierarchy in Figure 7.1 ?-lifted
and >-smashed to form its quasi-ring.
The benet of using Q(P ) is that it allows us to generalize to other
computations on signatures that require matrices with types in them rather
than just 0s and 1s. The subsumption matrix of P can still be constructed
using ? and ? in place of 0 and 1, respectively. The next section presents a
way of looking at all of the other closure operations and sanity checks that
must hold of valid subsumption and appropriateness specications in terms
of matrices and vectors over this quasi-ring construction.

7.4 Compiling Type and Appropriateness
Restrictions
7.4.1 Subtyping Cycles

The rst two checks we need to make still use only ? and ?, i.e., the former
0 and 1. Unication (t) over all of Q(P ) is not necessarily well-dened until
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we can guarantee that P is a meet semi-lattice.
We rst need a way of checking that a subsumption specication we are
given is legitimate. We can assume that we are given a candidate type hierarchy in the form of its base subsumption matrix, H . We then reexively and
transitively close H as described above, to obtain its subsumption matrix,
S . The rst check we need to make is that P is a partial order, by checking
for anti-symmetry.
Proposition 7.2. P is not a partial order i there exist 1  i j  jP j, i 6= j
such that Sij = Sji = ? (the 1 element).
An easier way to check this is to carry out the construction of S by
embedding H as a matrix H in Z , as in Figure 7.4, and building its transitive
closure, S. The embedding method described above can still be used because
H and S still contain only ? and ?.
Proposition 7.3. P is not a partial order i for any 1  i  jP j, Sii > 1.
Proof. A diagonal entry of greater than 1 indicates that that entry could
have been set to 1 without an explicit reexive closure by transitively closing
over a pre-order with a symmetry.
Once we have S , it is easy to express which types are consistent:
De nition 7.7. The join matrix of P is J = S  S T , where S T is the transpose of S .
Proposition 7.4. ti and tj are consistent i Jij = ?.
Note that J is always symmetric, i.e., Jij = Jji for all i,j .

7.4.2 Meet Semi-latticehood

We can check for meet-semi-latticehood by exploiting the alternative denition of meet semi-lattices in the nite case and using the rows of S as codes
of types in P , in the manner of A!t-Kaci et al. 1989]:
Proposition 7.5. Let t~ be the component-wise application of t to two vectors of elements from Q(P ). A partial order P is a nite meet semi-lattice i
for all 1  i j  jP j, if Jij = ? then there exists a (unique) 1  join (i j ) 
jP j such that Sit~ Sj = Sjoin (ij).
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If two types are consistent, then their codes intersect to produce the code
of another type. If P is not a nite meet semi-lattice, then the unication
of some codes will be the disjunction of two or more other codes, which will
not be found as a single row in S .
Along the way to verifying this, we can build the unication table for P :
De nition 7.8. The unication table of P , U , is the join matrix of P , with
each ? replaced by >, and each ? replaced by tjoin (ij) .
Proposition 7.6. For all 1  i j  jP j, Uij = ti t tj .
That Sk in Proposition 7.5 corresponds to the unication of Si and Sj
follows from the correctness of the method of A!t-Kaci et al. 1989], proven
in their paper.

7.4.3 Feature Introduction

The denition of appropriateness is repeated here for convenience:
De nition 7.9. Given a type hierarchy, hT vi, and a nite set of features,
Feat, an appropriateness specication is a partial function, Approp : Feat 
T ;! T such that, for every f 2 Feat:
 (Feature Introduction) there is a type Intro (f) 2 T such that:
{ Approp (f Intro (f))#, and
{ for every t 2 T , if Approp (f t)#, then Intro (f) v t, and
 (Upward Closure / Right Monotonicity) if Approp (f s)# and
s v t, then Approp (f t)# and Approp (f s) v Approp (f t).
As mentioned above, we only expect signature specications to specify appropriateness only by declaring (1) where a feature is introduced, along with
its value restriction and (2) where a feature's value restriction cannot be
inferred to be the least type that satises Upward Closure and/or Right
Monotonicity given its value restriction on supertypes. Figure 7.8, for example, is Figure 7.1 with appropriateness declarations added. f is appropriate
to a, for example, with value restriction, ?. Because f is appropriate to a,
it is also appropriate to b, c and e, although b renes the value restriction
to c. b has two appropriate features because it also introduces g. e has two
appropriate features by Upward Closure because h was introduced at d.
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e

b

F: c
G:

a F:

c
d

H: b

Figure 7.8: An example type signature.
F G H

? ? ? ?
a ? ? ?
b c ? ?
c ? ? ?
d ? ? b
e ? ? ?

Figure 7.9: The value declaration matrix of Figure 7.8.
In order to enforce this view of appropriateness conditions on P , we can
build a matrix over Q(P ) for these declarations:
De nition 7.10. Given a nite set of types, P , a set of features, F , and
a set of appropriateness declarations D  F  P  P , where D is a partial
function, the value declaration matrix for D over F and P is a jP j  jF j
matrix, V , over Q(P ), in which Vij = u, if there exists a u 2 P such that
(fj ti u) 2 D, and Vij = ? if there is no such u.
The uniqueness of u, when it exists, is guaranteed by the fact that D
is a partial function. The value declaration matrix for Figure 7.8 is shown
in Figure 7.9. The entry for type d, feature h is b because h is declared as
appropriate to d with its value restricted to b.
Notice that ? is being used here as a place-holder for pairs of type, t and
feature, f, for which f is not appropriate to t. We use ? rather than > so
that feature introduction (with a value restriction of ? or greater) still respects Right Monotonicity. This trick has applications outside type signature
compilation to any task that requires a uniform view of type-feature pairs
or accessible feature paths while still respecting appropriateness conditions
with respect to unication, since all features are eectively appropriate to all
types, albeit sometimes with ? as the value.
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F G H

? ? ? ?
a ? ? ?
b c ? ?
c ? ? ?
d ? ? b
e ? ? b
Figure 7.10: The value restriction matrix of Figure 7.8.

De nition 7.11. The value restriction matrix of P is R = S T  V .

Pre-multiplying V by the transpose of S closes the appropriateness declarations under subsumption. Vij is thus something other than ? i feature
j is appropriate to type i. The value restriction matrix of Figure 7.8 is shown
in Figure 7.10. Notice that the entry for type e, feature h is also b because
e inherits h from d. Using the value restriction matrix, we can then express
the condition on unique feature introduction:
De nition 7.12.  : P  f?g ! f? ?g is the characteristic function for
P , such that:
if t 2 P ,
(t) = ?
? if t = ?

Proposition 7.7. R satises the feature introduction restriction i for all

i, there exists an intro (i), such that ~(RiT ) = Sintro (i) .
 projects the elements of Q(P ) back onto the trivial quasi-ring, according to whether they belong to P . Feature introduction is satised i, after
component-wise projection, every column of R is the same as some row of S .
Rows of S encode types as the upward closed sets that they subsume. The
columns of R have non-? values for the types to which a feature, f, is appropriate and we know that that set is upward-closed, having left-multiplied
by S T . If that set is one of the rows of S , then that row corresponds to a
minimal type, which is Intro(f).
Along the way, we can also nd those introducing types:
De nition 7.13. The introduction matrix, I , of P is a jP j  jF j matrix in
which:

Iji =

Vji if j = intro (i),

? elsewhere
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F G H

? ?
a ?
b ?
c ?
d ?
e ?

?
?
?
?
?
?

?
?
?
?
b

?

Figure 7.11: The introduction matrix of Figure 7.8.
d
b F:

c
h
f
F: g
a F:
f g

Figure 7.12: A type signature with consistent value restrictions.
The introduction matrix for Figure 7.8 is given in Figure 7.11. The entry
for type b, feature f is ? because, although b places a non-inferrable value
restriction on f, it does not introduce f.

7.4.4 Value Restriction Consistency

Because of Right Monotonicity, join-reducible types can not only multiply
inherit features, but also inherit value restrictions on the same feature from
two or more dierent branches and these must be consistent. Figure 7.12
shows an example of this. Right Monotonicity from b and c requires f to
be appropriate to d with a value of both f and g. In Figure 7.12, this is
consistent | the value of f at d must be of type h. Without h, it would
not be consistent. We can use value restriction matrices to express this
consistency check as well.
Proposition 7.8. The value restrictions of P are consistent i there is no
i,j for which Rij = >.
> corresponds to inconsistency in the original signature.
The value declaration matrix for Figure 7.12 is given in Figure 7.13. The
value restriction matrix of Figure 7.12 is given in Figure 7.14. Without h,
the entry for d would have been >.
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F

? ?
a ?

b f
c g
d ?
f ?
g ?
h ?
Figure 7.13: The value declaration matrix of Figure 7.12.

F

? ?
a ?

b f
c g
d h
f ?
g ?
h ?
Figure 7.14: The value restriction matrix of Figure 7.12.
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? a b c d f g h

? 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

a 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
b 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
c 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
d 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
f 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
g 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
h 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Figure 7.15: The convolution of Figure 7.14.

7.4.5 Appropriateness Cycles

As seen in Chapter 4, it is also often useful to require that all types have
a nite most general satiser, a nite least informative feature structure of
that type that respects appropriateness conditions. This means that appropriateness conditions may not conspire so as to require a feature structure of
type t to have a proper substructure of type either t or a subtype of t.This
kind of appropriateness cycle can very naturally be articulated using R.
De nition 7.14. The convolution matrix, C , of R is a jP j  jP j matrix
over Q(P ) such that Cij = ? if there exists a k such that Rik = tj , and
Cij = ? otherwise.
Proposition 7.9. P has an appropriateness cycle i there exists an i such
that Cii = ?, where C  is the (non-reexive) transitive closure of C .
Cij = ? means that type tj is accessible as a substructure by some
feature from structures of type ti . By transitively closing C , we extend
that accessibility to nite paths of features, and so can detect whether ti
is accessible from ti. Because we convoluted C from R, which was upward
closed by left-multiplication with S T , we detect accessibility to subtypes of
ti as well. The convolution of Figure 7.14 is given in Figure 7.15 (0 and 1
are used for readability). The entry for row b, column f is ?, because f is
accessible from b along the feature f. In this case, the transitive closure of
C is the same as C itself, because all types that occur as value restrictions
of features are atomic, i.e., they have no features of their own.
In practice, this transitive closure can also be computed directly from R,
without explicitly constructing C .
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7.4.6 Join Preservation Condition

It can also be useful to check whether the join preservation condition is
observed. This guarantees that a signature is statically typable, and, as seen
in Chapter 6, can guarantee the existence of certain term encodings.
The (revised) denition of join preservation is repeated here.
De nition 7.15. An appropriateness specication is said to preserve joins
i, for all features f 2 Feat, for all types s t such that s t t#:
8
Approp (f s) t Approp (f t) if Approp (f s)# and
>
>
>
>
Approp (f t)#
>
>
< Approp (f s)
if only Approp (f s)#
Approp (f s t t) = > Approp (f t)
if only Approp (f t)#
>
>
>
undened
or
>
>
otherwise
: Approp (f Intro (f))

Proposition 7.10. hP v F Ai satises the join preservation condition i
for all i j for which Jij = ?, and Uij = tk , Ri t~ Rj t~ (S T I )k = Rk .
Viewed in terms of R, join preservation is a linear dependence condition
among consistent types | recall that in Q(P ), t corresponds to the additive
operator. In a join-preserving signature, joins cannot add new information to
the system, apart from introducing new features with the value restrictions
of their introducer.

7.5 Summary
This chapter presented a new closed-semi-ring construction over which all
type and feature restrictions inherent to signature specications can be computed and enforced. Along the way, the mathematical foundations of closure
computations based on matrix multiplication have been claried, as have the
consequences of those foundations on the choice of algorithms for eciently
computing those closures. The induced closed-semi-ring construction also
has applicability for handling computations in feature logics for which it is
not the case that all features necessarily occur on all types, as it provides
a uniform set of feature paths up to any nitely bounded length, that can
be used for transparent classication or for indexing feature structures with
appropriateness, for example.
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The new construction can also serve as the basis for eciently precompiling type signature information. What is needed now is the development
of ecient sparse matrix multiplication methods that are particularly wellsuited to specications of partial orders or upward closed relations on partial
orders, particularly one that allows for the ecient upper-triangular decomposition of matrices given in Section 7.2 for the case of computing subsumption matrices.

Chapter 8
Practical Prolog Term
Encoding of Typed Feature
Structures
In Chapter 6, it was observed that total well-typing plus unique feature introduction allows us to encode typed feature structures as Prolog terms. The
encoding given there was just a proof of existence, and certainly could not
be construed as a practical way of computing with typed feature structures
because of the potentially large term sizes, i.e., arities, involved. Both the
classical and generalized term encodings called for arities on the order of the
number of types plus the number of features.
Appropriateness also allows us to encode typed feature structures as Prolog terms more eciently. As described in Chapter 6, arity incrementation
and subtyping are the two major dierences between typed feature structures
and Prolog terms. They are also the two major sources of complexity when
encoding typed feature structures as Prolog terms. This chapter presents
a collection of methods to address both sources by reducing the former to
a graph coloring problem, and by presenting for the latter what is, to the
author's knowledge, the rst method for nding an optimal at rst-orderterm encoding of any nite meet semi-lattice of types, and an approximate
solution that can be derived in cubic time in the number of types from a
transitively closed adjacency representation of the semi-lattice. These are
presented in Sections 8.2 and 8.1, respectively. An empirical comparison of
these to previous work as well as other encodings that are available using
the extra functionality provided by the library(atts) library of SICStus
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Prolog is also presented.
On a practical level, the value of Prolog term encoding stems from the
value of using Prolog itself. Most systems based on typed feature structures
rely on a few standard means of search in order to solve problems in natural
language processing | some subset of Prolog-like SLD resolution, parsing
and content-driven generation. All of these have been extensively investigated within Prolog and, in the case of SLD resolution, current commercial
implementations of Prolog have beneted from a sixteen year history of optimizations to Warren Abstract Machine (WAM) compilers A!t-Kaci, 1991],
the standard for Prolog compilation. There have been a few very WAM-like
abstract machines proposed directly for typed feature structures, e.g., by
Wintner 1997], Wintner and Francez 1994] and Carpenter and Qu 1995],
implemented as described by Makino et al. 1998]. These inevitably rely on a
recapitulation of that history for their own optimization. With the arguable
exception of the term unication operation itself, any additional innovations
made in the course of their development are probably better applied to (Prolog) WAM optimization, given the nearly identical requirements of the two
communities and research programs. Adhering to an implementation based
on Prolog term encodings also provides immediate access to the extended
functionality that commercial Prologs provide, including constraint solving
and constraint logic programming. These are in great demand in all areas
of knowledge representation, including computational linguistics. If it could
be achieved and achieved eciently enough, clearly a Prolog-term-encodingbased implementation would be preferable, simply from the perspective of
rapid development and ecient reuse of previous research.
The empirical results presented in this chapter suggest that the widely
presumed futility of this endeavor is not at all beyond question. Relative
to the small number of realistic, large-scale grammars currently available
to the author, a Prolog-term-encoding-based implementation of a logic programming language over typed feature structures has performed remarkably
well in comparison not only to the previous generation of non-term-encodingbased Prolog meta-interpreters but even to the fastest of the current implementations based on customized abstract machines for feature structures. It
stands to reason, of course, that customized abstract machines must be capable of better performance in the limit, given a suciently large supply of
political, nancial and human resources. With such application-oriented research, however, the question really is not how much better it is, but whether
it was already good enough, and whether what remains to be achieved con-
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stitutes a relevant research problem. The admittedly contentious tenet of
the discussion in Section 8.3 is that the theoretically interesting problem of
nding ecient heuristics for near-optimal at term encodings and better
non-at term encodings overall is more worthwhile at this stage.
The approach to arity incrementation presented here, however, would be
equally useful to custom-abstract-machine-based approaches and the present
approach to subtyping essentially brings Prolog-based implementations in
line with the bit-vector encodings for type unication used in many abstract
machines stemming from the inuential paper A!t-Kaci et al., 1989] on that
subject.

8.1 Subtyping
To date, only two other systems have attempted to use Prolog encodings
of typed feature structures. The algorithm used in both produces treeencodings, as discussed in Section 6.1.1, and was actually designed Mellish,
1988] as a general encoding algorithm for systemic networks. All systemic
networks are tree-encodable because the \multiple inheritance" that they
eectively provide is always a full product of two or more sub-networks.
ProFIT Erbach, 1994, 1995, 1996] rst adapted this encoding to a very restricted subset of nite type hierarchies expressed in a more traditional ISAlink form. The ALEP system Simpkins and Groenendijk, 1994] essentially
carried over the same encoding for its typed-feature-structure-like records
from ProFIT.
Mellish's 1988] encoding exploits the restricted inheritance provided by
systemic networks to tree-encode them, and therefore cannot handle all nite BCPOs. ProFIT dealt with this limitation simply by restricting its
multiple inheritance to exclude all of the counter-examples. The result is
multi-dimensional inheritance, which was introduced in Section 4.1.1. Mellish's encoding works for all type hierarchies dened by multi-dimensional
inheritance.
The development of at-term encodings pursued here attempts to improve on tree encodings in terms of both coverage and speed. With regard
to coverage, it has already been observed that at-term encodings can handle arbitrary nite BCPOs (Section 6.1.2). With regard to speed, there is
also some reason to suspect that at-term encodings might be superior to
tree-term encodings. Flat-term encodings, of course, are at, i.e., their sub-
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structures are all reachable from the root by a path of length at most 1.
Because rst-order terms are of xed arities, unication of a variable with
a at term can be compiled into a primitive recursive loop that compilers
can statically unwind. Unication of nested compound terms, however, typically involves some amount of pointer chasing on the heap before the actual
addresses can be passed to the unier.
Thus, with all other things being equal, \broader beats deeper," i.e., two
at terms with n arguments can be unied more quickly than two terms of
arity one, with subterms nested n levels deep. All other things are not equal,
of course. In particular, tree encodings allow for smaller encodings of more
general types, i.e., types that are closer to the root of the \tree." A tree
encoding of a nite type hierarchy has terms whose depths are bounded by
the maximum length of any subtype chain in the hierarchy, although with
(limited) multiple or multi-dimensional inheritance, more than one path of
that depth may be created and in the case of true multiple inheritance
(in the cases where the encoding works), some duplication of structure may
be necessary at the ends of the paths. Flat-term encodings do not require
redundant structure, but, in the best case, have arities equal to the length
of the maximum subtype chain in the hierarchy | multiple inheritance can
force it to be wider. As a result, in cases where both are applicable, it is a
strictly empirical question as to whether the speed-up from atness outweighs
the fact that very general types in a tree encoding have smaller term sizes.
Colmerauer's method, introduced in Section 6.1.2, is a at-term encoding.
In the context of its original usage, namely systemic networks, the number
of possible assignments of properties is, in the worst case, exponential in the
number of properties in the systemic network, as is thus the arity. As a
result, this method is not practical for encoding systemic networks | it can
yield terms with exponentially large arities.
Fall 1996, p. 94] observed that Colmerauer's method could be used for
unication-preserving encodings of arbitrary nite ordered sets, but mistakenly assumed that the method yielded exponential-sized terms for that task
as well. It is exponential for systemic networks because systemic networks
can, in some cases, provide exponentially compact encodings of possible assignments. For the case of an enumerated set of assignments, the method
yields linear-sized terms. Colmerauer, in fact, had originally used his method
for computing arbitrary set intersections. ProFIT used this encoding in the
same spirit for nite domains, essentially distinguished at nite type hierarchies with no appropriate features, but not for its type hierarchies. We
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noun

adj
nom

acc plus

case

minus

bool

CASE: case

subst
head

PRD: bool
MOD: bool

Figure 8.1: A sample tree-encodable type signature.
lax&central lax&centering central&centering
lax

central

centering

Figure 8.2: A type hierarchy with no tree encoding.
now consider a method that makes optimal use of Colmerauer's method with
meet semi-lattices, a sub-case of ordered sets.

8.1.1 Modules
The rst observation we can make is that meet semi-lattices can be decomposed into modules, pieces whose types can never unify:

De nition 8.1. Given a nite type hierarchy, hP vi, the set of modules of
hP vi is the nest partition of P nf?g, M1 : : : Mm , such that:
1. each Mi is upward-closed (w.r.t subsumption), and
2. if ti and tj are uniable, then they belong to the same module

Figure 8.1, for example, has three modules, one each rooted at case, bool, and
head. In general, a module might not have a unique least type. Figure 8.2 has
one module, for example. Modularizing in this fashion can be performed as
the rst step to any encoding strategy, because the modules can be encoded
separately. The denition of module above can be generalized in order to
develop hybrid tree-based / at-term-based encodings as well, although this
will not be considered further here.
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8.1.2 Method 1: Colmerauer's method for meet semilattices

Without loss of generality, we can now consider only nite type hierarchies
that have one module with no least type. As in a tree encoding, ? can be
represented by a Prolog variable and if there is a least type in a module, then
it can be represented by a term with a unique variable in every argument,
i.e., the most general term of that functor and arity.

Proposition 8.1. The meet irreducible types of a nite type hierarchy are

precisely the maximally specic types and the types with one immediate subtype.

Proposition 8.2. Every nite type hierarchy has a at-term encoding with
an arity equal to the number of meet irreducible types plus 1.

Proof. Use Colmerauer's method on the set of meet irreducible types.1 Every
type in the meet semi-lattice can be represented by the set of meet irreducible
types that it subsumes. Maximally specic types only unify with themselves.
All other types can then be characterized by the maximally specic types that
they subsume except the types with one immediate subtype, which would be
characterized by the same maximally specic subtypes as that immediate
subtype. Those types are meet irreducible as well, however, and so are
distinguished by their own occurrence in the representation.

One of the algorithms in A!t-Kaci et al., 1989 achieves essentially the
same encoding, but for bit vectors. Finding the set of meet irreducible types
takes at most cubic time | the time it takes to test all u and v for meets
given a transitively closed adjacency representation of subsumption.
This method yields an optimal encoding in the sense that no encoding
that uses Colmerauer's method can result in terms with a smaller arity than
the number of meet irreducible types plus 1 Fall, 1996]. Arity is the relevant
measure since extra argument constants in the encoding come comparatively
cheaply, and multiple occurrences of individual variables do not make unication slower. In general, however, this method does not yield an optimal
at-term encoding overall. Figure 8.3 shows a binary tree module, which has
no join reducible types. No binary trees have types with only one immediate
The reader may also recall the discussion at the end of Section 7.2 in this context. An
appeal is made there to the same reasoning, but in the context of bit-vector encodings.
1
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d

e

f

g
c

b

a(b,d)

a(b,e) a(c,f)

a(b,_)

a

a(c,g)

a(c,_)
a(_,_)

Figure 8.3: A binary tree and its optimal at-term encoding.
subtype, so the number of meet irreducible elements is the number of maximally specic types, or half the total number of types. It can be proven,
however, that the at-term encoding of smallest arity for a binary tree, in
fact for any module without join reducible types, is equal to the length of
its longest subtype chain, which for binary trees, is equal to the logarithm of
the total number of types. That encoding is shown in Figure 8.3.
What is the smallest arity required for arbitrary meet semi-lattices?

8.1.3 Method 2: Parametrized Search for an Optimal
Encoding

A at-term encoding is constructed from a choice of functor for the term
(which is irrelevant, provided every module has one unique functor), a choice
of arity of the term, and a choice of constants to instantiate some of the
arguments of the term.
The set of rst-order terms can be characterized as a meet semi-lattice
in its own right, called the lattice of Generalized Atomic Formulae (GAF ,
Reynolds, 1970). We only need the sublattice of at terms, GAF1 and for a
given module, only those at terms of the same principal functor (which can
remain implicit) and arity, a, with argument constants, 0 through some k,
GAF1ak . This is nite. Subsumption in this sublattice should be familiar to
anyone who has used Prolog | in GAF121 , for example f ( ) is the most general term, f ( 1) vGAF f (0 1) and f (1 1), f (1 ) vGAF f (1 0) and f (1 1),
and the term with the same variable in both positions, f (X X ), subsumes
terms with the same constant in those positions, i.e., f (0 0) and f (1 1).2
The fact that every nite meet semi-lattice has a Colmerauer-style encoding means that our choice of arity in a at-term encoding never needs to be
greater than the number of meet irreducible types of a module plus 1. There
are other constraints on arity that can be proven as well:
2 We will not consider terms f (X Y ) with X =
6 Y , although Prologs with inequations
would allow us to use these in encodings as well.
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De nition 8.2. Given nite type hierarchy, hP vi and type t 2 P , the

information level of t, P (t), is the length of the longest subtype chain from
? to t.
This is exactly the same function dened as path length earlier (Denition 2.8), where it was used to guide inductive proofs on well-founded type
hierarchies. Here, more attention will be paid to its actual value relative to
other types in the same hierarchy.
We can implicitly order our types into a sequence ti , such that if i < j
then P (ti )  P (tj ), with ? as t1 . This is equivalent to topologically sorting
the type hierarchy as a directed acyclic graph. We can also extend  to
at-term encodings, thinking of them as meet semi-lattices, GAF1ak .
Proposition 8.3. Let P be a at-term encoding of P and t be the term
corresponding to t 2 P in P . Then:
1. For any t, P (t) P (t).
2. If t1 tt2 = t3 , then P (t3 ) = P (t1)+P (t2);P (t1 ut2 )  P (t1 )+P (t2 ).
3. For any t, its supertype branching factor  (t)  2P (t) ; 1.
The arity of the terms in a module's encoding must be constant, so (1)
implies that that the arity of the term encoding must be at least as large
as the length of the longest subtype chain in P , since the type at the end
of that chain must be encoded by a term of at least that arity. This lower
bound can always be attained if there are no join reducible types simply by
using a tree encoding. (2) says that the -value of the result of unication
in a unication-preserving encoding cannot exceed the sum of its operands'
-values | since we are not requiring our encodings to be meet-preserving,
we might not know the value of P (t1 u t2). This means that a join reducible
type can, in general, force an encoding to have greater arity to allow for
higher -values of its two supertypes so that there will be enough \room" for
their join. (3) essentially documents the same eect as a result of the bound
on the number of terms that can possibly subsume a Prolog term of a given
arity. Not every Prolog term can attain that bound, however | only those
that have the same constant in every position, e.g., f (1 1 : : : 1).
The practical consequence of (1) is that in Figure 8.4, as the parameter
d increases, the size of the encoding must increase linearly. The practical
consequence of (3) is that in Figure 8.5, as the parameter x increases, the
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Figure 8.4: A type hierarchy whose at term encoding grows linearly with d.
t0
t1 t2 : : : tx

?

Figure 8.5: A type hierarchy whose at term encoding grows logarithmically
with x.
size of the encoding must increase logarithmically.
The choice of constants for instantiation of arguments is also bounded as
a function of arity:

Proposition 8.4. In a nite type hierarchy, P , if there is a at-term en-

coding of arity a, there is a at-term encoding of arity a that uses no more
than a  max (P ) constants, where max (P ) is the number of maximally specic
types in P .

Proof. Because at-term encodings preserve unication, they also preserve
subsumption, so a constant used in any term is reected in the same argument
position of the encoding of some maximally specic type. There are a 
max (P ) such positions. Of course, a Colmerauer-style encoding only uses
two constants, 0 and 1.

The net result of these constraints is that there is a nite space of parameters | arity and number of constants | through which we can search
for an optimal encoding, provided that we have a uniform representation of
encodings through which to search. That representation can be achieved by
looking at the subsumption matrices of the algebras we are trying to encode, as seen in Chapter 7, and relating it to the Prolog terms eligible to
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Figure 8.6:
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1
1
1
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1
1
0
0 0 1 0
1
0
1
0 0 0 1
0
1
1
0 0 0 0
1
0
0
0 0 0 0
0
1
0
0 0 0 0
0
0
1
The subsumption matrix for Figure 8.2.

participate in our encodings. A subsumption matrix uniquely characterizes
a nite meet semi-lattice's behavior with respect to unication, since joins
are completely determined by subsumption. In fact, as observed by A!t-Kaci
et al. 1989], each ith row can be used as an encoding of the type ti, with
unication corresponding to component-wise AND. The subsumption matrix
of Figure 8.2 is shown in Figure 8.6.
For a xed a and k, GAF1ak has a xed subsumption matrix. With this
view of nite meet semi-lattices, nding a at-term encoding of one with
a subsumption matrix S amounts to nding the right rows and columns
of a GAF lattice that will behave like S . In the following, it is assumed
that both are top-smashed, to give a logical point of reference to failure,
as in Chapter 7, and that the rows and columns of subsumption matrices
are topologically sorted (as is standard, so that the matrices will appear in
upper-triangular form):

Proposition 8.5. Every at-term encoding of a nite type hierarchy with

subsumption matrix, S , uniquely corresponds to a selection matrix, X , such
that:
1. X  GAF1ak  X T = S , for some arity, a, some maximum constant, k,
and
2. XjS jjGAF1a k j = 1.

An optimal at-term encoding is one with the least arity a for which such an
X exists.
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The fact that we are using selection matrices | matrices with exactly one
1 in any row and no more than one 1 in any column, means that we satisfy the
injectivity condition of Mellish 1991] (see Section 6.1.1, this dissertation).
The rst condition given here means that it satises Mellish's homomorphism
condition | the terms corresponding to the rows and columns in GAF1ak
preserve unication because they have the same subsumption matrix. The
second condition is necessary to ensure Mellish's zero-preservation condition
| since > is last in the topological ordering, it means that >, or failure, in
one domain corresponds to failure in the other. We want Prolog unication
to fail when unication in P fails.
We can thus reduce the search for an encoding to a search for a selection matrix over a nite space of parameters: arity, ranging from 0 to the
number of meet irreducible types, and number of constants, ranging from 0
to a  max (P ). S is no ordinary matrix, furthermore. If we break it into
submatrices Aij for rows of types with P = i and columns of types with
P = j , then for all i j , Aii is an identity matrix, and Aij is a zero matrix
when i < j . Due to the constraints mentioned above, we can consider the
problem, to a great extent, independently by information level when solving
for X .
The complexity of the general problem is still open, but it is quite likely
to be NP-complete. Fall 1996, pp. 78{79] proved that nding an optimal
join-incompatible partition3 of an ordered set of elements is NP-complete. He
observes that this can be used to construct a logical term encoding, in which
there are no shared variables and every term has a constant in exactly one
position. Such an encoding is not guaranteed to be zero-preserving, however,
and because it is the kind of term encoding that is being restricted (rather
than, for example, the kind of ordered set), it cannot straightforwardly be
extended to a complexity result for the general problem, even in the absence
of zero-preservation. The encoding problem without shared variables also
bears a resemblance to the problem of nding a minimal intersection graph
basis (Garey and Johnson, 1979, p. 204 Kou et al., 1978), in which bit vectors
of a certain arity are allocated to the nodes of a graph rather than vectors
(terms) of constants and variables.
In the terminology of Fall 1996], it is the optimal meet-incompatible partition problem.
3
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8.2 Features

Once we add features, we need to accommodate their values in the encoding,
including possibly circular structures, which reduce straightforwardly to circular Prolog terms. As mentioned in Chapter 6, Prolog term unication, by
denition, cannot handle non-statically typable signatures, so it only makes
sense to focus on signatures that satisfy the join preservation condition. It
is, however, possible to implement the non-statically typable ones using the
functionality of an enhanced Prolog such as SICStus Prolog's attributed variables library Holzbaur, 1990, 1992], library(atts), which allows for hooks
to unication. Attributed variables, in fact, look a great deal like untyped
feature structures with no appropriateness. A few encodings based on that
correspondence in the statically typable case are evaluated below.
Tree-based encodings can add extra arguments at subterms where features
are introduced. An example typed feature structure of type noun, from Figure 8.1, might be encoded as head(subst(noun(case(nom)),plus,plus)),
where the two plus values are for the prd and mod features introduced by
head, and case(nom), the encoding of the type nom, is for the value of case,
which is introduced by noun. The logic of Carpenter 1992] allows subtypes
to rene the value restrictions on features introduced by their supertypes,
and for feature introduction at joins. ProFIT's declaration language, multidimensional inheritance, allows for neither of these but a tree encoding is
compatible with them, in principle.
An alternative is to encode all of the feature values of a module as extra arguments at the top level of the subtype encoding. This again appeals
to the wisdom, \broader beats deeper," particularly since feature values are
themselves encoded typed feature structures. It has the additional advantage
that binding a variable to a feature value, another very common operation,
can in many cases be compiled out to a very ecient arg/3 call in Prolog
run-time code, where the tree-based encoding would require a more expensive term traversal. It also has the same empirical caveat as with subtype
encoding: that empirical domains that make reference to a large number of
typed feature structures with types more general than types that introduce
features may still perform better with the tree encoding, because they avoid
the extra unused feature positions. Tree encodings of feature structures of
types subst or head in Figure 8.1 do not need to carry an argument position
for the value of case, for example.
How many extra argument positions do we need for features in a module's
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encoding? The naive answer is the number of features introduced in that
module. It is possible to do better:

De nition 8.3. The feature graph, G(M ) of module M , is an undirected

graph whose vertices correspond to the features introduced in M , and in which
there is an edge, (F G), i F and G are appropriate to a common type in
M.

Proposition 8.6. The least number of argument positions required for the
features of M in a at encoding is the least N for which G(M ) is N -colorable.
The positions correspond to the colors. This is related to using graph coloring
for register allocation in compiler design. In Figure 8.1, the features prd,
mod, and case form a graph that is at best 3-colorable, because they are
all appropriate to the common type, noun.

8.3 Evaluation
The alternatives presented here have been evaluated on the task of tabulationbased parsing with two English grammars over corpora that were automatically generated with skeletal context-free grammars over the same lexicon.
Measurements were made on a dual-400-MHz SPARC Ultra 450 with 512
MB of RAM running the Solaris 2.6 operating system.
Except where noted, all of the encodings were implemented as modications of the Attribute Logic Engine (ALE, Carpenter and Penn, 1996).
ALE is a logic programming language based on the logic of typed feature
structures. With the exception of using typed feature structure arguments
instead of rst-order terms, its relational language is nearly identical to
Prolog. It also has a built-in bottom-up chart parser, driven by extended
feature-structure-based phrase-structure rules, which was used in the benchmarks as well. Both the ALE compiler and run-time system themselves are
written in Prolog. The ALE compiler generates Prolog code which is then
compiled further by a Prolog compiler. The ALE compiler, including the
encoding algorithms, can thus be viewed as a preprocessing step much like
the one found in the standard Prolog term-expansion mechanism. The version of Prolog used in these experiments was the SICStus Prolog 3.8.3 native
code compiler. ALE's relations are extra-logical (with negation treated as
negation-by-failure as in Prolog) so a generalized term encoding must be
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used. The most thorough, although rather biased survey of other programming languages and parsing systems based on typed feature structures can
be found in Bolc et al., 1996.
The rst comparison, on which Figure 8.7 is based, is a Head-driven
Phrase Structure grammar (HPSG) distributed with the ALE system, sometimes called \naive HPSG." It is a very straightforward, unoptimized encoding of the rst ve chapters of Pollard and Sag, 1994, and a common benchmark for logic programming with typed feature structures. It uses almost
every piece of functionality that ALE oers, and massively overgenerates
semantic representations because of Pollard's and Sag's 1994] treatment of
quantier scope, making it very easy to nd computationally intensive parses
in a test corpus.
The naive HPSG grammar has 162 types and 37 features, which decompose into a large number of small modules, each having at worst 5-colorable
feature graphs. All modules but two are free of join reducible types, which
means that they are optimally tree-encodable but the two, lists and sets,
are heavily used within the grammar. The corpus on which it was tested
consists of 64,331 sentences, of which 63,914 are grammatical, i.e., parsing
succeeds. The size of the substring tables for each sentence (a rough measure of complexity) ranges from 18 to 9,619 edges. Sentence lengths range
from 2 to 25 words, and the sentences are presented in in ascending order
by parse time using the last (and thus fastest) encoding alternative shown.
For ease of presentation, all of the results have been smoothed by a moving
average with a window of 100 sentences. The top alternative depicted is the
performance of a naive encoding of typed feature structures based on the
SICStus Prolog attributed variables library, where the type is represented as
the value of an extra feature dened on every structure. The second uses
the same library but with one attribute for every \color" of feature as described above, rather than for every feature. This takes advantage of the
high modularity of the grammar. The third uses undocumented SICStus internal predicates to manipulate those attributes directly in order to exploit
the existence of appropriateness conditions. The fourth is not a proper Prolog encoding | it uses a Prolog data structure that must be dereferenced
before unication. This data structure is the one found in ALE 3.2, the most
recent public release of the ALE system. Both the third and the fourth use
the exact feature arity of every type for its representation, so no coloring is
needed. For non-statically typable modules, these two are the best alternatives available. The advantage of the third is that it can be used together
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with Prolog-term-encoded static modules because of the availability of the
verify attributes/3 unication hook for attributed variables.
The last three are proper Prolog term encodings as elaborated upon here.
The fth was obtained from ProFIT 1.54 with its tree encoding method |
the list and set modules are tree encodable. ProFIT comes with a port of
the naive HPSG grammar that strips out polymorphic lists so that Prolog
lists can be used at the abstract-machine level. As a result, it operates at a
signicant advantage. The last two alternatives use an optimal tree encoding
on modules with no join reducible types. These are so easy to detect and
the encoding is so quickly derived that no other choice makes sense. The
sixth was obtained using the approximate method presented in Section 8.1.2
on the two other modules, but without feature graph coloring. The seventh
uses the optimal method presented in Section 8.1.3 with feature coloring. The
sixth and seventh bound the performance of the four possible permutations
of encoding method with feature coloring and, as can be seen, it makes
very little dierence. For this grammar, a simple, completely polynomial
approximation with Colmerauer's method is worthwhile, and both are even
slightly faster than pure tree encoding with no polymorphic lists.
Memory consumption ranged from 86 MB, by the optimal term encoding
method plus feature coloring, to 161 MB, by the alternative that makes direct
use of SICStus attributes. SICStus Prolog occupies 4.9 MB itself, between
6.9 MB and 8.5 MB once the respective versions of the feature structure
compilation and run-time parsing code have been compiled, between 8.5 MB
and 10 MB after the HPSG grammar has been compiled, and approximately
24 MB after the corpus has been loaded.
The second grammar (Figure 8.8) is a categorial grammar from Bell Laboratories encoded in typed feature logic, designed to have similar coverage to
the naive HPSG grammar, while avoiding recursive types, having taken the
lessons of Chapter 4 to heart. Its signature is also an example of one that is
not tree-encodable, which means that ProFIT could not be tested on it. It has
a total of 209 types and 27 features. It has only ve modules, however, with
the largest containing 119 of the types, including 88 meet irreducible types,
but having an optimal encoding of arity 6 | in fact, there is only one join reducible type in it. Another module has 17 of the features, with a 6-colorable
feature graph. This grammar's corpus consists of 100,002 sentences, of which
79,786 are grammatical, with sentence lengths ranging from 2 to 18 words,
and substring table sizes ranging from 14 to 6,342 edges. The sentences are
again presented in ascending order by parse time with optimal encoding plus
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Figure 8.7: Evaluation on the ALE HPSG grammar.
feature coloring. A moving average was again used for smoothing, but with
a window of 1000 sentences. In this grammar, optimal type encoding is of
much greater signicance | even the direct use of SICStus attributes and
the dereferencing method of ALE 3.2 are better than Colmerauer's method
here. Colmerauer's method failed to allocate enough memory after 78,546
sentences, in fact, because the term encodings were too large. Colmerauer's
method plus feature coloring failed after 79,552 sentences, and optimal term
encoding (without feature coloring) failed after 79,370 sentences.
Memory consumption ranged from 142 MB by the direct use of SICStus
attributes to over 256 MB (the maximum amount that SICStus Prolog's tagpointer indexing scheme can allocate) on those alternatives that failed to
complete the test suite. The largest memory consumption by an alternative
to complete the test suite was 160 MB, by optimal encoding plus feature
coloring. SICStus Prolog plus the feature structure compilation, run-time
parsing code and the compiled Bell Labs grammar occupies between 9.3 MB
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Figure 8.8: Evaluation on the Bell Labs Categorial Grammar.
and 19 MB, and after the corpus has been loaded, between 27 MB and 38
MB.
Among large scale sentences that can be parsed both by the Bell Labs
grammar and naive HPSG, the Bell Labs grammar is approximately 323
times faster than naive HPSG on large-scale (8000 or more edges) parses.
Combined with optimal term encoding, the improved static analysis necessary for term encoding (which is included in all of the alternatives measured above), and better indexing for parsing, its performance is slightly over
113,000 times faster than naive HPSG running on ALE 3.0, the version of
ALE that served as the starting point for this study.
The question also arises how any Prolog term encoding might compare
with a logic programming language whose abstract machine was designed
specically for typed feature structures. The rst abstract machine architecture proposed for an attribute-value logic was described in A!t-Kaci and
Di Cosmo, 1993, although the variant of attribute-value logic assumed there
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allowed for innite-branching terms.
Several such architectures have also been proposed for fragments of ALE,
beginning with that of Wintner and Francez 1994], which did not support
disjunctive descriptions nor non-statically typable signatures, and whose implementation, AMALIA Wintner, 1997], did not include Prolog-style SLD
resolution over relational predicates | only bottom-up parsing. Carpenter and Qu 1995] proposed one that does handle disjunctive descriptions
and non-statically typable signatures. Its implementation, LiLFeS Makino
et al., 1998] includes true SLD resolution, having combined it with a featurestructure-based re-implementation of Aquarius Prolog based on the Berkeley
Abstract Machine Van Roy, 1990]. There is, in fact, a small cottage industry
of abstract machines for feature-structure-based natural language processing
now, largely due to the inuence of these two original ones, abetted by careless, inaccurate benchmarking that exaggerated their improvement relative to
Prolog-based systems such as ALE and ProFIT. That includes, for example,
ignoring that dierent parsing algorithms and/or chart-indexing strategies
were used, using very small test corpora (often fewer than 10 sentences) and
using test sentences of such very small complexities that the initialization
routines are more computationally signicant than the parsing routine itself.
Because the naive HPSG grammar makes heavy use of SLD resolution, it
cannot be tested on AMALIA. The naive HPSG grammar has been ported to
LiLFeS, however, and a comparison between LiLFeS 0.88 compact code and
the hybrid Colmerauer/optimal encoding from above in ALE on naive HPSG
is presented in Figure 8.9. There is also a LiLFeS native code compiler for
Pentium processors, which could not be tested at the time that these tests
were made. Obtaining a large number of execution times in LiLFeS is not
quite as simple, so a smaller corpus was used, consisting of eleven classes
of approximately twenty parses each, distributed evenly across the range of
parsing complexities found in the larger corpus above.
For the purposes of the comparison, ALE's parser was rewritten, so that it
is exactly like the one distributed with LiLFeS for its port of naive HPSG. The
LiLFeS port is actually a port of the ProFIT port of the naive HPSG grammar, so it too operates at an advantage because of the absence of polymorphic
lists. At the closest separation, ALE running on SICStus compact code is 2.5
times faster, with LiLFeS's performance slowly degrading to slightly over 10
times slower. The eleventh test class resulted in a memory allocation failure
on LiLFeS because the computer would not allocate over 700 MB of memory at run-time to the process. In fact, when ProFIT uses the same parsing
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Figure 8.9: Comparison of LiLFeS and the ALE Colmerauer/optimal encoding on naive HPSG.
algorithm, even ProFIT is slightly faster than LiLFeS.
This test, of course, involves a number of dierent components: parsing,
SLD resolution, tabulation of asserted predicates (the parsing algorithm was
again a bottom-up chart parser) as well as unication. For a more controlled
test of SLD resolution, LiLFeS was compared to ALE running on SICStus
Prolog on the naive reverse benchmark, in which a non-polymorphic list
(encoded as typed feature structures) of 30 elements is reversed without an
accumulator 10,000 times. This is a standard benchmark of speed on Prologlike systems. Table 8.1 shows the results. ALE running on compact code
operates slightly faster, with almost a factor of 10 smaller memory usage. If
lists are declared to be extensional, which allows ALE to use Prolog lists to
encode ALE list-typed feature structures in a manner similar to the internal
encoding used in LiLFeS, then ALE compact code is over 10 times faster.
LiLFeS's slower performance is mostly due to the fact that SICStus's
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System
Time LIPS4
Image Size
LiLFeS compact
34.21s 144,969
55M
ALE/SICStus compact
26.64s 186,186
6.4M
ALE/SICStus native
10.38s 477,842
6.4M
ALE/SICStus compact / list cells 2.61s 1,900,383 6.4M
ALE/SICStus native / list cells 0.42s 11,809,524 6.4M
Table 8.1: Comparison of LiLFeS and ALE on the nrev30x10K benchmark.
memory management and predicate compilation are simply much better.
On the other hand, this is one of the main reasons for using a Prolog-based
implementation to begin with: avoiding redundant problem-solving and utilizing the last sixteen years' worth of research on optimizing the Warren
Abstract Machine. ALE's only challenge was to nd an encoding of typed
feature structures that allowed for maximal transparency and minimal term
size. That challenge was met through a proper understanding of the algebraic
structure induced by attributed type signatures.

8.4 Summary
Two methods have been presented to encode statically typable type signatures as at Prolog terms, which provide an improvement in speed over other
general representation methods, including abstract-machine-based ones, and
a competitive performance with tree encoding, in addition to its more general
applicability. A few of the results, such as the graph-coloring reduction and
the selection matrix reduction, are independently of theoretical interest.
What remains now is to nd heuristic methods that, for linguistically
prevalent type signatures, can constrain the compile-time parametric search
for optimal at-term type encodings, and hybrids of the encoding strategies
considered here that can provide the best performance to the empirically
realistic processing needs of the knowledge representation and computational
linguistics communities.

4

logical inferences per second.

Chapter 9
Conclusion
This dissertation presents formal denitions of signature subsumption and
equivalence that have several applications to understanding, extending, and
computing with the logic of typed feature structures. In the process, a better abstraction of join-preserving encodings was formulated that encompasses
the classical denition as a special case. The dierence between the two abstractions was critical in nding a Prolog term encoding of statically typable
attributed type signatures that is robust enough to be used with an extralogical relational extension (which is arguably required to be useful at all).
The view of logic programming with typed feature structures that one
can assemble from the results presented here is that it is a task that can be
decomposed into essentially three areas that have already been well-studied:
logic programming with Prolog terms, (sparse) matrix multiplication, and
various graph-theoretic algorithms, such as the graph coloring reduction of
minimum feature position allocation. That reduction has been shown to yield
a signicant improvement in both coverage and speed on the two grammars
it was tested with when compared to other Prolog and customized-abstractmachine-based approaches.
The areas of immediate interest for future research in light of the results
presented here seem to be mostly practical. One is the further development
of the view of encoding as a matrix multiplication problem. The optimal
at-term encoding problem still requires the discovery of a better class of
polynomial-time heuristic methods. Matrices also lie at the heart of the view
of signature specications presented in Chapter 7, which also requires further
development, particularly of sparse algorithms that can exploit the proper
algebraic structure of closed semi-rings.
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By far the most compelling open problem suggested by the work presented here is the use of statistical methods to optimize term encodings.
A practical encoding algorithm would weigh the importance of assigning a
more terse or atter term to individual types by the likelihood that those
types will be encountered by a unication algorithm in the course of its
use on typical input. An optimal encoding, given these weights, may actually assign larger term encodings to some types than the method presented
here, but with an overall gain in eciency because those types are only
rarely encountered. Preliminary empirical attempts date back to the work
of Schoter 1992], who proposed to reorder the arguments of a Prolog term
encoding based on the likelihood that unication of those arguments would
fail. Specically, the arguments should be re-ordered from left-to-right in decreasing order of the probability of failure, because this is the order in which
Prolog conventionally unies its arguments. Those probabilities, however,
were estimated by a structural analysis of the signature, in which types with
more join-incompatible subtypes were assumed to be more likely to cause a
unication failure than types with fewer. Empirically, the probabilities can
deviate signicantly from that estimate | to the extent of preferring the exact opposite ordering. A properly empirical estimation of these probabilities
was attempted in the context of a more general consideration of optimizing
don't-care-non-determinism by Penn 1999b]. Of course, the structure of attributed type signatures is now well-enough understood that it makes sense
to begin to apply statistical methods to the general encoding problem more
globally than by simply reordering arguments, as well as to other problems
such as indexing which can play a very important role in the eciency of
large-scale logic programming or parsing systems.
On the more theoretical side, the expressive power of parametric type
signatures have still not been adequately characterized with respect to nonparametric signatures in terms of true signature equivalence, although the
more practical weak equivalence in the form of symmetric subsumption has
been addressed here. A more ne-grained analysis of the equivalences that
must certainly exist between bounded unfoldings of recursive features (whose
unfolding was simply written o here as being innite and therefore impossible) is denitely in order. In all likelihood, there is a more elegant categorytheoretic treatment of signature equivalence and subsumption that would
perhaps shed more light on parametric types as well as the other equivalences
treated here in a more classical fashion. One can cite Moshier, 1997a,b as an
initial step in this direction.
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